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PREFACE 

~he field work upon which this study is based was 

done under a grant from the National Science Foundation 

to Columbia University. The grant was given to Dr. A. P. 

Vayda,. the principal investigator, and four a.nthropology 

graduate students for the study of 11 The Human Ecology of 

the New Guinea Rain Foresttt. This group, which consisted 

of Dr. and Nrs. Vayda, Hr. and Ivlrs. Rappaport, and myself, 

was formed with the intention of bringing together anthro

pology students interested in widely varying fields, thus 

making possible a more comprehensive investigation than 

would be possible for one anthropologist alone. My aim was 

to make film . records which would be useful to all the other 

members of the expedition and which would provide me with 

data for the study of human movement. 11y husband, l\1arek 

Jablonko, joined the original group primarily to assist with 

the filming. 

My preparation for fieldwork was based primarily on 

classes given by Dr. Harold Conklin, Dr. 1'1argaret Nead., and 

upon a seminar given by Dr. Ray Birdwhistell . in June, 1962. 

During this seminar, Mr. Jacques Van Vlack impressed upon 

me the importance of film as a recording device, as opposed 
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to an aes~hetic device, and Mr. Paul Byers showed me some 

techniques of still photography and shared with me his 

ideas on the possibilities of using still photographs for 

behavioral analysis. 

It was with this background that I went to the field 

with my husband in March, 1963. We proceeded directly to 

the Simbai Valley, Nadang District, vJhere the Vaydas : and 

Rappaports : had been settled since November, 1962, among 

the Maring, a montane group of swidden horticulturalists. 

We joined Dr. an~/ Mrs. VaydB. at their fi€ld location in 

Gunts, at the e~stern end of the Maring territory. Mr. and 

IV!rs. Rappaport had established a field location in Tsembaga, 

at the western end of Maring territory. The two field l®ca-

tions were about seven hours hike from each other. They 

were reached by a footpath from the airstrip at the Simbai 

Patrol Post, which was about ten hours walk from Tsembaga 
. . 

and seventeen hours walk from Gunts. (See map on page 27.) 

The first months in the field were spent in getting 

acclimatized and acquiring a minimum vocabulary in Haring 

with the help of the linguistic analysis already done by 

Ann Rappaport, and with the help of the Vaydas' interpreters. 

In subsequent film work we used our rudimen~ary Maring to 

communicate, and relied on interpreters only during social 

exchanges in which we wer~ directl~ involved. While filming, 
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we behave~ as observers, a nd, more rarely, as participant 

observers. 

The period of fie l dwork drew to a close with the 

departure of Dr. Vayda in August, of J.V1rs. Vayda · in November, 

·and of the Rappaports in December, 1963. We left Gunts at 

the beginning of February, 1964. Since then, three geo~ 

graphers, f1r. \~iJLliam. Clarke. Jv!r. P.LB.rley Nanner, and Dr. 

John Street, have done field work in the Maring area. 

Dr. Vayda and r'lrs. Vayda returned for a summer· in the fi€ld 

in 1966. At the time of wr~ting, January 1968, Georgeda Bick 

i$ engaged iln anthropological .- ~:iieldwork in the Simbai Valley. 

Filming began on J~ne 10, 1963, three and one half 

months after arrival. The pace of filming increased gradu-

ally: four hundred feet of . fil~ were taken in June, and 

five thousand feet in Juiy. Between August 1 and September 

28, · 20,800 feet were taken. After a short vacation from the 

field, f i lming was resumed in November, during which 14,200 

feet W@re taken. In D@cember ·and January and the first two 

days of February~ 1964, 20,900 feet were taken. · ~he last 

2~Q feet of f ilm were take~ from a plane on the depart~ng 

flight from Sllimbai to Madang. 

Of the tetal corpus, 54,860 feet of fi lm were taken 

in Gunts, the field location of the Vaydas and Jablonkos. 

5,300 feet were taken in Tsembaga, under the direction of 



the Rappaports: 4~500 feet of rituals and ceremonies·, and 

800 feet of _gardening. 1,140 feet were .filmed in Gai with 

the ~elp of the teacher s -at the Anglican Mission sch~ol, 

and 200 feet were filmed at the Patrol Post in Simba i (see 

map on p. 27}. 

Filmin g was done by Roy Rappaport (Roll Bl - 100 

feet), by Allison Jablonko (?,JOO feet) and by ~~rek Jablonko 

(55,000 feet). The principal camera used was a l6mm. Bolex 

Reflex with an electric motor drive. Eolls of 100 feet were 

gse&, each of which can run uninterrupted for 2.7 minutes. 

However, with the exception of two sequenc~s. most of the 

footage was filmed in segments lasting from JO tG 60 seconds. 

A second 16mm. Bo~ ex with no reflex viewer or electric motor 

drive was used by Roy Rappaport, and by Allison Jablonko 

during the filming of rituals and ceremonies. Only 700 feet 

of film was taken on this camera. From roll 0 to roll 269 a 

tripod was always used, but for the remainder of the film the 

tripod was dispensed with to allow greater freedom on the 

part of the cameraman. There were three lenses on the princi

pal camera: · a) wide angl e: SWI~~ 1:1.8 f = 16mm; b) normal: 

SWITAR ] :1.4 f = 25mm; c) telephoto: YVAR 1:2.8 f = 75mm. 

Of these, the telephoto lens was rarely used, the wide angle 

lense was used from time to time, and the normal lens was 

used for most of the filming. During all filming I took 
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notes which documented the place, time, personnel, and 

general context of each 100 foot roll of film. These notes 

were arranged in the form of a card ca.talogue 1-·.ri th one card 

for each 100 foot roll. 

The original footage taken in New Guinea consisted, 

then, of 624 rolls numbered consecutively 0 to 622 and Bl. 

Nine of these rolls had to be discarded as a result of in-

adequate exposure. The remaining 61,500 feet of original 

footage, consistin~ of 23,300 feet of color (13,300 of 

Ektachrome Commgrcial and 10,000 feet of High Speed Ektachrome) 
~ 

. 

and of 38,200 f~et of black and white (19,100 of Plus-X and 

19,100 of Tri-X) have been divided into 69 reels numbered 1 

through 63 (reels 7, 28, 35, 42, 55, and 60 have each been 

subdivided into two reels, A and B). 

The taking of this amount of film was only possible 

because of the collaboration with Dr. D. Carleton Gajdusek 

and Mr. E. R. Sorenson of the N~tional Institute ot Neuro-

logical Diseases and Blindness. They had established the 

Film Archives for The Study of Child Growth and Development 

and Disease Patterns in Primitive Cultures and they were, 

consequently, inte~ested . in ?btaining visual records of 

Maring children in their environment. The exposed film V·Jas 

sent to Bethesda, Md. where Mr. Sorenson arranged for its 

processing and storage prior to our · return. 
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Upon returning from the field my husband and I p~t 

the original footage into the order required by the Archives. 

We· were able to do this in New York, using a total set of 

workprints which. Dr. Gajdusek made available to us. We 

checked that the film was arranged in chronological . order, 

and we composed identification titles on the basis of the 

notes taken during filming. These titles were filmed in 

Bethesda and my husband inserted them into the original 

footage. This stage of completing the Haring Research Film 

was finished in the spring of 1966. The final stage, that 
I 

of recording an explanatory commentary to accompany each 
f . 

reel, was also d9ne in Bethesda, Jvld. in l"Iay and June, 1967. 

The co@nentary was recorded on 16mm. magnetic tape in 

synchrony with the original film. This commentary can be 

transcribed onto magnetic stripes on the answer prints or on 

any further prints made. 

This corpus of New Guinea reasea rch film (6J-JABLONKO 

Reels 1 throu8h 63) is now deposited in the Film Archives 

of the Study of Child Growth and Development and Disease 

~atterns in Primitive Cultures of the National Institute for 

Neurological Diseases and Blindness, Bethesda, Maryland, in 

the form of the original negatives with identificatory titles, 

one answer print of each reel for viewing by any interested 

scholar, and the taped commentary which accompanies each reel. 
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In addition, there are copies · of the origi~al field notes 

made for each 100 feet of ·film, all the. notes which I made 

while viewing the film upon return from the field, and 

descriptions of each event appearing on film, written as 

an index to the film corpus in June 1967. 

In addition to this research film, my husband and I, 

using two Asahi Pentax 35mm. · reflex cameras, toek 241 rolls 

of black and white pictures and 102 rolls of color slid~s. 

These color slides, negatives, an~ contact sheets are, for 

the time . being, in my po£session, and they are available to 

other scholars for purposes of study. 

Simultaneously with the process of putting the corpus 

of research film ~n order, I was engaged in learning a m~thod 

of movement analysis which would enable . me to . study the move-

ment patterns ·or the Maring on the basis of the research 

footage. Mr. Alan Lomax put me in ·contact v.rith :f\trs. Irm.gard 

Bartenieff, who invited me to join a class that she was giving 

in effort-shape notation, a form of movement notation and 

analysis developed by Laban (Laban and Lawrence 1947). I 

attended this two hour class each week during the 1965 spring 

semester, and in June I participated in a one week workshop 

which combined observati-on with the actual perf'ormanc€ of the 
l variou~ types of observed movement~ 

l The effort-shape training course was given at the Dance · 
Notation Bureau, 8 East 12 St!!i."'eet, New York City. 
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~hroughout the fall of 1965 and the spring of 1966 

I continued to study movement analysts ·Ni thin the context 

of a training course given by Mrs. Bartenieff and her 

assistants, Mrs. Forrestine Paulay and Miss Martha Davis. 

The course consist~d of twelve hours ~ week, six devoted to 

practice in observation and notation, and six devoted to 

the practice of performing the movements. During the spring 

of 1966, Alan Lor~x invited Mrs. Bartenieff and her · assistant, 

Mrs. Paula~ to ~ork with him in the development of a method 

for comparative description of dance style cross-culturally, 

similar to the descriptive system for cross-cultural analysis 

of song performance style called Cantometrics. The aim of . 

this study, which eventuated in a rating system called 

Choreometrics, was to describe those main distinctive features 

. of dance style that would produce a cross-cultural taxonomy, 

and, thence, to determine whether or not dance styles are 

distributed areally in the same way as song styles. Since 

my study in the training course coincided with the early work 

on Choreometrics, I wa~ apprised of some of the progress in 

. this research. Insights that Bartenieff and Paulay gained 

from their first systematic cross-cultural look at the dance 

were inevitably translated into movement exercises and ex-

plorations in the training course which I took from them. 

In December of 1966, some preliminary findings from Chorea-

metrics were reported upon in the A.A.A.S. meeting. I have 
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incorporated two of the Choreometric rating parameters 

reported upon at that time, with adjustments th~t seemed to 

me suitable to my frame-oriented study technique. 1 The 

analysis of the Haring film reported upon here was carried 

out in the summer of 1967. 

The basic purpose of the research film (Gajdusek 

1963:89; Sorenson & Gajdusek 1966) has been fulfilled. A pre-

viously unknown system of analysis has been.applied to the 

film. The film has also provid~d answers to questions which 

were asked neither prior to nor during the time of filming. I 

hope that, since the data upon lAThich the present study is based 

are in the form ~f films, future investigators will refer 

directly to these films. Such a procedure _of rechecking by 

the same and different investigators will lead to a degree of 

exactness attainable only when film is used. 

The worth of this film corpus is not exhausted by 

the present study. It provides a baseline for the descrip

tion and analysis of Maring movement patterns as of 1963. 

By 1963, the r~Iaring of the Simbai Valley had been subject to 

only minimal contact with European~. The area was considered · 

by the Australian Administration to be under control .in the 

spring of 1962. Mission schools manned by teachers from 

Papua and the Solomon Islands had been established in a few 

1 see Chapter IV, p. 67ff. 
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localities since 1956-1957, but their influence had barely 

penetrated the peo.ple living nea~r Gunts or Tsembaga. The 

pacification imposed by the Australian Administration had 

brought several changes, the implications of which were not 

yet fully realized. There was, for example, discussion 

among the men ef Tsembaga about the future of the ceremonial 

dances, kaiko. Since these were an integral part of the 

ritual cycle triggered by r1aring warfare, there was some 

question as to the possib~lity of the men's being able to 
·'· 

perform ·them Nhen warfare ~Tould cease. Some men said, "This 

is the last kaiko. 11 Others felt that it could be integrated 

with the European and mission celebrations known as "Christmas". 

Since pacification the network of paths binding together the 

territories of the various local groups had been radically 

changed by the establishment .of a wide track required by the 

Australian Administration to be kept open to all persons 

(Kiap road; Kiap - Neo-1:.1elanesian word used by Haring speakers 

for the Patrol Officer). Upon this path a person was free to 

walk without fear of being killed or of traversing the 

territory of enemies, which, in the past, he would have had 

to circumvent. The settlement pattern had not yet undergone 

any change. Work patterns were the same as had existed since 

the adoption of steel axes which had arrived via native trade 

routes since the early 40's. In 1963 no cash crops were oas 
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yet being grown. The traditional dress was worn: only a 

few men connected with Europeans (principally ~he anthro

pologists) had adopted cloth loincloths, and even fewer 

wore sandals. 

As we left the field in early 1964, however, the first 

group of young men who had gone ·out of the area to the coast 

as conscript laborers were returning, complete with shorts 

and shoes, suitcases for their possessions, and gifts . for 

their families. They brought kerosene lanterns, which 

could change the patterns of handling night time. They had 

seen new tools and new work processes. How their return 

affected Maring movement patterns can be the subject of future 

study. The baseline for such studies is the record of 1~1aring 

life in 1963 as preserved on the research film. 
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A N0 1J.1E ON l\'IARING ORTHOGRA.PHY 

· ~he following orthographic conventions have been 

used in writing ~~ring words in this paper: 

. natt as in "father" 

ue" as in umet", in final position a~ in ttday" 

uin as in "bit" 
' in final position as in "meet" 

as in "or" 

"u" as in "put" 

"ell I 

as in/ "chat" 
.f. . 

@., b, g are prenaza~ized: nd, mb, ng. They are 

written here in most words without the 

prenazalization. 

"ng" in final po£ition is pronounced as in "sing". 

In medial positions ·it is most often pronouced 

as in "finger". 
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CJ\IAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

The que$tion with which this paper . is concerned lies 

at the basis of dance .ethnology: what is the relationship 

between the movements of dance and the movements of daily 

activities of people in a given culture? In trying to 

specify· the subject matter . of dance ethnology Kurath states 

the fo.llowing: 

"Ethnology deals with a great variety of kinetic 

activitie$, many of them expre£sive, rhythmical, 

and aesthetically pleasing. Would choreology, 

the study of dance, include all types of motor 

behavior or only restricted categories? If the 

latter, what identifies 11 dance, '' which uses the 

same physical equipment and follows the same laws 

of weight, balance, and dynamics as d~ walking, 

working, playing, emotional expression, or com

munication? The border line has not been 

precisely drawn. Out of ordinary motor activities 

danee selects. heightens or subdues, juggles 

gestures and steps to achiev.e a pattern, . and does 

this with a purpose transcending utility." 
(Kurath 1960:234) · 

"In a strict sense, dance ethnology would be con

fined to patterned phenomena. In a broad sense, 

it could deal with any characteristic and expres

sive movement, since eyeryday motions are the 

roots of dance ... (Kurath 1960:235) 

In orier to arrive at a more precise understanding of 

the relationship between dance and everyday motions, it is 

necessary to define carefully what is meant by 5uch terms as 

11 selects," "heightens," and "pattern. u Dance. ethnology 

however, has been concerned primarily with eleser1bing dances 

rather than analyzing them. Whether a dance can be ~ecog-

nized immediately upon the basis of movement criteria, or 
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whether it is recognized ~ecause of the context in ·which it 

appears, or finally only because an informant identifies 

the activity as dance, has not been investigated. Once an 

activity is identified as dan~e, the investigation proceeds 

to describe t h e dance in relation to other dances. ~hen 

the dances are placed within the context of the culture as 

a whole, in terms, usually, of ritual and social structure 

(Kurath and }~rti 1964; Speck and Broom 1951). Thus, the 

level of· observation which is concgrned with physical move

ment is passed over· with scant atterition. Dance is analyzed 

in terms of aspects of culture other than movement. 

This bypassing of ~hysical movement may indicate the 

existence of a basic assumption that the physical movements 

of daily life are biologically given and determined by 

external necessity, in contrast to the movements of dance, 

which are culturally determjned. There is an imprecision in 

the use of the word "pattern.u It is clearly incorrect to 

state that only dance . is 11 patterned phenomena." t~hen we 

observe movement phenomena at the level of physiology, we 

s:ee definite patterns {l\1arler tlnd Hamilton 1966: 203-225). 

The question is not whether everyday movements are pattern~d, 

but whether they are · culturally patterned. As long as move

ment studies are limited to certain sets of movements, such 

as dance, or gesture, we shall remain unsure wheth&r these 

patterned sets of movement are special sets that emBrge from 
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pan-human movement patterns appearing in daily activities~ 

or wheth~r they form p~rt Df a whole corpus of culturally 

patterned movement that has begn artificially segmented by 

the separate subject matters of our studies~ Recent studies 

of motor activities other than dance have shown that pat

terning existB in a wide variety · of activites of which 

dance is only one example. Hall has shown the patterning · 

of the use of space in interaction (1966). Gcffman has in

dicated that there i! a patterning both of space .and bodily 

uBe in social enc,.<Dunters (1963: 35-37). Obs €lrvations and 

studies of events in terms of movement indicate that 

c~ltural patterrting of movement exists (Bate3on and Mead 

1942; Bateson and Holt 1941; Mead and Macgregor 19)1; McPhee 

1966; Efron 1941; Bailey 1942 ). Birdwhistel1 has worked 

o~t the kine~ic structure of American English, sho-vring in 

detail how patterns of bodily communication const~ntly com

pliment and supplement all verbal interchange . . His sy$tematic 

approach indicates that there is a kinesic structure matching, 

level-for-level, those of the linguist -- kin€s, kinemes, 

kinomorphs, etc. (1952, 1960, 1967) Elsewhere, in . his wide

ranging studies of body communi ca. tion, Bird-v'-Ihistell point£> 

out that movement patterns within a culture do indeed form 

a culturally-patterned whole, and he identifies a cmlturally

determined basg-line from which the movements of each indi

vidual proeeed: tt;g~ay Base is that diagram about the behavior · 

3 



of other human beings which the individual must internalize 

to be a predicta©le and predicting member of a particular 

s@eiety" (Birdwhistell 1960:18). Birdwhistell has also 

referred t~ this aspgct of the kinesic system as "signature 

behavior" ( 1964.:14) . 

On the basis of these studie£ indicating cultural 

patterning of all movements iricluding dance, it is re~sonable 

to hypothesize that the patterns of movement seen in dance a~e 

. relat.€d to the patterns of daily moveme-nt. Such an hypothesis 

was the basic assumption of the Choreometrics pi l ot suFvey 

(Lomax, ~artenieff and Paulay Jl966). The preliminary findings 

of the Choreometric study showed: 1) that movement style 

varied consistently from one cult~re region to another: 

2) that some aspects of movement style varied in terms of 

c~ltural complexity: and 3) that in telationship tQ a 

cluster of 23 clusters, for which both work and dance act i vities 

were available· for rating, the computer discovered a higher 

o~d®r of paired similarity between work an& dance per culture 

than could have occured by chance. In other words, the same 

style of movement was used in both of these activities. This 

third f:hnd~ng resulted iril the hypothesis that ttdance/is/a 

formalized and repetitious use of movement patterns that /are/ 

frequent and important in everyday lifeu (Lomax, Ba~tenieff, 
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and Paulay 1966:2). It is this hypothesis which is further 

tested in this thesis by a study of movemerit in · one culture 

the ~~ring of New Guinea. If one set of movement patterns 

can be perceived in all iVfaring activities, vJhether dance or 

work. this set can be . cal led, following Birdwhistell's 

suggestive phrase, 3ignature behavior. By moving in con-

· r~rmity with th ] s p~ttern, a Maring man, w~man~ or child 

automatically identifies himself as a Jviaring:· he is constantly 

sending th€ message "I am a J.Ylaring." If this study revea ls 

one set of lJiloV&Fnent patterns in both lVIaring dance an~ work, 

we will have succeeded in uncovering Haring signature behavior. 

Choreometrics found such signature behavior in its 

cross-cultural survey, and the present study will attempt to 

confirm the Choreometric finding~ on the basis of a more 

. detailed approach. 

The characterization of movement has, until recently, 

been approached as a simple problem in ~ literary description. 

Mauss produced a format to guide ethnographic investigation 

of movement (1935). Unfortunately, his outline concentrated 

upon general activities rather than upon the details of move

ment. In 19)7, Sachs, in his World Histo~y of the Dance 

(196J), was hampered by a lack of data. On the basis of 

reports that varied considerably in· reli~bility as to the 



correspondence of the image created by the report with the 

observed behavior, Sachs found relationships between various 

patterns of dance and other aspects of culture, .such as 

stage of technical development and social structure. His 

observa tions ca n sca rcely be checked, however, because he 

did not define his terms exactl~. A descriptive approach to 

movement, such as Sa chs used, relies upon the skill of the 

observer in using his own language. ·· .. . 

Even m.ore impo:r t a nt than the varla tions in language 

skill from observ~r to observer, is the fact that every 
... 

language probably ha s inherent and. unique paradigms of 
\ . 

I 

terms concerning movement. While these inherent paradigms 

ma y to some extent sta ndardize movement observations made by 

observers using the same language , it is proba ble that each 

observer further opera tes even then ' on the basis of a 

sliahtly different individual pa radigm, one which he has 

person lly and. unintentionally selected from the range of 

movement concepts inherent ~n his language. In cases ~here 

no cle r definition of terms is given, and no systematization 

is made , the reader ha s no way of checking the extent to 

which his lmpression , ga ined from reading, corresponds to 

the origin 1 ev nt. This problem is avoided in the work of 

Mea d, B teson, and Ma cgregor in their studies of Bali by the 

pr ctice of using photographs and film in connection with a 

technic 1 voc bul ry b sed on anatomical terms. 
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Verbal de£@ription 'is thus clearly not suffic-iently 

standardized for detailed comparative work. In addition, 

obse~vation procedure$ aJr·e a:Isc left to the preferencei5 of 

th€ individual observer, instead of being guided by a · 

coherently structured ~lan. This may lead to a simple 

cataloguing of observations with no effort to integrate the -

ID@V@ment :Patterns observed :in isolation from one another and 

to C©nnect them in any coher~nt system. This probl em is 
/ 

€vidlent in the des(;riptie>n$ of Navaho motor halbits by Bailey 

(l94Z). Although her descriptions are vivid, only the slight-

est ~ttempt at sys~ematiz~tion is made (210). 

·As opposed· to merely descriptive methods of dealing 

with movement, analyti c method0 inv©lve choosing, en the 

ba$iS of an exp~ici t movement paradigm, $pecific aspects of 

movement to be included in the recording. One sueh paradi~m 

is provided. by kinetography (called Labanotation in. t!he 

United Stel.te$) (Hutchinson 1961). In a complete score of a 

sequence of movement, the following aspects of movement are 

included: 

a) group m~vement--formation, path , ~~r~t]on 

b) ~ndividual movement--body part, dir€c·tion, 

d~ration, dynamics, and contact wit~ other 

Kinetography is extensively used in both the United States and 

Europe. It h~s been use©Jl to provide :permanent recorcBis of the 



work of several choreographers (Doris Humphrey, Jose Limon, 

George Balanchine, H~nya Holm, and Anna Sokolow), and it is 

also used by students of .folk dance and dance ethnography 

for the recording, archiving and analysis of dance forms 

(Kurath 1953; Kurath and Narti 1964; Lange 1966). As precise 

~s kinetography is, and as clearly as it differentiates 

movement into specific aspects, each of which must be 

observed, it does not lend itself to the study of movement 

pattern~ that lack the clear aesthetic structuring of dance. 

Patterns that do not emphasize clearly repeated use of 

specific body parts and directions are not easily perceived 

upon a kinetographic score. It is . po~si ble that· this is a 

further reason for the neglect of so-called "unpatterned'1 

daily movement on the part of dance ethnographers. Moreover, 

since the aim of a kinetographic score is to present a record 

of a movement pattern th~t can be reproduced by the skilled 

reader-dancer, it can be difficult to abstract from a score 

single aspects one at a time for detailed analysis. 

In a study initiated by Boas and carried out by Efron, 

a method for the analysis of several distinct aspects of 

movement was developed (Efron 1941). In order to investigate 

the hypothesis that gesture is culturally, rather than 

racially, determined, Efron made a detailed c.omparison of the 

gestures of head and arms of Italians and Jews in New York. 

The method consisted primarily of direct observation from 
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life. The observation~ led to three different ktnds qf 
records: general des~riptions, sketches (done by the artist 
l1r. Sturtevant Van Veen), and counts of the occurence of 
speeific kinds of motions. In addition, 5,000 feet of film 
was analyzed. First, naive observers were: asked to describe 
verbally the g~stures recorded on the film. These desc~ip
tions seemed to corroborate the impressions gained by Efron 
and Van Veen from live observation (50). s-econd, Efron 
projected the film frame-by-frame on graph paper, plotting 
the pa~h traced py elbo'tlf< and wrist. Phis a1lowe01 the pin
pointing of mo~~ments to specific sections of the film (4lf.). 
This method, however, limited the graphic representations to 
segments of" film four seconds or less in length. Since many. 
of the analyzed patterns of movement were longer than four 
seconds (62), the film analysis was used .only as a suppl€ment 
to live observation. Efron's definition of the movement 
aspects of individual gestures to be observed {radius, form, 
plane, bodily parts involved, and · tempo) was clear enough 
that a reader could use this method with fair assurance that 
the results wo~ld be comparable. 

In 1952 Bi:rdwhistell' s Introduction to Kinesics· made a 
substantial eontribution to the methodology of analyzing 

. movement. Body part, direction and durat~on of movement 
were all notated in deta~l, usually in segments ranging in 
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length from 1/24 to 1/8 of a sgcond. The analysi~ of these 

records ~\lias rmde in terms of a e©ro.munica tion mode l •. rather 

than in terms of movement. Instead of abstracting movem&nt 

aspects from the r&cords, he performed a context-analysis, 

separating the records into units which had signifiGance in 

the communication ·system of the culture of which the moving 

individual was a part. 

Following Birdwhistell's . research, and still using th€ 

commur1:ication model. Condon (1964)· and Kendon (1967) inves-

tigated one spec~fic aspect of movement, namely the synchrony 

between the mo~$ments of ~11 the people present du ring a 

given event. They arrived at the conclusion · that this aspect 

of movement has specific meaning within the communication 

system. 

Other methods of investigating movement are based 

upon effo~t-shape notation, a alearly specified terminology 

dealing with the dynamic and spatial qualities of movemgnt 

(Laban and Lawrence 1947). Effort-shape notation was 

developed by Laban and took clear form during the S€cond World 

War in the investigation of working process.es in industry. 

Since then it has been applied in England in the field of 

apti.tude rating in industry · (Lamb 1965), in the field of 

personality assessment (North 1967), and in the fields of 

rehabilitation and psychi.atry (Bartenieff 1962; Kestenberg 

1965, 1967). 

I' 
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The .most recent development in the analysis of 

movement · is Choreometrics. Bartenieff, Lomax, and Faulay 

started with the systematization of movement provided by 

Laban in both kinetography and effort-shape notation. In 

its original form, however, this systematization did not 

lend itself to cross-cultural taxonomic problems: C> its 

focus and its success is in characterizing individual 

differences within a cultural framework. For this reason, 

Bartenieff, Lomax, and Paulay have. been engaged . in th€ testing 

and development ~f a new group bf about ·100 rating parameters 

suitable for cross-cultural comparison. The9e parameters are 

intended to reflect the nG>rms of behavior that characteriz·e 

the movements ·of all the people in a filmed scene, rather than 

one individual. The Choreometric technique, in experimental 

development, applies about 100 measures to the description 

of filmed sequences. Ra t her than recording the detailB of 

movement in a frame-oriented or step-by~-step manner, so that 

the movement might be either replicated or analyzed from a 

written score, it is concerned with .the relative presence or 

absence of specifie~ qualities and traits of movemerit and 

interaction opserved in . the scenes studied. Its parameters 

are carefully defined and the mo.vement profiles they produce 

can presumably be checked by consensus with other coders. 

The coders record their judgment about the tendency of people 
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in an observed scene to employ a certain movement quality at 

some level of frequency. Depending on the scale employed and 

the statistical handling Qf such information, a corpus of 

such judgments can serve to defin€ the relative differences 

between . movgment from scene to scene or from culture to 

culture. Choreometrics is, then, a taxonomic tool which 

op_erates with a small number of diagnostic characteristics 

rather than an exhaustivel y descrip t ive system. It u ses a 

coding sheet upon which experienced observers record their 

observations in terms of relative presence or absence of 

traits. Its ~asic data are films and it is designed to 

characterize any filmed scgne from any culture in a standard

ized and comparable way. 

In order to investigate the relationship between the 

movements of dance and the movements of everyday life among 

the I1aring, I have turned my attention to two of the aspects 

of movement used in the Choreometric codings. The use of 

these aspects will allow the results of the pres~nt study to 

b€ placed in the cross-cultural context provided b y the choreo

metric survey. I have- not, however, used the chorecmetric 

coding sheet to score impressions of the filmed movement. I 

have, rather, devel oped a notation that serves to transfeF 

from film to a two-dimensional diagram the two aspects of 

movement in such a way that questions asked by experienced 
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observers of the film can be asked by inexperienced ob3ervers 

of the movement diagrams. This diagrammatic techn~que can 

be learned in a few minutes, and it keeps the movement aspects 

unde:ri investigation separate from each other, so that each 

can be . analyzed direetly (@ee Appendix II for illu5tration). 

In additioB, the notation is done in terms of the frames of 

the film, so that any ~ortion of the diagram can be scrutin-

ized toggther with the film, thus allowing the results , · 

obtained by the notator to be retested. At this stage of 

movement researc~1 it is especially important to take advan

tage of the fact that film consists of series of frames that 

can be relocated: a movement pattern can be operationally 

defined by pinpointing the frames where it occurs. Only in 

thi£ way can the relation$hip between movement phenomena and 

movement terminology be made precise enough that we can pro-

ceed unhampered by the terminological imprecision inherent 

l 
in past movement studies. 

The dance movements to be analyzed in detail will 

first be described in a larger cultural context. Chapter Two 

is a description of the kcnj kaiko, a major ceremonial event 

among the Haring which took place at Dikai, Simbai Valley, 

New Guinea, on November 9 and 10, 1963. ~he third chapter 

1 The Choreometrics project group has just completed two 
training films d~signed tc illustrate some of the features 
of movement important in its rating system. 
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... -- -..... .. ' ... 
is a description of the broader cultural context of 11aring 

dance. The fourth chapter is a presentation of -the method 

used in the detailed analysis of movement patterns. The 

analysis of selected Maring movement patt~rns is presented 

in Chapter Five. Chapter Six presents -the detai l ed r~lation-

ships found between &ance movement and work movement, and 

makes suggestions for further research. 

"\ ,-· 
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CHAPTER II 

The Konj Kaiko - Dikai, Nov. 9-10, 19631 

The morning dawned clear. As the sun rose high the 

people of the Tsembaga clancluster2 busied the~selves in · 

the final preparations for the last ceremony of their ritual 

cycle that had begun many years ago. Bcth . men's and women's 

houses were more crowded than usual; affinal and cognatic 

relatives had begun to arrive during the previous days. In 

the yards of men~B houses men unpacked their feather head

dresses from bark and bamboo tube carrying cases, a.nd smoothed 

and softened the feathers in the smoke of small fires. 

In one woman's yard, a man took the opportunity to 

make one in a s€ries of payments to his elas£ificatory 

mother's brother. He had carefully spread shells, steel 

axes, beads, salt, and pork for display on pandanus mats. 

The mother's brother surveyed the collection. The women of 

the family sat close to the door, watching. ~he donor stood, 

legs apart, arms crossed over his chest, while he explained . 

the proceedings to the anthropologist. His serutin·y of the 

1 This description of the konj kaiko is based upon the film 
record of the events in reels~-JAB- )5A . and 35B of the 
Maring research film. It is supplemented by the impres
sions gained by the author at the ti~e of filming and by 
facts reported by Rappaport (1968). Photographs of the 
dance ground at Dikai appear on Plates XV a~d ·xvr. 

2For an explanation of the term clancluster, . see Chapter 
III, p. 25. 

.1_5 
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payment finished, the mother's brother squatted by the mat 

and slowly reached out for the gold-lip shells. One by one 

he fingered them and picked them -up, turning each until he 

could grasp it in h1s left hand. Now he had a bundle of 

shells all facing in one direction. He waited for a younger 

man to come and take the shells, then he slowly coll€cted 

the axes and beads. Finally he handed the salt and pork to 

his wife. The empty mats were rolled up, .and the women pu.t 

them inside the house. 

At Muk's h~use, which was serving as the principal 
/ 

men's ceremonial house, many local men were gathering. Muk's ~· 

. . 
yard overlooked the dance ground; it had previously been 

sheltered from it by a thick clump of bamboo.. The yard had 

recently been incorporated into the part of the dance gr0und 

marked by the fifteen foot tall pave -- a fence made of 

saplings stuck side by side into the ground and lashed to 

horizontally placed saplings. The leaves were already brovm 

and withered (the pave had been constructed several weeks 

before), but the pave formed an eff€ctive shield betw€en the· 

main dance ground anG Muk's yard. In the center of the pave 

there was a small window barely a foot squar~. 

As the day ~ore on, people approached the Tsembaga 

territory along the many paths linking the Tsembaga with 

other Maring groups. Slowly the dance ground grew crowded 
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with dancing elumps of men wearing feather h~~ddre£se~· . 

Their fa6e$ were colored with a variety of ·earth colors. 

black charcoal, · and "Qr11gh15 powder.3 obtained in native trade 

· from European sources. Their most beautiful crescent shells 

were inserted in the s~ptum and adorned the neck, while · 

horn'bills hung at th® back of t:he neck and marsupial ·rurs 

hung both ever their chest$ and their backs. Around thei.r 

waists were wide. stiff belt$ of bark and of woven fibers. 

Soft loi~cloths hung in fro~t from belt tc foot, tassels of 

fur at the ends brushing their insteps as the men stamped 
~' . 

forward. · · Into ~the back of their belt$ numerous kinds of 

grasses and ·leaves w~re stuck: freshly pleated green and 

red leaves, and dr~ed, sand-color leave$ ·Which rustl€d sharply 

as they moved. The men of each clancluster formed a dance 

group and they were often joined by allie$ from other clan-

clusters. No two men wore identical decorations, but each 

dance contingent tended to have similar headdresses. One 

group wore crowns of black and white. Another wore white 

cockatoo feathers wit~ a single bird 0f paradise rising in 

the center. A third wore crowns of green and yellbw parrot 

feathers around a central red parrot. 

The edges of the dance ground were lined with women, 

children, and me~ w~aring no decorations who wer~ simply on-

lo~kers. Some women wore several gold-lfup shells, but it was 



the young girls ~ho were richly dressed. Some wore breast-

plates of beads, others of fur, or a heavy necklace of green 

sea snail shells. Their bodies were freshly oiled and shone 

smoothly. 

Many of the YTomen stood in front of the dance shelter 

which overlooked the dance ground from the east. It was 

about 25 x 35 feet, tall enough to stand in, and was built 

especially to provide shelter from rain. Several smalJ fires 

were built on the floor and both ~en and women cooked bananas 

or tubers on the coals for snacks. Since traditional enemies / 

cannot enter the same house, although they may both come to 

the dance grounds of groups with which they have friendly 

connections, another shelter had been built downhill from the 

dance ground. It was used by people who found that their 

traditional enemies had alre~dy occupied the first. 

As the crowd thickened on · the dance ground, more and 

more Tsembaga residents gathered in Muk's yard. Men and 

women, some with children on their hips, brought bundles of 

salted pork which would later be distributed. Older men 

arranged the bundles in piles close to the window of the pave. 

The girls had almost finished putting on their dance finery. 

Kornbra helped Momun, his brother's dau8hter, put · on a heavy 

headdress of feathers and a string of shells. She tested the 

firmness of the headdress and then joined the little knot of 
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· o~her girls who already had started their own dance, singing 

softly to themselves. 

~elow on the danee ground, the visiting contingents 

continued to dance and sing. Men synchronized their steps 

and drumbeat ~nly withi~ their own group. Groups moved b~ck 

and forth across the ~~nee ground in curved paths, rarely 

r€traci ]'1)Jg the sam.e · path. The men · bounced up and dewn, 

holding their tTunks rigid and b&nding their knees with , each 

beat. ~he lo~g feathers of their headdresses swung forward 

and backward with .~c;J.c.h step. Me£t of the men held a simple 
,:'! 

drum in the left ~ hand, and were b&ating it with their right ... . · _, 
.. 

. ·:;;,f;~~J~~and. Other me~ - wielded a ·bow and arrows or a n axe in .their · 
. - : "'~ . 

·right hand, or held a long wooden spectr. 

~y four o'clock all the allie~ dance contingents had 

ar:rri ved .. Two· young Tsemba~a ~en thrus t heavy pole$ into .the 

earth in@ide the pave, climbed to the top of the p ©les, and 

surveyed the Ghance ground. Inside the 12-ave all the bundles of 

pork had been collected, ready for .presentation. Mu~ climb ed 

a pole and ~&gan to shout to the erowds below. The Gerem@ny 

eould begin. 

In front of the ~~ Abo]., a n old man, carried a 

bamboo tube·full of .salt. He. wore no deeoration at all since 

· he had decided he was too old to dc;J.nce, but he carFied hi$ 

ax€.- As;; Muk shouted to the m.il"JLing crowds, an older man 
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·standing among the w®men and children also raised his arm 

in a gesture meant to silence them. But the groups ®f men 

cont:inu.ed drUJ-nming, singing a nd dancing. A young a~n.an walkedl 

down the slope of i;;he danc·e grt~n:tnd ·and. wound his i;'Va:y among 

the groups of danc€rs and spectators, pun6tuating his shoats 

for silence with sweeping gestures of his right arm. · At 

last the roar of dancing subsided. The groups of aancing 

men drew closer to the l©wer edges of the dance ground~ A 

bare slope was cleared in front of the pave. 

Eehind the pave Mer climbed up a stake beside Muk and 
/ 

prepared to call by name the men who were to rec€ive gifts :r·· . 

of salt pork. ~ ~irst to be called was the resident anthro-

pologist. He ran up to the pave flanked by members of his 

household - shouting and wielding axes. Next to be called were 

the two men who rendered most assistance as allies in the 

· last war. Before they rushed up to the pave, flanked by 

young men and followed by the massed formatio~ of their dance 

contingents, Aboi ran do~m and ba~k, wielding his axe. He 

contrasted sharply with the highly decorated dancers, the 

dark brown of his body unrglieved by the colors or' shells, 

fur or feathers. When the two honored men reached the window 

of the pave, they carefully removed the delicate shells from 

their septums, sliding them for safety into their· woven arm-

bands. Then a hand grasping a large chunk of salted pork fat 
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r~aehed thro~gh the narrow window. In turn, the fat was 

pushed into the rec~pients' mouths, and Aibint ·and Aboi 

rubbed salt onto t.h€ir -s.houldle·rs. O~ce t~eir mouths we·re 

stuffed with fat, b~ndles of pork were handed to them 

through the window, am.d they turned, strips of fat dangling 

from their mouths, and danced back down with their dance 

contingent. 

Mer and Muk called QUt the name of the next · recl/pi€nt. 

Another dance eontingent surged forward, led by the recipient 

flanked by young~r m@n. ~he recipient and the men flanking .. · 

him ran backw~~d. and forward two or three tim€$ before they 

finally reached - the . window. ~he ealling vut continued. In-

side· the pav€ bundles of pork were passed to the men handing 

them through the window. Women and children sto0d en the 

fringes watching, or peered through thin places in the pave. 

Between twenty-five and thirty men were calle~ to receive · 

pork and salt (Rappaport 1968:217). At 5:45 p.m. th~ pre-

sentat1.<9n finished, Mttk, Ner a:nd Borga1 came e"town from the 

poles. 

~he visiting conting€nts of dancers again spread over 

the dance ground. The dancing groups mgved through the 

crowds and past each other, each bouncing and singing in a 

clump in 0ne place, then each forming a rough Golumn as it 

moved between other groups, still bouncing and drumming. 
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Again they for~ed a elump in another spot, and continued the 

bouncing and singing with@Ut interruption. Women and children 

shifted about· 0n the edges of the dance ground. The light 

began to fade. Everybody wa1ted for the pave to be broken 

down. 

Inside the pave the local girls had been dancing 

inte~mittently throughout the presentation. The men of the 

Tsembaga clans, finished with the presentation, g~ther~d 

around a small fire where bamboo tubes· were heated till they 

exploded with loud reports. Then with the last of the day-, 
:'; 

light, the men -;r·ushedl do11rn Muk' s yard to the west corner of 
.: · 0 

. . 
the pave. The ' ~aplings waved wildly above and a breach was 

made. The men, followed by girls, leaped down onto the dance 

ground, running from the breach down the slope to form a 

clump at the edge of the cr0wd. Then they, too, made their 

way in a column among the other dancing groups. It was 

6:15p.m., a~d the only motion still visible was the waving 

®f feather headdresses against the strip of grey sky on the 

horizQn. 

Dancing continued on and off throughout the night. 

Women and girls stooped in small bunehes ar6und .the edges of 

the dance ground and in the ~helters. Men dropped o~t of the 

dance groups and eame into the shelters to €at sugar cane or 

roasted tubers. Som€ of the residents of the fsembaga hamlets, 

and people visiting them, eventually returned to their o-~ 
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houses wGm®n to the women.' s; .houses·, men to the men's; 

beuses . . ·. Through®ut the night the s0und of drumming ce>uld 

be heard e(Dming fro~ the dance g~ound. 

~Y seven the· next morn]n~ the dance ground was only 

a third full. Da~eing had ceased. Some peopl~ had already 

departed for theil!;' own vil1a~es, while others wandered about 

in search <Df items of t:rrade. ©ne man walked about displaying 

parrG>t pJLmJililage, . eagerly applt'oaching prospeetive CU$tom.~·rs but 

bein5 disa~~einted again an~ a~ain. One man with a green sea 

snail shell fon;nd.1 a m.an with. a i[::?oundl note and they a.~reed. to 
. ~' . 

. 2J 

tracde. JBe~d:B W)~~re bought an®\ taken cff a· headdress. Ae.<quaint-

anees met armd greeteat ea@h other with vigor0~s handshake$. 

Above, in M~k's yard, t~e ~sembaga men .wer€ gathering 

~gain. Nightfall had interru~t€d their cere~ony and the final 

rit~al of tb€ eycle ~ad $til] te be eompleted. At ~i~e 

o 1 clo,ck several len~tths of barra1E>eH0 were again placed up)(s>ia the 

.fire. As SO>Gtl as a length explodted a ~!ii pi eked it @'Vl.t .of 

the fire and held it higfu abv~e his head, talking lou~ly for 

a s .hl or t , t i me • A young man b e;un c e d ~ndl d.rum:m €'Gl • · lB e 1 e> 1:T , cnn 

t~e d.ance grourThd, the rep©rt of_ the €X~lod:tng 'bamboo 1¥a$ 

greet€d w] t:k enthusiast!@ shout in~ iby bll:l>th m·en and wom.€n, and 

. the erratic ~Fouwi~g ~f the . tradi~g encounter$ · fo~me& a mer€ 

re~lar patter~ as spectaters ~ent to the edge ©f the danee 

gFGhl.irtd. Several mG>T€ J:9)i eces - G>f b~m.hQH) w:er~e expl®dled, anrd 

tnen the men and girls wit~!n the ~ave forme~ a · @olumn. L€d 



by the man holding one of the split bamboos overheadv ~hey 

again oroke through the breach in the pave and hurtled across 

the dance ground, regrouping once more at the lower edge of 

the slbping space. The group danced several times around 

the dance ground and then gathered at the lower gate. Now, 

women, children, and visitors all crowded close, closer 

than at any other time in the kaiko, and watched while Yemp 

dug out two cordyline roots which had been buried under the 

gate the year before when the kaiko celebration began. The 

roots w~re tied to vines and were held just over the grounds 
/ 

/ 
carried thus bY .. ·two men in the midst of the crowd. The 

~ · . 

column of <ianci.ng men, led by the two carrying the roots, 

could hardly move out through the crowd. Finally, the whole 

group moved once more around the dance ground. And then the 

dancers, in a formation that was fast disintegrating ., left 

the dance ground, going over the gate and along a narrow path 

to the west. A few men sang and drummed. Less than five 

minutes walk .away the roots were "t;hrow·n O>Ver a bluff toward · 

enemy territory (Rappaport 1968:218). This was the last act 

of the ritual cycle. 

As the p€ople came back, they walked and enly a few 

young men drummed as they l~aped up the steep edges of the 

west sid€ of the dance ground. People milled freely on the 

dance ground. Decorations were taken off and offered for 

trade. Some women and children still stood watching on the 

perimeter. 
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Since early in the morning people from distant 

territories had been leaving: men carrying sides of pork 

and bundles of su3ar cane over their shoulders, women 

carrying heavy string bags full ef smaller pieces of pork 

and tubers, and often with a small child riding on top. 

Tbroughout the day people continued to drift away. That 

night no mqre drums were heard . 

. f. . 
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CHAPTER III 

~he Context of the Konj Kaiko in the 

·Maring Ritual Cycle and Daily Life 

A konj kaiko is the largest gathering that takes 

place among the almost 7,000 Maring living on the slopes bf 

the Bismarck Mountains. At its conclusion the gathering 

disperses and the Maring population, engaged in the daily 

tasks of agricult~e and family life, reaches its widest 
:'' 

dispersal. 
~·· . 

The Marib.g terri tory stretches betwee.n the Simbai 

River and the Jimi River and includes a small area on the 

north bank of the Simbai, and on the south side of the Jimi. 

The territory runs approximately fifteen miles from east to 

west and ten mil€s from north to $outh. (See map on the 
) 

following page.) Th~ settlement pattern is one of scattered 

hamlets whose location and composition change with time. 

The largest named groups among the MaTing are called 

clan clusters by Vayda and Cook (1964:800):: 

"A clan cluster consists of two or more clans and. is 
the largest named nonexogamous group ... It is the 
largest unit with . recognized . territorial boundaries. 
And it is the largest unit whose members rver act as 
a single unit in fighting or ceremonies." 

1 ' . . 
Instead . of the term "clan · cluster,"' Rappap9rt uses the term 
"local populationtt (1968:21). · 

2 
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The population of the some twenty Marlng clanclusters1 ranges 

in size from about 130 to 850 people2 . The territories of 

the clanclusters range in area from about three to ten square 

miles (C. Vayda: personal communication)~J 

The term clan is used by Vayda and Cook to designate 

the largest exogamous and putatively patrilineal descent 

groups among the Maring. G~ne~logical connections within 

clans are often not demonstrable, thus the term "putatively" 

must be used to qualify the designation patrilineal descent 

(Vayda and Cook .:L964: 799). The genealogies which informants 

can give usual~·y. have a depth of three generations and ample 

possibilities exist for the assimilation of individuals into 

clans with which they have no genealogical relationship. 

Clans often include smaller groups -- sub-clans or sub-sub-

clans -- also exogamous and putatively patrilineal. The 

Maring, however, use one generic term for clans and their 

subdivisions: all are called~ kai (root of men) (.Rappaport 

1968:l?f.). 

1 r have taken the liberty of spelling 11 clancluster" as a 
single word so that it can be combined with the prefixes 
"inter" and ttintra", in order to avoid confusion with 
the meanings which would be implied by the constructions 
ttinter-clan cluster" and "intra-clan cluster. 11 Although 
the term "clancluster" is rather u.n1-'Tieldy, I have not 
abbreviated it to "cluster", since "cluster" is a techni
cal term used in pattern analysis. 

2The max.imum population of 900 reported by Vayda and Cook 
(1964:800) had declined to about 850 in the summer of 
1966 (Vayda: personal communication). 

3rn this pape~ A.P. Vayda is referred to as Vayda, and 
Mrs. A.P. V~yda is referred to as C. Vayda. 
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The claBcl~sters, clans, and sub-clans which exist 

at any given time cannot be regarded as immutable .units in 

a relatively rigid social .hierarchy. 1 Not only may individ-

uaJLs move fre)]a. ene · cJILancluster to another, but "new groups 

form at all l€vels as 6ld groups . spl it and/or fuse. 

Particular groups shift from one struetural level to another 

as .they decrease or increa~e in size" (Vayda and · Co·ok 1964: 

801). 

Further characteristie of Maring social structure is 

the fact that re.J:ationships . do not ·exist between clanclusters 

as corporate gX:·oups. They aa:-e rather a result of rela ti6n-

ships between iridividual members of . sueh groups. !hese 

relationships are bas~d primarily upon 0ffinal or cog:r1atic 

ties. In . cases where so many marriages have taken .place 

between two clanclusters ~hat almost all the members of both 

clanclusters participate in an activity (for example as 

allies in fighting), it might be mistakenly inferred that the 

clanclusters were relating directly to eaeh other. However, 

"the rationale of recruitment ... ·reln.C3,lns that of kinship 

ties between individuals" (Rappaport 1968:11?). 

In . order to provide a context for the occasions at 

which dancing occurs, as well as for the other activities 

during which distinctive movement patt@rns may ·be S@.en, 

1For a history of the formation of the Tsemb~·ga: clancluster 
see Rappaport 1968:27. 
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Maring life will be described first from the point of. view 
. . 

of the gatherings . occurring during the ritual cycle, and 

second, from the point of view of gatherings taking place in 

everyday life. 

The Gatherings of the Ritual Cycle 

It is convenient to divide the gatherings of the 

Maring ritual cycle into two types on the basis of size and 

social composition. · The largest gatherings, called here 

inter-clancluster gatherings, are composed of most of the 
I ... 

members of two or more clanclusters as well as some members 
.( · . 

of other clanciusters. Smaller gatherings, termed here int~a-

clancluster gatherings, are composed of the members of one 

clancluster, or of one clan, or ot one sub-clan, plus visiting 

affines. 

The ritual cycl€ will be described first in terms of 

the succession of inter-clancluster gatherings, and second, 

in terms of the succession of intra-clancluster gatherings. 

As will be seen, these two successio.ns are interdigitated. 

The description, which is largely based ~pon the details re-

ported by Rappaport (1968), is highly schematized. Although 
. . 

the literary clarity is thus enhanced, such schematization 
. . 

creates an impression of neatness which is in contrast with ·. 

the disorder characteristic of Maring style. 
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A. Inter-clancluster gatherings 

Each clancluster has its own ritual cycle. This 

means that .throughout the Maring area different territories 

become the focus of gatherings of different compositions at 

different times. The various ritual cycles involve different, 

though overlapping sets of clanclusters. 

The beginning of ·a ritual cycle may be considered to 

be the outbreak of hostilities between a given clancluster 
. 1 and an enemy clancluster. During the stage of fighting 

there are repeat~d confrontations between the two groups of 

hostile warrioJ?'-s· and their allies. These large con:(rontations 

take ·place on a · space especially . cleared for fighting 

(Rappaport 1968:119), · and they occur sporadically over a 

period of .several months. They end either with the rout of 

one clancluster.. or with a truce celebrated s~parately by the 

two hostile groups. 
.-~:- . _:;~~it- · 

During the period of truce, which lasts-··,;f.~r an 

estimated average of ten to twelv~ years (143), no large 

inter-clancluster gatherings form on the territory of the 

1vayda has reported that there is a geographic distribution 
ef enemy clanclusters such ·that each clancluster has at 
least one enemy clancluster on its boundaries, usually _ 
locat€d on the same mountain wall, occasionally separated 
by the major rivers at the bottom of the valleys, but 
never separated by the m.ountain ridge (Rappaport 1968: 
99f. )'. 
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given clancluster. Its mgmbers may not initiate !hosti.lli ties 

and they instead turn their attention to the multiplication 

of pi~s. for it is with o~tchered pigs _ . that they will 

finally fulfill their obligations to ancestors and allies 

for help in the preceding hostilities. When there are 
. 1 

enough ·pigs, the final stage _ of t~e ritual cycle begins. 

· The final stage, kaiko, lasts about a year. At the 

beginning of the kaiko a danc~S ground is cleared (Rappaport 

1968:173f.), and throughout the following months visiting 
..... -.· 

grol!lps of allie~./ come to dance wii th members of the host 

clancluster. 2 ~At these occasions dancing starts late in 

the afternoon with the arrival of the visiting dance contin-

gents, and the invited dancers are presented with vegetables. 

There is dancing throughout the night and trading in th€ 

morning~) 

1For an analysis of 11 sufficient p_ig~." see Rappaport 1968:159. 
2Du~ing the kaiko described by Rappaport, there were fifteen 
occasions_, also called kaiJco, during which members of other 
clanclusters were -entertained. At many of these occasions 
members of only one visiting clancluster were present, al
though several were att~nded by members of two or more · 
clanclusters, and members of three of the visiting clan
clusters came to more than one kaiko. In all, p€ople from 
thirteen other clanclusters were entertained throughout 
the year (1968:184). 

)Maring research film 63-JAB, Reel 5, - records the prepara
tions of men of the Yomban clancluster .for a visit to the 
Tsangamp kaiko, and the Bomagai-Ango~ng dance _contingent 
on the - way to and from the Tsangamp kaiko. · In Reel 31 
there is a record of the arrival and dancing of men from 
Tuguma at the Tsem?aga kaiko. 
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The kaiko, and with it the whole ritual cycle, is 

brought to a elose with _ the konj kaik~ (pig kaiko). This 

gathering brings togeth$r all the allies as well as many 

unrelated visitors and spectators 1-Jho com€ in order to trade .. 

The members of the host elanclu~ter present bundles of pork 

te allies who hel~ed in tne .previous fighting. A new ritual 

B. Intra-clancluster gatherings 

A brief introcution to ~hring cosmology will provide 
~ 

a backgrotmd for {he description of these gatherings. The 
.,..: 

outline of ~'Iarin."g cosmology presented here is based upon 

the "information obtained by Rappaport from his informants in 

the Tsembaga clancluster and described primarily ·on pages 

3~ thro~gh 41 (Rappaport 1968). 

The men of each· Maring clan or clancluster hav~ their 

own spirits, distinct from those of other local groups. · Each 

local group has two sets of spiritsi spirits which ~well in 

the high altitude part of the local territory, and spirits re~ 

siding in the low part of the territory. The spirits of the high 

groun~ are of two types. One is a single entity called the 

Smoke Woman (kun kaze ambra) who lives on top of the meuntains. 

She is the intermediary between the other spirits of the 

high ground and the s~irits of the low ground. She is als~ 

the intermediary between all spirits - and living people. The 
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other spirits of t~e high g~ound are called red spirits 

(raua mugi). These are the spirits of local people who have 

been killed in battle. ~hey are specifically concerned with 

the relationships of the local group to other local groups. 

The spirits of the low ground (raua mai) are 

principally the spirits of all local people w~o did not die 

in battle. They ar€ cold, we~, and are responsible for the 

fertility of all living things on the local territory. 

There are, in addition, the spirits of the dead of 

other local gro~ps (raua tukump ragai). The only actions 
t '. 

undertaken vis~a-vis such spirit~ are attempts to expell 

them. 

The body is conceived as consisting of two main 

parts, each one the domain of either the red spirits or the 

spirits of the low ground. The red spirits are concerned 

with the head, the arms, the shoulders, and the chest. They 

can be called upon to cure illnesses in these parts, and, if 

angry, they may cause illnesses localized in these areas. 

The spirits of the low ground are concerned with the lower 

trunk, the genitals, and the legs, and they too may cause or 

cure illness in these parts. A special treatment of th€ body 

_was nece_ssary during periods of fighting. The head was con-

sidered to be the seat of .the red spirits who possessed the 

warrior. Anything wet might extinguish the "fire" of the red 

spirits whieh enabled the man to fight. Therefore, C<Ontact 
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with women, with the low altitude parts of the local territory, 

with eels, and with rain were all taboo from the time a 

serious fight was ritually begun until a truce was formally 

made. Before entr;y- into battle, a man's chest is touched 

with a magic bundle thought to u_g:hve courage, u and his legs 

are rubbed with grey clay to .,make them · strong 11 (Rappaport 

1968:120f.). Similar treatment is given to dancers before 

they enter a dance ground, with special attention to the l@gs 

so the men will be able to dance tirelessly. 

Living pe9.ple relate to the local spirits in a number 

of ways. The b~sic relationship is one in which men. give 

pigs to the spirits in exchange for their help. In giving a 

pig, a man calis out to the approp~iate spirits, informing 

them of the request. The pig is then clubbed to death and is 

eaten by members of the local group, if it was sacrifieed to 

the red spirits, or it is shared with allies if sacrific€d to 

the spirits of the low ground (Rappaport 1968:128f_.). 

The Maring believe that spirits may communicate 

directly with living men, specifically with kun kaze ZM' i.e., 

men with ritual knowledge. · Such communication is done pri

marily with the Smoke Woman as intermediary. In order for 

the Smoke Woman to communicate, a kun ka~ ~ induces in him

self a trance by smoking and shaking his body. While he is 

in a trance, i~ is thought that t~e Smoke Woman has entered 

his head and that it is she speaking (Rappaport ·1968:119). 
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It is also t~ought p®ssible for the red spirits to communi

cate directly \'lith the kun kaze ~prier to e·ntry into battle. 

The intra-clancluster gatherings, as they occur in the 

course of th@ ritual cycle, also begin with the outbreak of 

hostilities. Tfue night before engaging the enemy, the 

warriors gather in clan or sub-clan groups in several men•s 

houses. The kun kaze ~ among them induce in themselves an 

. ecstasy durlng which they contact the Smoke WomaN who informs 

the ancestors of the coming fight (Rappaport 1968:119). It is 

in the morning ~hat the weapons and chest of each warrior are 

touched with a . t·m.agic bundle thought to 11 give courage, 11 and 

their legs are ·rubped with grey clay to umake them strong .. 

(1968:120f.). The group then proceeds to the fight ground 

singing a song called wobar. 

The first encounters with the enemy may lead to a 

mutual decisi0n to call off hostilities and settle the 

dispute peaceably. If no reconciliation is reached, the 

groups return to their homes to undertake the rituals which 

will enable them to embark on formal hostilities (l968:12Jf.). 

These rituals produce a relationship of obligation tov1ard 

ancestors and allies and of enmity toward members of the 

opposing ciancluster. They · are perfGrmed in the ringi ying, 

small, round· houses in which the necessary paraphernalia are 

kept by one or two men versed in the magic pertaining to 

fighting. Th€se men ar€ subject to a number. of stringent 
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tao:oos and are called a~ek ~ (taboo ~en) (Rappaport 1968: 

125). 

Warriors gather in . the evening at the ritual house 

1 
(ringi ying) of their clan. Two pigs are sacrificed, one 

for the red spirits and one for the spirits of the low ground. 

The pork is cooked during the night, while the warriors are 

assembled in clan or sub-clan groups in their own houses, 

and the kun kaz.e zg among them contact the Smoke Woman (129). 

At dawn the warriors again gather outside the ritual houses, 

together with their allies who arrive as early as possible. 

The allies are gi~en the fat of the pig sacrificed to the 

spirits of the low ground ~JJJ). The local warriors eat the 

fat · of the pig dedicated t0 the red spirits (135). Their 

. weapons and bodies are bespelled as preceding the initial 

~ncounters, and the warriors form a circle with their shields 

inside of which the taboo men rush about while communicating 

directly with the red spirits. The group then goes to the 

fight ground singing the song ca.lled de (137f.) . 

The engagements at the fight gro~nd WBY continue for 

weeks or· months. They are limited by rain and by the ritual 

pauses necessary whenever casualties are suffered (140f.). 

During such pauses, necessary gardening work may be done. 

lon the territory of the Tsembaga clancluster there were, in 
the past, three ringi yings. Each belonged to a group 
called by Rappaport (sub-territorial groups" . (1968.: 19). 
According to the information in Vayda's "clan survey" (not 
yet published), these groups are clans. 
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After each pause, the rit"&al ~ath€ring &escribed above must 

be repea t ed .. befor~ fightin~ may be resumed (Rappaport 1968: 

142). If neither side suffers a rout, a truce is eventually 

made on the battlefield. After a certain period of time 

e~apses, the -truce is fermally ce l e~rated by eaeh of th€ two 

hostile groups. 

Two days are required for the necessary rituals. On 

the first day ~igs are sacrificed to both the red spirits and 

the spirits @f the low ~round. This is done by individuals 

at their own ~a~J. A raku is the iocation of an ancestor's 

house, and ea.cr{ individual has several raku where he may kill 

pigs (146). It is likely that several people ef each minimal 

_agnatic u~it may kill the pigs for any given ritual at one 

raku, but the constellations of people gathered at rakus at 

different occasions may vary (19~). 

The first truce ritual is thug generally an occasiO>n 

for .the formation of minimal agnatic groups' · wi tfu affinal 

relatives who were allies. The pig sacrificed to the low 

spirits is, with the e~eeption of the belly fat, given to the 

allies straight away. . '.Rhe ritual s of_ the sec©nd day take 

place in th~ yards ef the meveral rin5i ying where warri e r£. 

allies, women, and child~en all gather. The belly fat saved 

from the day before 1s now formal]y presented t © the allies, 

and salt is rub©€d into their mouths $!nd on t.bH~Lr shoulderm 

(147). A taboo m.an plants a variety of cordyline a~d "al l 
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the local males are then directed to pl~ce a hand on the 

plant as the earth is tamped around its roots 11 (Rappaport 

1968:148). Participation in this ritual is the ultimate 

statement of membership in the local group. Individuals 

who have jeined the local group as refugees after a rout, or 

for other reasons, may become formal members of the local 

group at this time (150, 171). 

Having completed the truce rituals, the people 'set 

about to build up their depleted pig herds so that final and 

generous gifts o~ pork can .later be made to ancestors and 

allies. Durin~ the years Gf truce the intra-clancl~ster 

ritual gatherings are limited to the gatherings that take 

place at one or another raku ~hene~er a person is dangerously 

ill. This period of small and scattered ritual gatherings 

ends with the . Prepa~ations for kaiko. 

Preparations begin early in the drier season at the 

time when ground has been cleared for new gardens .but no 

planting has been started. Pigs are sacrificed at several 

raku, and then the men gather in larger groups at the ritual 

houses. From there they move in processions through the 

residential areas. · Finally all the groups meet in a large, 

newly cleared garden area. · rn this garden most of the food 

needed to present to allies in the latter part ef the kaikQ 

year will be grown. From the garden area, the clancluster 

group proceeds to the b®undary between its territory and the 
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territory of the enemy. On the path it is joined by allies 

(Rappaport i968:168f.). After the boundary is ritually 

established, the procession returns to the various residen

tial areas and the allies go home to their own territories.
1 

The next stage of preparations begins with the ripen-

ing of a .variety .. of p~n?-anus {yambai )., about two months after 

the boundar~-marking ceremony. During this stage, men trap 

marsupials (rna) which are thought of as "pigs of the red 

spirits'' (175). The flesh of the marsupials is required for 

the ritual which· inaugurates the kaiko, and their skins are 

needed to make the drums which will provide the only instru-

mental accompaniment to dancing. Territorial distinctions 

are made during this ritual period which divide the forest 

land of the clancluster into sub-territories: 

"l\1a trapping is carried on separately by the least inclusive agnatic units, clans in some cases, subclans in . others, in their own komong, tracts in the high-altitude virgin forest which are said to be the homes of their red spirits. While at ordinary times a man may set his traps anywhere on Tsembaga territory. he may noN set them only in the komong of his o~m minimal agnatic unit because it is only with one's ovJn ancestors that "pigs" may be exchanged 11 (Rappaport 196 8: 17 5) • · 

The kaiko is inaugurated with two days of rituals which 

take place after a second variety of pandanus (pen~up) ripens 

(about four months after the boundary-marking). On the first 

1A record of the boundary-marking ceremony of the KanampKaur clancluster is· to be fo1Und in :f\'Larilng research film Reel 4. 



day people gather at their raku and sacrifice pigs to both 
sets of spirits. While the oven ston~s · are heating on a 
large fire, all the p~ople present form a procession. 

11Led by two men who continually raise and lower the pandanus fruits they are carrying, the group circles the fire chanting ..• when the LChan!? ..• is almost completed the procession halts. All males take hold of one of the Lpandanu~7 fruits, while the females grasp the othe~" (Rappaport 1968:177). 

At the end of the day, the pork which h~s been dedicated to 
the spirits of the low ground ·is carried hom~ from the various 
raku and, with the exception of the belly fat, is given to the 
allies (Rappap~rt 1968:180). On the following day there are 
gatherings at the ritual houses. Salted pork belly is pre-
sented to the allies. Later the cordyline which was planted 
during the truce ritual is uprooted. A procession forms, led 
by the men carrying the cordyline, and goes toward the 
boundary of the clancluster territory. As during the boundary-
marking ritual, the groups coming from the variou$ ritual 
houses meet and are joined by a contingent of men from a 
neighboring, frie~dly clancluster. Most of · the men go to the 
boundary, ·only a few leaving the procession to dispose ©f the 
cordyline in streams (181) '· The procession then goes to ·the 
dance ground where dancing, ·drumming, and singing last 
throughout the night. Now the kaiko is formally under way. 

The kaiko lasts about one year and has two stages 
which echo the two stages of warfare. During the first stage, 
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wobar, which lasts until enough taros and yams have ripened 

to make generous presentations to visiting .dancers, only 

the melody and r -efrains called. v1obar may be sung. During 

the second stag€, ae, two melodies and two sets of refrains 

may be sung: wobar and de. The de period is usually begun 

with two days of rituals. · On the fir$t day peopl€ gather at 

their raku to sacrifice pigs. On the second day 

"the allies assemble on the dance ground, and small 
tre@S ..• are assigned to each group responsible 
for slaying an enemy in the last fight .•.. iThe 
trees? are uprooted while the men sing welowe, the 
killing song .•.• The killers •.. are then carried 
around the ·d.ance ground on the uprooted trees" 
(Rappaporr 1968:183). 

The periodic visits of allies ~n da~cing contingents 

continues until the final ceremony, ~onj kaiko . . Preparations 

for the konj kaiko begin after most of the men's work in 

clearing new gardens is over (Rappaport 1968:197). The men 

turn their attention to the ritual trapping of eels. The 

trapping follows the principle of territorial division used 

during marsupial trapping, i.e., each minimal agmatic unit 

has its own territory, in this case on the low grGund. Eels 

are trapped for a perio~ of about two months, and then final 

prep~rations for the konj _kaiko are begun. 

The tall ceremonial fence, the pave, is ·built on one 

side of the dance ground. A timbi ·ling -- a small, round 

house -- is built at each raku where pigs are to be sacrificed 

to spirits of the low ground. Inside the timbi yin5 eels and 
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pork will be ritually coeked together on the night preceding 

the konj ~aiko. Wfle~ a timbi ~ is built, all the men and 

boys present place their hands on the center post as it is 

thrust into the ground (Rappaport 1968:200). 

Several weeks later the konj kaiko takes place. The 

first day ef the three-day ritual is devoterd to sacrificing 

"taboou pigs (205). This pork is eaten only by members of 

· the host elancluster and serves to lift both some of the 

taboos associated with formal hostilities and other taboos 

arising_ fr©m per. ~'Gnal disputes between members of t!rile clan

cluster (206). ,~ bn the secon~ day~ · · more pigs a~e sacrificed 

·at the various raku, and most of this pork is given to 

allies. A$ at'the formal truce rit~al, the belly fat of the 

pork is set aside for the following day. The ceremoThie$ of 

the third day, the konj ka1kQ proper, which have already been 

described fun Chapter II, are the culmination of the kaiko and, 

with it, the ritual cycle. 

r~ the above seh&matized description of the gatheri~gs 

of the ritual cycle, I ~ave disc~rned a rep~ated patterfl of 

group composition. Pe©p1e gather first in small grcup$ at 

~he various raku, and as the rituals progress, larger and 

more inclusive gr®ups are formed. During the preparations 

1 : 
A recor~ of events at the Tsembaga-~~mega raku on Novem~er 
8, 1963. ils to be found in Reels J3 and 34-. - . 



for fighting and for the kaiko, : the gatherings proceed in 

order from the minimal groups, to the clan groups, · and 

finally ·to the clancluster group. Only during the ri tua~s 

inaugurating kaiko de and the konj kaiko do the gatherings 

shift directly from minimal agnatic units to the clancluster 

assemblage. In no case does a ritual begin with the whole 

gathering of the clancluster. At each stage of either 

fighting or dancing, the first inter-clancluster gathering 

is preceded by intra-clancluster gatherings. Other inter

clancluster gath¢~ings may follow the first without being 
f. . . 

preceded by int!a-clancluster gatherings until the next stage 

of fighting or dancing is reached. A summary of these 

gatherings is shown on the following page. 

The kaiko year is not only a time of many inter-

clancluster gatherings on one territory, but also a time of 

residential clustering for the members : of the celebrating 

clancluster. During the period of preparations for kaiko 

"the settlement pattern changes from one of scattered home-

steads and sub-clan and clan haml~ts to one of relative 

nucleation around a traditional dance ground" (Rappaport 

1968:173). 

4lthough each clanc1rister celebrates a kaiko on the 

average of only once every ten years or more, it may be 

possible for each person to visit or to participate in a 

kaiko somewhere in the Maring area every year (221). 
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The Gatherings of Daily Life 

The stream of daily life runs parallel to the ritual 

cycle, and there is a pattern of _ daily assemblage into which 

even th~ l~rgest ritual gatherings are fitted. This pattern 

is closely associated with the diurnal cycle. 

A. Climate and the diurnal cycle 

Temperature and rainfall records were kept in 

Ts.embaga for only one year, December l, 1962 through November 

30, 1963. While no conclusions can be drawn from a one year 

record, the data collected by Rappaport do not show seasonal 

fluctuation in either the temperature or the amount of rain. 

1 Records kept at the Tabibuga Patrol Post from 1959 to 1963 

indicate that there is a far greater ·variation between the 

lowest and highest rainfall in a given month over a period 

of several years than between the rainy and dry seasons 

referred to by Maring speakers. The Tsembaga records show 

that in 1963 the months of August, September, and October, 

which, according to informants (Rappaport 1968:-JJJ, are 

supposed to be part of the dry season, were the first, second 

and fifth w~ttest months of ·the year. · From August through 

1
Tabibuga lies in the Jimi Valley in the Narak territory 
which borders on the f··T.aring area. A summary of the rain
fall records made there is presented by Rappaport (196~: 
243). 
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December an average of 18.]8 inches of rain fell I!'er ·month. 

From January through July, there was an average rainfall of 

8.85 i~ches per mont h. 

The temperature and rainfall aspects of weather pro-

vide little ground -for long-range, seasonal differences in 

local group behavior. They pr©vide, rather, a strongly 

patterned diurnal variation. Most rain falls at night. 

Although on most days there i~ both $Unshi~e and rain r there 

are some total1y sunny and totally rainy days . each month. 

The nightly tempe~ature in the high fifties oF low sixties 

begins to elimb~ Sometime after dawn, depending upon whether 

or net the rain .. contlnue$ intG the morning. After the clouds 

disperse the temperature in the shade rea6hes the mid- or 

upper seventi@S and several hours of intense sun~hine usually 

follow. Rain3torms occasionallY occu~ in the afternoon, and 

the nightly rai~ may begin before dusk, though it frequently 

falls only later. 

. 1 
The daily round 

The daily temperature and rainfall fluctuations, an~ 

the alternation between night and day are as$ociated with a 

1 The description of daily round is based upon experience among 
th~ pe©p>1€ gf the Fungai elan a:nd upcn the many r€el$ of re
s~a~ch film taken among the F~ngais. For a detailed li$ting 
o~ these reels, se€ synopses of the Maring research film at 
the Film Archives for the Study of · Child Growth and Develop
ment arid Disease Patterns in Primitive Cultures, National 
Institute for Neurological Diseases and Blindness, Bethesda, 
r.'Iaryland. 
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basic pattern of assembling and scattering within the local 

group. This pattern might be considered as a skeleton upon 

which the gathering-pattern of any given day is built. 

During the night people are gathered in their houses 

(s.ee Plate XIII:3 and 4). Men and women live in separate 

houses. The houses of husbands and wives may be in the same 

yard. Small children sleep in their mother's house. Begin

ning at about the age of five, boys sleep. in the house of 

their father. Adolescent boys may share a h<Duse, and 

adolescent girls m~y either stay with their mother or have 

their ow:n house. :· Children frequently stay in the houses of 

single grandparents, uneles, or widows. 

Morning dawns at .about six-thirty t he year around. 

When it dawns clear, some people disperse immediately upon 

errands of their own: searching for a missing pig, or going 

to a nearby garden site to do a few hour's work before the 

heat of the day. Most people begin the day's activi~ies more 

gradually, leaving the chilly houses to search out the first 

patch of sun in their yard. It is a time when the whole 

·family may gather in a small space. These men whose yards 

ar€ separate from thoffiof their wives often spend m~rning hou~s 

in their wives' · yards. People eat freshly roasted tubers, 

leaning ov®r the fence to throw peelings to the pigs. Follow

ing this period of gatheri~g in yards, individuals or smal l 
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.. · .. 

groups (from two to five peop~e) go to their gardens (see 

Plate VI'I). !lternativ~ly~ people may go from their o-vn1. 

yards to some large, sun-lit area where a larger gathering 
1 . 

takes place (see Plate IV). · several hours may be spent at 

such an informal gath€ring, conversation 1iaxing and waning, 

children playing among the adults. and women frequently 

working on the making of twine and string bags as a counter

point to the chatter. The personnel changes gradually and 

eventually the whole gathering disperses, each individual 

to his o~~ garde7' plot, and the children, older ones caring 

for the younger~ ones, play along the paths arid fringes of 

the hamlet. 

The middle of the day, when most people are in their 

gardens, some men are in the forest hunting, and children and 

older people are in the hamlet, is the period of widest dis-

persal of a Maring local group ove~ its territory . (see Plates 

III, VIII, IX, and X). In the early afternoon, the process 

of assembling begins as people finish their gardening tasks, 

and bring in food for the ·evening meal (see Plates II: 4 and 

XI). · Intermediate gatherings (see Plate XII:l), similar to 

1 _ This pattern may have been exaggerated by the presence of 
the anthropologists, whose yards became the focii of such 
gatherings. Among the Funa;ai, however, at least two other 
locations existe~ where these gather~ngs formed. (See 
Plates IV and XII:l~) 
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tli'l.e la:rrge groujps @ften seen in the morning, may occur as 

women cl~ster at the 6rossirig of their various . paths, 

· ~esti~~ and· talk]n~, before each continues on to her own 

yard to prepare the evening meal (see Plate XII:J). · 

·The supp@r @;a t.hering of each fam.i ly te.ncls to be more 

dense than the early morning gathering. Pandanus fruit and 

several varieties ~f leaves are often cooked with the tubers 

in an earth ~ven by the mother, and it is often the father 

who £queeze£ the pandanus oil over th€ leaves and prepares a 

separate bundle r..or each. person present. While a person may 

easily roast tubers over an open fire whenever he pleases, 
' I . 

it is r.IGt as ea$y to make earth ovens. Thi~; largest meal · or 
the day may be ready any time between four and six o'clock. 

If it is raining oF alrea&y dark, the whole family may ~~ther 

in the mother•s house {se@ Plate XIII:4). Later at night the 

menfolk disperse t@ their own individual houses. 

Such. is the bas:i!.e daily schedule. Two variations oceur 

in response to environmental conditions. On day£ when rain 

falls C0ntin~ously, the period ~f dispersal· at mid-day is 

minimal, only a few people venturing forth to nearby gardens 

to gather food for the evening meal. At tifues of full moon, 

if the weather is fine, groups formed primarily by young men 

remain QUt of d©or$ far into t ~e night, sometimes &ancing and 

sometimes hunting eels. 
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Other variations arise when social events precipitate 

gatherings larger than usual. In this category fall argu-

ments of various sorts, stemming from personal quarrels or 

from the invasion of someone's garden by another's pig. 

Occasionally gathe~ings are precipitated by the arrival of 

visitors from outside the local group. Many such visitors, 

especially daughters who are married and are returning for 

a visit, enter the daily cycle of their family and introduce 

no chariges into the gathering-pattern of the local group as 

a whole. The visitors who do precipitate gatherings are: 
/ 

traders, around wh;om m&n interested in the goods gather ; :men 
.f. 

. to whom someone ·in the local group is under obligation, such I 

as trading partners or affinal relatives, who wish to press 

their claims; and unmarried girls visiting friends or relatives 

with whom the local young men gather for a courting dance at 

night. 

The settlement pattern of the Maring varies from one 

clancluster to another in degree of nucleation and in the 

extent to which the residences of members of the clans and 

·sub-cians are intermingled. 1 

C. The gardening pattern 

Since. the main subsist~nce pattern of the Maring is 

swidden horticulture, the plots of ground being cultivated 

.go through a series of stages which are repeated with a 

1 This is indicated in A. P. Vayda's "clan survey," not yet · 
published. 
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certain periodicity: A plot of grou~d is cleared, planted, 

and gradhally harvested. It then reverts to non-garden 

vegetation and is allowed to remain in fallow for an average 

of about twelve to sixteen years (Clarke 1966:350). The · 

cycle is then repeated. The first of these stages, cl€aring, 

is dependant upon the work of local people (see Plate VIII). 

The clearing and fencing of' major gardens is often undertaken 

between April and early June. The fencing work may centinue 

until the garden cleared wood is burned between June and 

September. The garden is then planted. It is weeded periodi-
:·· 

cally and harvesting first becomes poBsible about ten weeks 

after planting ~ (Rappaport 1968:48). Cucumbers and leafy 

tops are the first to ripen, followed by corn, beans, and 

gourds, and somewhat later by some species of yams, taros, and 

~weet potatoes. Bananas and sugar cane ripen even later. One 

year after planting all the crops are ripe, the harvest of 

. 52 

some is long· since over, and the harvest of others, _in particu-
·. : . . -·~ 

lar bananas and sugar cane, continues for another year, · at 

which time the garden is abandoned. In some rvlaring areas, 

gardens are replanted for a second time before being abandoned 

( 42) • 

~he gardening eycle applies to each garden independ-

ently, and the cycles of separate garden$ are not well 

synchronized. Thus, on any ~iven day~ the various gardens in 

a clan cluster terri tory are in many different ·stages. 



., .·. 

During · the various gardening stages, men and w®men 

cooperate, the men doing heavy clearing work and caring for 

bananas~ sugar cane, and Ritpit (Neo-Melanesian for Saccharum 

edule), while the women clear underbrush, plant and harvest 

all the other crops, · and see to the frequent w~eding. A 

woman makes gardens .Pr .imarily with !Her husban@] , widowed 

father, brothers, or sons. A man generally gardens with ~ i s 

wife, his widowed mother, unmarried sisters, · or daughters. 

Depending upon the number of men and women in each clan or · 

sub-clan, the dis~ribution of people in gardening pairs takes 

differe~t patte~ris. 

The garden work of men and women does not frequently 

coincide in time, and people tend to work alone in gardens. 

Occasionally several men join to clear a large ·garden area 

together. Later it is divided into plots gardened by indi

vidual women. When garden plots are close to each other, 

women may pause in their work and join each other for a snack 

and some conversation. 

A summary of the daily soattering and gathering of a 

Maring local group appears in graphic form on the following 

page. 
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THE DAILY· RO//I!If) 

f. A · SU/1/NY ,PAY 1-VITH COVI?TIItiG /JANCE AT /VIG!IT 

2 . A St/NNY OAY 

3. A R A/NY .OAY 
4 TifF OAY OF A S!Cf\ PEI?SON 

NOON 

6 P. /<1. 

/1/DN/GJ{,r 

~ : , ~;L] GATf!ER.!NG OF MANY PEOPLE IN ONE IIOVS£ 

rOI? COt/aT!NG .OA;VCE 

GATHERING OF FAMILIES IN MEIV:S ANO WOMEN's 
. IIOVSES 

~j))/>)J GATf/ER!/IG OF FA/11/LIES IN DWN YAR!JS 

GI?TIIEI?I/VG OF /YIANY fJEOPLE /IV ONE YARD 

PEOPLE DISPERSE/J IN G/II?DENS A!Vt> FOREST 



--------~----------~------------~----~~~--~. 5~ 

CHAPTER IV - A l\1E'I'HOD OF AN ... CU..JYZING HUitiAN l·10VEr,1ENT 

The Choice of Activities for Analysis 

In Chapter III Maring pattern£ of assembly have been 

described in terms of ritual occasions, the weather, ~ar~ening 

activities, time of day, and courting. ~he problem now is 

that of choosing, out of the total stre&lm of observed l'Iaring 

behavior, or, in this case, out of thirty hours of events 

recorded on film, those activities to be analyzed in terms 
I 

of movement patte~ns. 
f. . 

In obse~ving ~~ring life and in repeated viewing of 

the Maring research film, certain activities appear as dis-

tinctive. Th€ impression of distinctiveness is admittedly 

a subjective one. In as much as it can be systematized at 

present, it may be related to Goffman's analysis of involve-

ment (1966:JJ f.). In G_offman's terminology, gatherings are . 

the occasions for C€rtain main, side, dominant and . subordinate 

involvements. The activities designated in this study as 
11 di stincti ve" correspond, with one exception, to 11 .1nain in-

volvements." The decision as to whether an observed activity 

is or is not a "main involvementtt can be made if the purpose 

of the occasion is decided upon. This decision can be based 

on the. answer to the question, "What is ~he person doing now?" 

Although the answer to this question provides only a gross 



analysis of the stream of behavior, it does provide a con

venient method of selecting out of a total stream of behavior 

those activities t© be analyzed. in detail. 

~he main a©tivities of the konj kaiko are dancing, 

presenting pork to·all]®£, an&. trading. Of these, instances 

ef the first an~ last have been chosen. Fr0m a scrutiny of 

the Research Film of the konj_ kaiko (Re'els 35A and J.S~ ) and 

of other oceasiQns where ~ancing occured (Reels 4, 5, 19 and 

31) four different dance steps emerged. Whether the3e four 

steps are distinguished iby the I"'aring is not known. The 

steps are: 

a) 11 Bounee" -- an up-and-do·vn!il movement created by tlh€ 

bending and flexing of leg joints while the head and trunk 

remain rigid and the arms either hang at the sides or the 

.hands hold a~d pound a drum. 

b) 11 Wa1kingtt -- an even, rather flat-footed step, by 

which all the members Gf a dance group move in a column 

across the dance ~round. 

c) 11 Displayu -- a leaping from one foot to the other 

while thrusting the free foet backward or u~ toward the 

buttocksf Tnis is accompanied by a free wielding of" an ·axe 

on the rig~t side, or ~y paBsing a spear from one hand to 

tfue other abeve the head. 

d) "Stoop" -- all the m.en in the dance group stoo iJ9 @ir-!!!d 

remain motionless. 
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The fir£t three steps, as .performed by both men and girls, 

are the subject of detailed analysis in Chapter V. · 

Trading consists of two overlapping involvements: . 

personal interaction between the trad€rs, and the handling 

of wealth items. 0ne insta~ee gf han~ling wealth items was 

analyzed. Instances in which. dancers decorated themselV€8 

were also chosen for analysis, because of the relationship 

of this activity both to the handling of wealth objects and 

to the preparation for dancing. 

The distinctive activities of Maring daily life are 

considerably more numerous. In the present study three 

basic categories have been chqsen for movement analysis: 

those involvirig a) heavy physical work, b) light physical 

work and handicrafts, and c) walking. Heavy work occurs 

during the early stages of making gardens and during the 

construction of houses and ritual structures, namely the 

pave. Instances of clearing undergrowth and secondary 

growth trees with axe and bushknife, planting tubers and 

sugar cane, and driving a heav~ stake into the ground are 

analyzed. Light work is associated with the daily tasks of 

collecting food and firewood and of cooking. The instances 

analyzed are of building an earth oven, cutting firewood, 

and preparing the vegetable sauce from a va~iety of pandanus 

(marita- Neo-Nelanesian). During the social gatherings of 
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daily life, women are usually engaged in what is called, 

using Goffman's termin ology, side involvements . . The most 

striking of .these are the various pr0cesses of ma~ing string 

bags. An example of netting a string bag has been analyzed . 

in detail. A further example of handicrafts, the making of 

bark cloth, is analyzed. Finally, three instances of walking 

aTe anal yzed. Th€se analyses are presented in Chapter V. 

Since a detailed movement analysis requires a con-

. sid€rable ameunt of time, only one inotance of a given 

activity was, in most cases; chosen. Alth0ugh the number of 

instance$ of various activities chosen for ana l ysis is thus 

limited, it is pos3ible to scan the tetal available footage 

for other examples of act ] vities €Xh ibiting pattexno similar 

to those specified by the detaile& analysis. One can thus 

· arrive at a broader understanding of the v.ray certain movement 

patterns are distributed through Maring life. This broader 

descriptio~ will be presented in Chapter VI. · 

'Thle Hethod 

A. Individual movement 

] . Choice of aspects 

In order that the ~resent study of the MaTing may 

evefl tually be placed in the cross-eultural cont ext provided 

by Choreometrics ~ aspeets for the analyois of :h.ndi vidual 
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movement have been chos~n from two of the Choreometric -

parameters (Lomax, Bartenieff, and Paulay 1966): 

·-

a) · number 9f active body parts 

b) transition b@tween . paths 

The number of active body parts is an aspect of 

movement easily observable without the need of previous 

training. 
. ....~ ·. ' 

Transition between paths is a complex aspect of move-

ment which requires some instruction in order that an un/ 
:'' 

t .rained observer may systematically perceive and record it. . ,f· . 

The concept "trans:itiontt is related to Laban's concept 

"trace form" -- the shape of the pathways traced by limbs 

as they move through space (Laban 1966:4). 

The finding of Choreometrics was that different 

c~ltures characteristically use some trace forms in prefer-

ence to others ~nd ·that a significant aspect of this was the 

_-:·:·.~· ..... transi"tion, the way that movement changed direction, which 

can be seen from an observation of the paths that movement 

followed and the characteristic ways of linking these paths. 

This whole complex set of qualities 't"las combined under the 

concept of transition and, after a world sample of cultures 

had been inspected, a diagnostic list was selected to serve 

as a taxonomic tool in the cross-cultural characterization 

of movement styles (Lomax, ~artenieff, and Paulay 1966). 
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. The 11aring occupy can extreme position on th€ scale 

of tran£ition types in the choreometric world sample: a 

considerable part of IYiaring movement is cat·egorized as 

vague. It was, ther€fOr@, necessary for the present study 

to devise another way· of distinguishing between the various 

trace forms created by a moving Maring. The development of 

this set of categories was influenced, not only by the 

characteristiies of Naring movement, but also by the decision. 

to diagram the movement on the basis of frame-oriented 

·observation. In .ftrame-oriented analysis, described fully on 

p, .67, trace fo~ms can be immediately divided into instantan-

e0us and gradual _changes in direction. Instantaneous changes 

in direction take place between one frame and the next, . and 

they create e~ther an an~le . in space, or a point in space. 

Gradual changes occur over a number of frames, and they were, 

in the present study, therefore, categorized as ·paths . . Five 

types of paths emerged as useful in describing Maring movement. 

Paths of a rounded character are termed either curved or cyclic 

(returning to the starting point along a curved::- path). Paths 

of a linear character are termed straight. The term in-

determinate covers the numerous movements observable among 

the Maring where a path is n·ei ther clearly strai~ht nor 
1 

definitely curved. Rotating paths ~re created by a limb, 

1 rt is probable that these are the movements ·which would be 
cha~acterized by chor@ometri~s as vagu~. 



the whole trunk, or the head moving around its own axis. 

Rotating paths are the only ones which can occur simultan-

eously with the other path types. 

Changes in direction include "angular" and "pointed". 

A third type, to account for the gradual changes noted 

above, is called "smooth," and is used to specify any non-

angular and non-pointed changes occurring between a path of 

one type and a path of another type, ar between two curved 

paths of different radius. The moment at which a smooth 

change occurs is :'ilot as . precisely identifiable as the moment 

of the instantaheous changes - the smooth change ean only 

be inferred from the character of the paths, rather than 

directly observed. 

The following set of categories of trace form, then, 

proves to be a useful means of describing Maring movement, 

and it can be eventually related to the choreometric transi-

tion categories observable on film projected at 24 frames 

per second. 

1 

Paths1 

straight 
indeterminate 
rotating 
curved 
cyclical 

Trace Form· 

~h r n· t· 1 
~ anges o 1rec lon 

pointed 
angular 
smooth 

It should be noted that some of these words · (~tra ight, 
curved, cyclical and angular) are used in choreometrics 
with slightly 'different meanings: they designate types of 
transitions, rather than types of paths or changes of 
direction. 
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2. Graphic format 

Once body parts and trace forms are chosen as the 

aspects of movement to be analyzed, a format must be 

determined. In the format developed here the movement of 

body parts and the occurrence of various trace forms were 

each considered as a process through time, and in order to 

compar€ these processes as they occur in different activities, 

each one must be diagrammed. 

Kinetography, as distinct from Choreometrics, · uses a 
/ 

basic staff similar to a musical staff. on which continuous 

changes throug~ · time are shown. This ste,ff was at f-irst con-

sidered as a format for diagra~ming, however, upon closer 

examination, it was found to be inappropriate for this study. 

First, it does not distinguish trace forms as a separate 

aspect of movement. Second, Kinetography was devised mainly 

for dance movement, and uses meter as the basic division of 

time. In the present study, activities other than dance 21.re 

analyzed, and a simpler division of time was needed. Since 

film is taken at a constant speed (24 frames per second), 
\ 

the frame presents itself as an exact way of measuring time 

on a diagram regardJLe.ss of the nature of the analyzed 

activity. 

Each diagram consists of two staffs (modelled upo"0 

Kinetography) which are ~ead from left to right, one f6r 
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notating body parts used and the other for notating transi-

tions between_paths. · Each staff contains five major spaces 

representing, from top to - bottom, left leg, left arm, head 

and trunk, right arm, ~nd right leg (see Appendix II). 

These body parts are referred to as "major body parts.u 

The divisions of the body-part-use staff indicating 

major body parts are further subdivided to indicate "minor 

body parts" -as follows: 

lw'Iajor body parts 

head plus trunk 
:'/ 

arms 
f 
\ 

legs 

= 

= 

Minor body parts 

head, chest, pelvis 

scapula, shoulder, elbow, 
wrist, and fingers 

hip, knee, ankle, and 
toes 

Any movement can be seen either as a change of the 

angle at the joint, or as · a change in the position of the 

body segment imm.edia tely belo'IJir the joint -- e.g. elbow 

flexion moves the forearm. In addition to moving the limb 

segment immediately below the joint, movement at a joint 

affects all the segments below it. Thus, the shoulder moves 
. . 

and causes the whole . arm to traverse space. This movement 

o~ the whole arm is not notated. Only the shoulder is marked 

on the . diagram, unless the el bow, wrist, or fingers are them-

selves separately moving. Sirice th® movement style of the . 

11Iaring is one of those di.stinguished by the use of the trunk 



as one unit (Lomax, BartenieffD and Paulay 1966), chest and 

pelvis have been diagrammed together. This allows differen-

tiation from a situation in which the pelvis and chest would 

be moving simuitaneously but as separate units. The latter 

has not (as would be expected) arisen during the analysis 

of the Maring film thus far. 

The method of indicating movement upon the staff is 

an adaptation of one devised by Condon in his study of 
.::: 

synchrony· between speaking and body movement (1964). It was 

used he~e bec~use of its graphic clarity, and because of the 
/ 

:'' 

possibility that synchrony of body part movement may be an . ~·. . . 

·additional factor 1-.:rhich can be used to distinguish between 

the movements occurring in different Maring activities. 

Movement of a limb caused by muscular activity, and which 

has a clear direction, is indicated by a solid line. Move-

· ment which is caused by gravitational _ pull, rather than by 

muscular activity, or which is too small to be clearly o·een 

is indicated by a heavy dotted line. A light dotted line 

indicates movement which is obscured, because of the camera-

angle from which the activity was recorded, but which can be 

inferred from visible movements of other joints. The lines 

are punctuated by an arrow whenever the direction of the 

movement changes. When the speed of the movement changes 

independently of the direction (with the exception of gradual 

accelerations and decelerations), the lines are punctuated by 

a straight mark. 
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The staff on which trace forms are recorded indica tes 
(fro~ top to bottom) left leg, left arm, head, trunk, ri ght 
arm, ~nd right leg. Technically, all the joints and limbs 

of a body in motion may be considered as tracing paths in 

surrounding space. The analysis of trace ' forms, however, 

is not concerned with this level of observation, but rather 
seeks to characterize the forms traced by the part of the 

body leading the movement. 

There are two further comments to be mad.e on the staffs 
developed for no~,ating Naring use of body parts and trace 
forms .. Both comments refer to the specific place that the 
Naring movement style was found to occupy in the total sample 
analyzed in the initial Choreometrics survey. First. the 
1'1aring use few body parts and little fine differentiati~n 
appears in the movement of hands. For this reason, hands 

have received only scant attention in this study. This is 

reflected in the construction of the staff: only one line is 
allocated to the fingers and thumb of each hand. Second, 

Maring movement patterns do not contain the more complex of 
the Choreometric transition types. Should a 6omparable study 
be made of a style more elaborate in either body-part-use or 
trace forms, the staffs presented here would have to be 

expanded. 
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3. Procedures of nota ti.on . 

a. Choice of footage 

The choice of activities to be analyzed for 

movement patterns ~as been described at the beginning of 

this chapt€~. Footage on which the chosen activities are 

recorded must be further scanned in order to select those 

portions which ~-Jill yield the clearest results in diB.grawning. 

Depending upon the quality of the film, the duration of 

shots, a nd the distance from which they were photographed, 

the . selection procedure will differ from one film corpus to 

another. The Maring footage contains relatively few con

tinuous shots of long duration. In addition, many shots, 

while giving a general impression of an activity, de not 

present a cle~r enough image for. detailed notation: either 

the film was badly exposed, or the camera was placed at an 

angle from which certain details were obscured. These limita

tions ar€ quite different from the problem of choosing 

sequ ences for analysis out of a body of c~ear and con t inuous 

footage (Kendon 1967.:9, 11). 
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b. Viewing for notat]ng 

The equipment used consisted of hand re-

. d Irr . h · l wln s, a ~oviscop viewer, and a sync ron1zer. The film 

was wound by hand past the viewer ~nd over the synchronizer. 

The . first frame in the · shot to be notated was counted as 
11 zerou and was held in the viewing screen while the synchron-

izer was set to zero. The portion of footage to be notated 

was then run through the viewer while each body part was 

·observed. In general, the activity was notated first in 

terms of body-part-use and then in terms of trace form. 

Notation could start with any limb. In the present study 

the most active limb was usually notated first, starting with 

th€ proxi~Bl joint (either hip or shoulder). That segment 

of film (two or more frames) on which the joint is moving 

in one direction was pulled back and forth through the viewer 

until the frames on which that movement begins and ends had 

been ascertained. The number of these frames eould then be 

read off the synchronizer and the movement notated in the 

appropriate place on the diagram .. 2 It should be ·especially 

1: 
A synchronizer is a devic~ for measuring film as the film 
is wound through it. It counts frames from 0 through 39, and 
thereafter counts feet plus frames. One foot equals forty 
frames. For purposes of diagramming, the number ln feet was 
always converted back to num.ber of frames. In order to re
locate specific frames, previou3ly analyzed film need only 

_be put on the synchronizer with the frame marked "Ott in the 
viewer and the synchronizer set to 0. ~he film is then wound 
until the desired number appears on the synchronizer. The 'use 
of a synchronizer obviates the necessity of frame-numbering 
film, thus cutting both the expense of the project and en
larging considerably the number of films available that can 
be used for detailed study. 

~This method is an adaptation of the one used by Condon (1964, and personal communication). --------- -~--------------~--------~------------
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noted that this procedure is not a framg-by-frame analysis 

in which each frame is scrutinized separately, but the 

dynamic links between frames disappear. It is precisely the 

continuity betw·een frames which is of interest in the 

present procgdure. The orientation toward the frame is 

merely for the purpose of measuring time. To avoid possible 

confusion, I have called the present analysis "frame-

oriented," as opposed to 11 frame-by-frame." 

4. Analysis of diagrams 

Once nota~io~ is complete 'see Appendix II), the 

resulting diag~~~s can be analyzed to provide answers to a 

number of questions. In order to condense the diagram3, so 

that mal~ of them can be placed on one page for simultaneous 

inspection, four questions have been asked, the answeTs te 

which are expressed in simple graphic form: 

a) How active are the various body parts in terms of 

the amount of time each moves, as contrasted to the total 

time of the activity? 

b) During what percentage of the time in which trace 

forms were created in an activity does each type of trace 

form occur? 

c) How often in the course of the activity is a 

change in movement initiated? 

d) To what extent . do changes in movement in one body 

part coincide with changes in the other active parts? 

. . 
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To answer question a), one counts on the body-part-

use staff the total number of frames during which movement · 

occurs in each body part. This total, multiplied by 100 ' · is 

then divided by the total number of frames in the notated 

activity. · The resulting figure is the percentage of time 

the given limb is used during the activity. A comparison 

can then be made between the various limbs involved, and a 

simple graph draw·n (see Table I, p. 79, Table IV, p. 86 f.). 

To answer question b), two elements of the Trace Form 

staff must be co~rited. First, the duration . of each type of 

path is counted._:·s -eparately, multiplied by 100, and is divided 

by the total duration of a.ll types of paths. Second, the 

instances of each type of change.of direction are counted. 

multiplied by 100, and then divided by the total number of 
-

changes of direction. The results of these two calculations 

are represented on one graph (see Table II, p. 82, Table V, 

p.9lf.). 

In order to determine how often a change in movement 

is initiated, it is necessary to count the duration of every 

movement segment on t·he body-part-use staff. A movement 

segment is a movement of a single joint in one direction, at 

a constant speed, or with a constant acceleration. The per-

centage of movement segments of a given duration is calculated :_ wl!:i)_..:•. 

as follows. Firs~, the number of movement segmgnts of that 

duration is counted. Then this sum is multiplied by lGO and 
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the total &i vided by the total number of movement se.gments 

of all lengths. It can be - expressed in the following : 

equation: 

. % = number of movement segments of K duration x 100 
total number of m~vement $egments 

The percentage is caleulated for the movem~nt segments of · 

each length occurring in the activity. All the ~ercenta~es 

are plotted on a single graph which shows the range of dura-

tion of movement segment$ and the predominant durations (see 

Table III, p. g·2. · , Table VI, p. Cj 4 f.) . The larger the per-

centage of segments . of short duration, t he more frequently 

are movement changes initiate~. This count is a method of 

measuring the tempo of an activity . 

Question d), concerning synchrony of movement changes, 

is answered by counting on the body-part-use staff the number 

of ch~nges that occur at the same frame, and by dividing this 

sum by the total num~er of changes occurring in the diagram. 

Sinc·e two,- three, or more changes may occur simultaneously, 

the following formula mu$t be used: 

Synchrony index = (number of in$tances where two changes 
- coinaide times 2 + number of ~nstances 
where three changes eoincide times 3 + 

·:: .... 

..• +number of ins tanc~s where . n changes co-
1ne1de times n) x lOD 

total numb@r of ch~nges 

This formula can be · written more conveniently as: 

SI.. = + 

c 
wh€re x equals the number of coincidences of 2, J, 
up _ to n changes, and C equals the total number of 
changeB. 



The high€r the index of synchrony, the greater the tendency 

toward a simultaneous use of body . parts during an activity. 

This attention to synchrony is related to researc~ 

cone€rning the synchroThy between speech an& bodily movement 

Gf a speaker and a listener (Condon 1964; Kendon 1967). An 

identical study of the Maring :is not possible since the film 

is not accompanied by synchronous sound. However, we may 

investigate ·whether it is possible to distinguish between 

various Maring movement patterns on the basis of degr€e of 

synchrony . ,/ 

The ques{~ons asked of the film .diagrams are, . then, 
:,.;·_1~: . , 

answered by simple counts which can be carried out and 

checked by.anyone, and which are presented as simple graphs. 

Questions a) and b), concerning body part use and trace 

forms, are related .to two questions asked by the Choreo-

metrics study group: "What is the greatest number of body 

parts involved in an activity and which parts predominate; 

71 

what is the most complex trace form created during an activity? 111 

~he answers ~iven by Choreorretrics are based upon tnspect i on 

of the f]lm and are presented as sc0r€s on a rating sheet. 

The present metho~ is designed for a detailed movement 

a~alysis. It allows replication of resul t s a n d offers the · 

1 The Choreometrie scale of complexity ranges from the simplest 
paths, straight and curved in one plane, to the most complex, 
curved in several planes. 



possibility of analyzing the diagrams from many different 

points of view without having to return to the film. In 

addition, this method does not require highly trained ob-

servers. 

The notated diagrams are adaptable to many kinds of 

counts in addition to those made to answer the four questions 

asked in this study. For example, it would be possible to 

distinguish patterns of simultaneous or sequential joint 

action, to analyze the patterning exhibited by the alternation 

I 

of different trac··e forms, or to examine hor11 various combina-

.tions of body ~~~ts go into the production of different kinds 

of trace forms. It would also be possible to compute the 

-extent to which certain trace forms and certain durations are 

executed primarily by certain limbs. Upon ·simple inspection 

of th~ diagrams the impression is gained that the head 

executes primarily rotating trace for~s, and the arms execute 

a greater variety of trace forms than do the legs .. It also 

appears that more distal limbs execut@ movements of shorter 

duration than the proximal limbs or the center of the body. 

Only farther detailed analysis of the diagrams could determine 

whet~er these initial impressions are correct. 

B. Group movement 

1. Choice of Aspects 

As in the case of individual· movetflent, it v'las desired 

to place l'Iaring group movement 1n a cross-cultural perspective. 
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The Choreometric method includes a rating system for the 

choreography of the moving group, as well as for the degree 

and type of interpersonal synchrony an& for the social 

structure. Si~ce, however, no report has been published on 

this work, _two aspects of group movement -- formation and 

pathway -- were chosen from the body · of literature on dance 

ethnography . . An additional aspect of group movement, 

synchrony, was also chosen. This aspect was diagrammed only 

for Maring dance movement as a check ·on the visual impression 

that the dancers . ~ere not adhering to the same beat. The 

d_iagrams of syn.Q·h·rO!J.Y consl:st . of indications for footfalls 

and drumbeats (see Appendix III), and they cannot be compared 

w1th the synchrony index for individual use of body parts 

de$cribed above. 

2. Graphic format 

In dance ethnography formations are customarily 

described in ternJs of geometric patterns -- circle ., line, row, 

etc. Some investigators use diagrams in addition to descrip-

tive terms (Speck and Broom 1951: 56; Kurath 1950: 121; 

Knust; HcPhee _1948: 189, 198). In thi.s study, diagrams simi

lar to those accompanying Labanotation scores are used (Knust~ 

Hutchinson 1961: 97f.); (see. Appendix IV). 

In these diagrams the location and orientation of each 

individual is indicated, plus the pathway traversed by 
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individual or group during the time duration indicated for 

the diagram. Series of diagrams are made to cover . extended 

time periods or ~ompl ] cated group pathways. This form of 

diagram ditfers considerably from the diagrams of individual 

movement. First, the two aspects of movement, formation and 

path'i'lay, are not presented separately. Second, these dia

grams represent discrete units of time, not a continuous 

process through time. ·. 

). Procedures of notation 

a. Ch91ce of footage . 

T~e criteria for choosing foota ge have been 

described in the section regarding individual movement. 

b. Viewing for notating 

Since the diagrams of group moveillent represent 

discrete units of time rather than continuous processes 

through time, frame-oriented viewing of footage was unnecessary. 

Instead, film projected at the normal speed of 24 frames per 

second was vie~Ted. Frames in which formations could be 

clearly seen were stopped, the for rnations diagrammed, and 

viewing at normal speed resumed. Pathways were traced while 

·viewing at full speed. In .spite of being able to stop frames 

for a detailed inspection of a formation, it was not always 

possible in the dance scenes to see the formation in terms of 

the orientation and ~osi~ion of every individual. In general, 



.... 

diagra~s were not made to scale, and in the case of large 

groups the formation was indicated with "hypothetical" 

individuals, rather than as an exact mapping of the particu-

lar instance. In cases where only a few people were present, 

or when individ~als moved independently of groups, the 

indj_viduals were diagrammed separately. 

4. Analysis of diagrams 

Two questions form the basis of the analysis of group 

movement: 
/ 

a) What·: formations occur in dance and daily life? 
f . 
·, 

b) Wh~t pathways are traced by the movements of 

these formations? 

The diagrammed formations can be distinguished by 

four factors: size, orientation of individuals, distances 

between individuals, and placement in the environment. In 

addition, stance and activity can also be used to describe 

formations. 

In order to distinguish between various types of 

pathways, the terminology used for individual lim~ movement 

was adopted. Pathways are divided into paths that · may be 

. straight, curved, cyclical, loop-like, rotating, and con-

strained, and into changes of . direction that are angular, 

pointed, or smooth. With the exception of constrained 

( _,) 
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I .. i 

!" •• 

pathways, all types are assumed to be the results of the free 

locomoti6n of a group bra person unconstrained by _the paths 

fixed in the €nvironment. The study of the form.·s qf con-

straining pathways is a separate one which will be touched 

upon briefly later in this paper. 

No speeific counts were made of forrna.tions or of 

pathw~ys. The conclusions drawn _from inspecting th@ diagrams 

ar~ described in words , rather than graphically. 

_, / 



CHAPTER V 

This chapter provides an extended commentary, based 

upon the diagrammed instances, on ;t.'Iaring movement, indi-

vidual and group, in dance and everyday activities. 

The An~lysis of Il}dividual Hovement in Dance 

The following analysis is based on diagrams of five 

instances of girls dancing and six instanc~s of men _dancing 

(see Appendtx II- Diagrams 1 through 11). 

A. Body Part Use 

By transcribing the Body Part Use staff of the 

diagrams i.nto a more concentrated format showing percentage 

of. body part use, we obtain the graphs on Table I (p.79 ). 

Three major patterns emerge from an inspection of these 

graphs, and these patterns can be directly associated with 

the three dance steps described at the b~ginning of Chapter 

IV. 

In the first pattern, corresponding to the bounce 

step and to the walking step of the girls, only t.he legs 

move (graphs lA, JA, 4A, 6A). In the second pattern, 

corresponding to the walking step of the men, the legs as 

well as the right arm move (graphs 8A, 9A). In the third 

pattern, corresponding to the display step, all the major 

body parts -- legs, arms, head and trunk are involved 
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(graphs 5A, llA). In ome variation of the bounce step 

(graph 2A), the legs and trunk are U$ed but not the. arms. 

In a var'i~.t1or1 of dFuD1111in'g (graph lOA) the trunk and arm.s 

are all ~se~ with the movement of the left arm predominant . . 

'Fwo patterns in th& use of minor body parts ar® 

a[pparent.- Ilril one pattern, ceorTesponding to the bounce step, . 

all active body parts move continuously or almost continu

ously (graphs lA, 2A., 6A.). In the second, · corresponding to 

both walking ·and display steps, there is a tend€ncy for 

limbs to Joe used less continuously. ·Proximal joints are 

used more than distal joints in five cases {graphs JA, 6A, 

7A, 8A, 9A), however, in four cases (graphs 4A, 5A, lOA, llA) 

one limb moves a distal joint more t han the proximal, while. 

in the other limb the proxi:rnal joint movement predominate.s, 

B. Trac€ Form Use 

Looking at the graphs repre$enting U$e of trace forms 

we e&:~.n $ee four met jor pa ttt?.rns (see p. 82, Table TI) • 

1. The movement creates indeterminate paths and 

all changes of direction are smooth (JB, 4E, 7~). 1-h.is 

corresponds to the walking step. 

2. The movement creates indeterminate paths and 

all changes ~f direct~on are pointed (lB, 9B). This corres

ponds to the bounce step. 

'· The movement er€ates straight paths ~6B), a com

bination of straight pat~s with i~~eterminate paths (10~), 
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or a combination of indeterminate with rotation (2B). The 

changes of direction are either pointed (2B, lOB), or pointed 

with some smooth changes (6B). These three examples may be 

considered variations on the pattern described in 2. above: 

the indeterminate paths are partially or completely replaced 

by rotating or straight paths, and a few smooth changes are 

introduced to the otherwise exclusive use of pointed changes 

0f direction. ~hese variation~ in trace form correspond to 

two variations in the bou~ce step (2B, 6B) and to• a detail 

of drumming while walking (10B). 

4. The movement creates three or four kinds of 

paths: straight, indeterminate, curved (5B, BB); and 

. straight, indeterminate, curved and rotating (llB). Both 

smooth and angular changes of directi_on are used and, in two 

of the three instances (85, llB), pointed _changes are also 

used. This pattern corresponds to the display step (5B, llB) 

and to one instance of walking while drumming (8B). This 

instance of the walking step was unusually complicated due to 

the fact that the person was making a turn. 

If we consider graph lB as representative of the 

bounce step, and JB as representatiye of the walking step, 

W€ can see that both steps use indeterminate paths. The 

difference between the two steps in terms of trace form con-

sists in the exchang€ of direction changes: the pointed 
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changes of the bounce are replaced by smooth direction 

changes. ~he display ste~ (5B, llB) introduces a more 

complex use of t~ace form. 

Rotating paths appear as a variation in one of the 

bounce steps {2B) and as an element in the display ste~ 

(~1B). Cyclical paths do not occur in any of these in

stances of dance movement. 

C. Duration of Movement Segments 

From the graphs showing duration of movement segments 

in · dance (see Table III, p. 83) we see that movement segments 

vary in duration from l/24 second to 11/12 second. The most 

frequent durations to occ~r range between 1/12 second and 

1/J second. Durations of 1/24 second and of more than 1/3 

sec~nd rarely occur. 

There are three insta~ees in which movement segments 

of one duration comprise more than 35 per cent of the move

ment segments of all .durations. These three (lC, 2C, 6e) 

correspond to the bounee $tep. Although the bo~nee step is 

thus d.ifferentiated from other steps by duration of movement 

segments, no clear &istinetion can be seen between display 

and walking steps. 
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D. Synchrony between Body Parts 

The synchrony · indexes for the eleven dance instances 
are: 

Girls · 11en 

1. 1.00 ("bounee) 6. .98 (bounce) 

2. -93 (bounce.) 7. .94 (walk) ·. 

J. .76 (walk) 8. .95 (walk with drumn1ing) 

4. .78 (walk) 9- 0.00 . { sv1inging axe) 

5. .65 (display) 10. .58 (beating drum) 

11. .?0 (display) 

The figures for 9 and 10 diverge radically from the other 
instances probably as a result of being computed only in · 
respect to the arms. Consequently they are not considered 
in the following comments.· 

There is a clear difference in synchrony between the 
three dance steps as performed by the girls. The greatest 
synchrony occurs during the bounce step and the least syn
chrony during the display step. In the case of the men, 
only the display step is noticeably different. In both men 
and girls, the display step has markedly lower synchrony 
than the others. 

E. Summary 

The results of a detailed examination of eleven in
stances of dance show that the three dance s~eps (bounce, 
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walking, and display) ean be most clearly differentiated in 

terms of body part use and tr~ce form. Synchrony· and dura

tion give a somewhat less elear differentiation between the 

three steps. 

The AnalY-sis of Individual M~vement in Other Activiti~s 

We now turn to an €Xamination of individual movement 

in fourte€n sel ected .aetlvities other than dance. The 

selection . Gf twenty-three instances ire3,ra~es from light handi

crafts to heavy physical labor. It includes several · instances 

of . decorat1ng the fa6e. in preparation for dance and one in

stance of handling wealth items. ( See Appendix II, diagrams 

l2 - 32.) 

A. Body Part Use 

'Fhree different kind$ of ilifla jG>r body part use may bre 

seen o~ the ~rapns on Table IV (12A - 32A on the f<E>llowing 

pages). 

1. All , :.rnajor bocil..y parts participate in the activity 

( 12A , 13aA. , . 13 bA , l5A , 17 A , l8A , Jl 9A , 2 OA , 2 7 A , 31A } • 

2 • . The arms aTe active €ither alone or in con junction 

with other body parts (i4~, 14bA, 16A, 21A, 22A, 23A, 24A, 

25A, 26A, 2~A. 29A). 

· J. ~he le~s are aetive either alone or in c~nju~ction 

with some o~h~r body part~ (30A, J2A). The legs predominate 

ov@r all. other body partg (jlA). 
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The first two kinds of major body part usc each oceur 

in a variety of act:kv:ities. The thirdl corresponds t(} 

walking. Walking is the only activity that can be . olearly 

recognized by a glance at the body part use graphs. 

An inspection of the graphs in ·terms of continuity 

of body part use shows no examples of all the active limbs 

movi~g continuously. There are, ho~ever, five examples 

(l5A, 16A, 20A, )OA, 32A) in which on~ joint is const~ntly 

moving tflroughout the activity. Two of these instances ar€ 

walking. The three others are: putting stones into an 

earth oven (l5A), making backcloth (l6A), and planting sugar 

cane (20A). In all the other a~tivities, the body parts 

move o~ly pa~t of the time. 

There is a tendency· for the most proximal joint 

(either shoulder or hip) to move more than the more distal 

joint (elbow or knee). Shoulder predominance can be seen 

in fourtee~ cases (12A, lJaA, l4aA, l4bA, l5A. lBA, 19A, 20A, 

23A. 24A, 26$i.," 28A, )lA, J2A). Hip predominance occurs in 

nine eases .· (ljaA, lJb>A, 17A.. 20A, 2lA, 27A, }OA, JlA., 32A). 

In a few ca$eS the elbow and kne® move more than th€ proximal 

joint (elbow- 16A, 17A, 25A, 31A; knee- 14bA). In a few 

@ther eases ©ne arm mov~s with the shoulder predominating 

while th€ other a1nn moves with th€ elb1ow predominating ( l)bA, · 

21A, 22A, 27A~ 29A). One sueh case occurs in leg movement 

(12A) . 
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B. Trace Form Use 

An inspection of the graphs of trace form (see Table V 

on the following page) shows one or the graphs to be recog

nizably different (JOB). This graph represents v.raJLki.ng .. 

N0t one of the other activities, including the other two 

instances of walking (JlB, )2B), can be clearly distinguished 

from the others on the basis of these graphs. 

By inspecting a~l the graph£ excluding JOB, some 

basic tendencies of trace form use become apparent. 

l. During any activity it · is possible to use from 

one to eight paths. In a majority of the cases (12 out of 

23) four paths are used. 

a) In four cases indeterminate paths predominate 

(l2B, JOB, JlB, )2B). 

b) In the remaining nineteen cases, straight, . 

cu~ved~ or a combination of straight and curved paths pre

dominate over indeterminate or rotating paths. 

c) Rotating paths occur in seventeen cases and 

they never predominate ~l)aB, lJbB, 14aB, l4bB, 15B, 16B, 

l?B~ 18B, 21B, 22B, 2JB, 24B, 26B, 2?H; 29B, 31B, 32B). 

d) Several instances occur of rotating paths com

bined with other paths. In t~~Jo cases rotation is combined 

with indeterminate paths (16B, 25B). In two eases rotation 

is combined with straight paths (l4bB, l5B). In $]X cases 

';/V 
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rotation is combined with curved paths (l?B, 20n; 22B, 

2)B, 27B, 2913) . 

2. During any activity it is possible to use from 

one to three types of direetion change. There is a tendency 

to use two or three types. In twenty out of the twenty-

thr@e cases e~ther angular, smooth, o~ a combination of both 

predominate over pointed changes. The exceptions are 16B, 

12B and 25B. 

C. Duration of Movement Segments 

By scanning all the graphs (see Table VI on the follow

ing pages), one (16C- making bark cloth) appears to have a 

markedly different pattern from the others. In the activity 

represented .by this graph, the duration of all movement seg-

ments falls ~Ti thin a continuous range between l/2L~ second and 

1/4 second. In all other graphs the range of the durations 

of movement segments is much greater. 

A gener@.l statement may be made to the effgct that 

Maring movement in daily life ~s repre$ented by the present 

twenty-three instances utilizes movement segments that range 
. 1 

from a minimum of 1/24 of a second to a maximum of l-3/4 sec-

onds, with an emphasis on durations betweeti l/4 and 1/2 second. 

1
The value of 1/24 of a second given for the m1n1mum length 
of movement segments is imposed by. the spged at whi9h the 
film was taken (24 fram@s per second). Only if the film 
were taken at a greater speed would it be possible to in
vestigate whether or ru.©t 1/24 of a s~cond is the actual 
minimal length of ft18.ring movement segments. 
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In all but one case less than 27 per cent of the movement 

segments in an activity r~.ke use of one duration. In the 

exeeptional case (16C) one duration occurs in 33 per cent 

of all movement segments. 

On the basis of this particular sample, different 

patterns of distribution of duration of ·movement segments 

cannot be associated with any specific daily activities. 

D. Synchrony between Body Parts 

:In the tw~nty-three instances of daily activity there 

is an even spre~d of values of the synchrony index from a low 

of .30 (26, 32) to a high of .81 (16, 19). No clustering 

occurs around any one value, a.nd no particular kind of 

activity can be differentiated from any other in terms of 

high or low synchrony values. 

12. (clearing grass) .68 

13a. (planting tubers) • 43 

13b. (reaching for tubers) • 51 

l~. a. (taking out: hot stones) • 47 

u~. t>. {picking up hDt stones) .72 

15. (putting in h.ot stones) .34 

16. ( I • ma.o ng bar:_< c 1 o t h ) • 81 

17. ( mak ~ng a strin3 bag) .4.4 
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.. ... · · H'f.:N 

18. {thrusti::1g a stak~) .77 

19. (cho?ping a tree) .81 

20. (?lanting sugar cane) • 45 

21. (breaking f i re"\·7ood) .54 

22. ( ;ni 'Xing !ne.ri ta) ~65 

23. (squeezin3 !llarita) .63 

GIRL 

24. (oiling bocy) • 39 

25. (paint i ::tg face) • 4l} 

26. ( . ~. palnLlng face) .30 

I 7 '- '. 

f-·E.~ 

27. ( • 1 • p1 c.~1ng up shells) • 51 

28. (fastening a feather) • 37 

29. (fastening a feather) .51 

·. 
30. (r,val king \vi th ci.- load) • 61 

31. (Palkin~ d o\,rnhi 11) .57 

32. c~utlk ing uphill) • 30 
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The Comparison of Individual Movement 
in Dance and Daily Activitie£ 

A. Body Part Use 
I 

Th~ uge of body part . in dance and daily life can best 

be compared in terms G>f four categories: w..ajor . body part 

us€, continuity of movement of ~ lim© ·throughout an activity, 

predominance of proximal over distal joints, and number ~f 

body parts used. 

1. 11ajor Body Part Use 

In the examples of daily life activities three patterns 

can be distinguished: 

a) A.ll major body parts are used. 

b) One oT!L bo t h arms are used pred.ominafitly either. 

alone or together with .some other major body 

parts. 

e) The legs are used predominantly. 

I'n the exampl es from. dance three patterns also occur: 

<i) legs only are used 

e) · legs and one arm are u£ed 

f) legs and all otl:ler major body parts are us€el. 

Although pattern f) may be considered a su1D-division of 

·pattern a). patterns d), e),and f) may ©e subsumed under 

pattern ~: dance is related to those ~aily activities i m 

which the use of legs predominates, e.g. walking. 
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2. Centi~uity of Movement of one Limb throughout 
an Activ i ty 

In both dance and daily life we notice cGntinuity of 

m<Dvement ·of a limb through6m.t some activities. Only in dance, 

howeyer, do we e~@ounter examples of a~l the· active parts 

moving continuo.usly. 'Fhe bounce step emphasizes a continuous 

use of active body parts, which occurs in some activities: 

walking, planting sugar cane, preparing an earth oven, and 

making barkcloth. 

3. Predominance of Proximal over Distal Joints 

In both dance and daily activities proximal joint 

mevement predominates over distal joint movement in the 

majority of instances examined here. When distal movement 

predominates, it always occurs in one arm or leg on1y. The 

other limb, af moving, exhibit8 the usual predominance of 

proximal joint movement. 

4. Number of Body Parts Used 

A count of the number @f body parts ~sed in the in-

stances of non-dance activities shows that from two to sixteen 

body parts are U$ed out of a possible twenty-one, with a 

clustering at eleven and twelve. A similar count for dance 

shows that six to fourteen body parts are used, with a 

clustering. at eight. A wider range of body parts, then, is 

used in everyday activities than in dance (see Table VII, . 

figure 1, p. 105). 
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B. Trace F ©rm 

Out of a possible maximum of eleven trace forms, our 

instances of Maring activities other than dance mak~ use of 

from two to ninee with a clustering at seven trace forms per 

activit~ (see Table' VI1, figure 2, p.l05). St~aight and 

curved paths and a n gu lar direction changes are pr~dominant. 

In the insta nc€s of Maring dane€, two to seven trace forms 

are used with a clu3terin g at t wo. lndeter~inate paths pre-
I 

dominate, and direction changes are either pointed or ~~ooth 

but rarely a !l1lgular. In t wenty .of the twenty-three instan ces 

of daily activity no trace form approaches 100 per cent of 

use. In thr€e instances-- walking (JOB), making barkcloth 

(l6B), and pla nting tubers (1 3aB) --one trace form does 

approach 100 per cent. It is this concentration upon one 

trace form that is empha sized in dance. 

C. Duration of Movem~nt Seg~ent s 

Pwo a$pects of the durat ~ on of movement segments are 

·· useful in comparing Maring dan ce with other movement. These 

are the durations that are used, and the range of linits of 

duration over which the movement segments of each activity 

are spread. 

M~st of the durati ~ns of movement segments in 

activities ether than dance are clustered b€twe@n 1/4 and 

1/2 sec©nd. In dance t he clusteri n g occurs between 1/12 a.nd 
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1/3 of a second. _The duratiGns of movement segments in 

dance vgry from l/24 ~o 22/24 of a second. In the instances 

of other activities the variation is almost twice . as large: 

1/24 to 43/24 of a second. 

The range of durations · in non-dance activities lies 

b&tween six and fourty-one units with a clustering between 

twenty-one and twenty-eight units (.se€ Table VII, figure J, 

p. · io5). In dance the range is between thr~e and nineteen 

units, with a clustering betwegn. seven and eleven. Maring 

dance, then, utilizes the lower part of the range of dura

tions of movement segments used in other Maring activities. 

D. Qynchrony betwegn Body Parts 

The synchrony between .active body parts varies in 

non-dance activities from .JO to .81 and in dance from 

.65 to 1.00 (see Table VII, figure 4, p. 105). ~he range of 

synchrony in dance overlaps the upper part of the range 

utilized in daily activities, an& -- unlike body part use, 

trace form, and duration -- e~ten&s beyond it. Dance, then 

emphasizes a high value of synchrony. 

E. Summary 

Table VII summarizes graphically the relationship 

between Maring dance and other movements in terms of the 

four aspects of movement examined in this study. · 
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In terms of the n~mber ©f. body parts U$ed, the number 

of traee ferms, aftd the ran~e of durati~ns of mcvement se~

ment$, danee utili:ze_s a part e>f the range prQ>vided iJ.Ql,y movement 

occurring in daily act ~vitias. Dance steps utilize the lowest 

pertion of the range of durati©ns and trace forms, ana the 

~iddle portion - of the range of body parts. In the case of 

synchrony, the r~nge in danee overlaps the uppe~ p~Tt of the 

~an~e of other activitie$ and extends ©eyo~d it t© the m~xi

muua pos s :il ble value of 1. OCY. 

We ma~ n©te which activities are most related te> dance 

in terms of e~ch moveme~t aspect. Walking utilizes body part 

~se and trace for~ as dance does. A wo~n making ~arkcloth 

(16) ~tiltzes a pattern of trace form U$e and ~uration U$€ 

whicru closely ~esem©les dance, but a different pattern of 

body jparts. :A man th:rusting a heavy $take (15), a girl 

ellecoraJtil.ng h€r fa~,@ (24), a man handling wealth obj€cts (27), 

a mail/1 pl~nting $U~al' cane ( 20). a man i:>reakin~ · fi:ret~ood (21}, 

and a m~n miximg panda.nU$ (22) all use ~ combination of trace 

fcor,m.s simllar to t!h€ CGmil© iilation of th@ marr1' s display step 

( ll) . MakiTI~ ~arkcl0>tlh ( 16) , cho[,!pilli1~ a tre& ( 19) , th:tr·u_s ting 

in a £take (18}, piekling UiJ?) h .ot stone$ wi tn w<DodtSn tong$ (14}, 

elearin~ ~ra$S (1~), an~ _ making a string ba~ (22), all 

exhi~it a high val~€ of synahroBy tha~ e>verlap$ the $ynehrony 

values ~$€~ in ~ance. 
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The Ana~y8is of G~oup Movement in Dance 

~. Formation 

Upon· inspection of the maps of group movement in 

Maring dance (Appendix IV). seven. distinguishable formations 

can be seen. 

1) Row 

2) J3ank: 

3) Clump 

4) Circle 

5) C<Dlumn 

6) Split column 

7) Individuals r@lating to a dance contingent 

1) Row: A row is formed by people placed side by side. 

all roughly oriented in one direction. People in a . row are 

spectators and the row never moves as a unit. Rows occur 

exclusively around the edges of the dance ground. People 

forming a row may be either standing or sitting, may engage 

in conversation with each other or in handicrafts, or may 

turn their attention exclusively to the dancers. The 

distance between individuals varies from near enough to 

touch to beyond arm's reach. (See Plate XV:l.) 

2} Bank: A bank is formed by a double or triple row. It 

usually develops when there are too many spectators in one 

place along the edge of the dance ground to fit in a single 
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row. Such a bank formation l$ as variable, in terms of 

distance between individuals, orientation of individuals, 

stance, and attenti~n, as the · row. (See Plate XV~2.) 

Anoth@r kind of bank formation was once observed 

(Appendix IV, map 2b.). This formation, composed of dancers, 

was more regular: all the individuals faced one direction, 

standing, all at about arm's reaoh from each other. This 

formation occurred in the middle of the dance ground rather 

than on an ed~e, and it moved as a whole. 

3) Clump: The clump is forme~ . by a number of dancers 

all roughly oriented toward the middle of the group. The 

distance between individuals in a clump varies from within 

forearm's reach to within arm's reach, but touching rarely 

occurs. Clumps occur anywhere within the dane@ ground. (Se® 

Plat@ XVI:2.). 

4) Circle: The circle is formed by a single line of 

dancers moving counter-clockwise around .an open space, each 

man facing in the direction of the prog~eS$ion with his left 

side toward the center of the circle. The distance between 

individuals varies from forearm's reach to beyond arm's 

reach. The circles ar@ formed on the dane€ ground. · (Reel 

2: Bl.) 

5) Column: A c,olumn is a group of two t0 fou.r danqers 

side by side. followed by at least three other such rows. 
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Neither the lin6s nor the rew£ in the column are exac~, but 

the dancers · tend t© keep a distanc~ between forearm's re~ch 

and arm's reach. All the men in a column faee forward; iN 

the directien of the progression of the column. Columns 

move over the entir€ area of the dance ground. (See Plate 

XVI: 1.} 

6) Split Colunm: A. split eolumn is a formation con

sisting of two neatl y formed lines of me~ faeing each other 

while moving. The men in one row mov~ tg their left, in the 

other row to their right, so that the whole formation pro

gresses in one direction. This forrnation was observed only 

once. (See Appendix IV, map lJLa.) 

7) Individuals relating to a dance contingent: In a 

number of instances geveral men dance ahead of the main forma

tion. These men usua.lly Glance beyond arm's reach of the 

formation •. varying the distance eonstantly and Bcmetimes 

r€aehing a -distance of approximately twenty feet from the 

. main group and from each oth.er. The ori-en t atio!ril of th~s~ 

· dancers ehanges constantly, each one relating separately to 

the group as a whole and to th~ pri~cipal line @f direction 

in which the group is moving. These men are independent of 

each other. Qccasionaliy they dance backwards, or in the 

midst of a clump. (See Appendix IV, map 10 .·) 
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Generalizing on the .basis of these seven kinds of 

formation, one can say that four basic kinds of . orientation 

are used .· in I1arin.g Dance: 

a) Sidle-by-side 

b) Face-t'o-back . 

c) Facing a common center 

d) Face-to-face 

The row is an extension of the side-by-side . orientation. The 

bank can be considered a ~Qmbination of side-by-side and face

to-back, emphasizing side-by-side. The column is ~ combina

tion of f~ce-to-back and side-by-side, emphasizing face-to- , 

back. The circle formation utilizes face-to-back in such a 

way as to create ·a file closing upon itself. The clump forl~

tion emph~sizes fac:ilru.g a eo1'Y!11Tlon center. ~!he split colum..n is 

a combination of £id&-by-gide and face-to-face. The · indi

vidu~ls who dance ahead of ~he formatiens utilize face-to

face, side-by-side, and face-to-baek ©rientations. 

The distances between individuals in Maring dance 

contingents vary primarily between· foreaTm's reach and arm's 

~eaeh. !nd] viduals ~anc:ilng ahead of groupg con~tantly vary 

dista nce. The distances betw€en spectators im als© ~ore 

varied, but aoes not change so frequently in any given time 

period. 

By obse~ving the pl~cement of individuals on the darice 

groundl one noticE;£ two distinct sets of pe<Dple: spectators 
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around the edges (Plate XV), and dancers in the middle (Plate 

XVI).· '1he clearcut ord€r implied by this simple description 

may occasionally be partly obscured by the movement of s~ec

tators from one side of the ground to another and by dancers 

l€aving their contingents for a rest or to adjust their 

feather headdresse~. 

The size of formations varies from one dance occasion 

to another. At _the girls dance . (Appendix IV, Map 13}, the 

largest size achieved by the group was eight. This is con

siderably smaller than the size of most of the dance contin

gents at a kaiko or konj kaiko gathering. It was not 

possible to make precise counts from the film record of 

indiv.iduals in the large gatherings, but the dance contingents 

were estimated to be on the order of thirty men each, and the 

total gathering at the Tsembaga konj kaiko was estimated to 

be about 1,000 people (Rappaport 1968:216}. 

It should be particularly noted that formations are 

not precise. The term "clump" may conv€y the Glesired degree 

of inexactness, but "column," 11 cirqle," and "row" lmply more 

exactness than is usually ooserved. Individuals do not have 

a constant place in the formation of a dance contingent and 

seem to drift within it during the cou!se of the dance. The 

movement of the individuals who are dancing ahead of the 

group emphasizes this flexibility. 
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B~ Pathways 

In this study five types of path ( str·aight, inde

terminate, curved, cyclic and rotating) and three kinds of 

direction changes (pointed, angular a~d smooth) are con

sidered. Two kinds of direction changes (angular and 

smooth) and three of the paths (straight, curved, and 

cyclical) appear in the maps of group movement. The paths 

and changes of direction are combined in such a way that the 

predominant pathway traversed by the column formation is a 

large curve joined with smooth changes and occasional angular 

changes of direction. 

The circle formations move in a rotating path. The 

clump formation, the row formation, and the bank formation 

of the spectators do not create any pathway at all. The 

bank formation of d~ncers creates straight paths going in 

@pposite directions ·linked smoothly by tightly curved paths. 

Such .a combination of paths creates a back-and-forth pattern. 

This back-and-forth pattern is also created by the men dancing 

in front of the bank formation. Men dancing ahead of the 

column and clump traverse the most complex pathways (Appendix 

IV, map set 12): curved paths crossing over each other to 

create looped patterns of a kind not observed in individual 

body movement. 
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Pathways are traversed on all parts of the dance 

ground and do not have any particular spatial focus, with 

two exceptions: the bank of dancers which forms in front of 

the pave moves directly toward ·and away from the Eave, and 

the individuals dancing in front of the bank move directly 

back and forth between the bank formation and the pave; 

the other case of direct orientation of a path in a specific 

direction is the path of the individual dancers ahead of the 

contingent. They always dance in relationship to their own 

contingent. With the exception of these two cases, pathways 

were traversed on all parts of the dance ground and did not 

have any particular spatial focus. When many groups are 

dancing at once pathways are created within th€ limitations 

of crowding: a column circumvents a group or weaves its way 

between clumps and other moving columns. Neither dance con

tingents nor individuals confront each other directly. Both 

the individuals receiving pork and the accompanying dance 

contingents were oriented toward the nave which acted as a 

shield between them and the men of the host clancluster. 

The Analysis of Group Movement in Daily Life 

A. Formation 

Formations seen in daily life are based upon the 

following four types of orientation: 



1) side-by-side (Plate V:l) 

2) face-to-back (Plate V) 

3) . face-to-face (Plate VI) 

4) face-to-side (Plate III, IV:2) 

The size of thesg formations is small, usually on the 

order of two or three people. Larger numbers of people 

gather. in houses, yards, and cro$sroads, but do not arrrange 

themselves in a formation with any clear orientation (Plates 

III, XII). At such gatherings constellations are determined 
/ 

by two general pfinciples of location in space: 
.f. . 

a) the ~~ge of the $pace is occupi~d 

b) the sexes are div}ded 

~) men usually ~phill from women (P]ate IV) 

ii) men closest to a man's house, womefl closest 

to a · woman'~E house (Plate XII:]). 

Within any grQup the small, clearly oriented clusters are 

usually formed by -mothers and infants, mothers and young 

daughters, adolescent boys, and adolescent girls. 

13. Pathways 
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In daily life there is a strong t~ndency f©r individuals 

to move separately, each e>ne @ngagedl in his own interests g)_nd 

activities. There are few sit~ations in which a formation is 

created and moves as a unit. The usual situation is a family 



group or a gro~p of m®n or women ~n their way to ®F from a 

garden or visiting fr®m one . villa~e to anothe~. ·· ~hese people 

then f@rm a single file ~Jhich moV@S along the narrow paths 

throu~h thg terrain (Plate VII,. In anotheT situation boys 

imitating dance form€d a single file that moved in a circle 

(Reel 30: 264) . 

The Relationship between Group Movement 
in Dance and Daily Life 

Dance formations utilize the basic principles of 

orientation which can be seen in the small cl~sters of people 

.in daily life. Spectators at dance gatherings locate them-

selves according to the principle of standing around t~e edge 

of space. and they cluster in little .groups using side-by-

side and face-to-back orientation with irregular distances 

between the individuals. 

Unique to dance are the size and regularity of forma-

tions, and the many types of formations that move through 

space as a whole. The pathways these formations create are 

remarkable in terms of their lack of exact shaping, in which 

respeet they resemble the irregular pathways created in daily 
. ' 

activities. The only specific and repeated pathways are 

created when groups or individuals move in reference to a 

specific external object. either the pave or the dance con-

tingent. Analogous oceagions in daily life did not appear 
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in the instances mapped, and no comparison of this point 

can be made. 

I ,.._ 
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CHAiP~:'ER VI CONCLUS I ONS ----------------------

A Technica l Comparjson of Dance a nd Daily Activi ties 

Among the Maring 

It h been the aim of the present study to examin e 

the hypothe j.s that Maring "dance / is / · a formalized a nd 

r epeti tious use of mov ement patterns that / a re/ fr equ en t 

and important in /the/ everyday life 11 of the MarLr11 g (Lomax , 

Bartenieff and Paulay 1966:2). 

On the basis of the detailed ana lysi s presented in 

Ch pter Five , thi s hypothes i s ca n be confirmed. 

Maring movement pattern u sed in da ily a ctiviti es 

become stereotyp ed and are repeated in all ' the analyzed i n 

sta nces of dance . This set of pa ttern s can be desi gna ted as 

Maring sign ture behavior . Whether working, dancing , or 

engaged in other a ctivit ies , the Ma ring are constantly 

sending the message " I am a Mari ng .*' Simultaneously they 

are senGl..ing ot her mes ages , such as ur am d.ancing'." The 

signa ture me. sage - tt r am a Ma ring" - is, in part , sent by 

the fact that the mov ement r em ins within the established 

r ang . The "differ ntial-activity message"- "I am dancing" -

i s , in p~rt , sent by the specific segment of the tota l r an e 

u sed . Ta ble VII (P. 105) provides a comp os ite illustration 

af J.Yfar1ng s:lgnaturs behavior in t erms of body p rt us e , 
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trace form, duration, and synchrony. As . regards body part 

use, trace form use, and duration, dance selects a limited 

portion of the range provided by the activities of daily · 

life. As regards synchrony between body parts dance 

selects the upper part of the range of synchrony of daily 

activities and extends it to the highest possible value. · 

In terms of formation and group movement, dance uses princi-

ples of group formation that may be seen in daily life, but 

extends them to cases involving larger numbers of people. 
I 

The three / dance steps may 'be differentiated from the 
.;'· 0 

instances of e~eryday movement analyzed here on the basis of 

the four aspects of movement examined in detail. The bounce 

step is distinguishable on the basis of synchrony alone from 

any of the other activities. It is further distinguishable 

on the basis of the predominance of leg motion and the con-

tinuity of movement of the active limbs throughout the whole 

performance of the step. The bounce step uses fewer trace 

forms than all daily movements except simple walking~ Two 

of the three examples of bounce step given have a smaller 

spread of duration of movement segments than any daily 

activity save one, making bark cloth. 

The walking step as performed by men is also distin-

guishable from daily movement on the basis of synchrony alone . . 

The girls perform the walking step in such a manner that the 



synchrony value falls within the range used in daily activi

ties, but is much higher than the synchrony value of ordinary 

walking. ':I'h.ere are fewer trace form.s utilized in the walking 

step than in all dai ] y activities except making bark cloth. 

The display step is not distinguishable from daily 

activities on the basis of synchrony. A detailed examination 

of Tables I - VI (Chap. V) in an attempt to answer the question, 

"What does differentiate the display step from walking? ~ ' (to 

which it is particularly similar in terms of body part use), 

reveals only a m~nimal differentiation produced by trace 

form. There ar~ · more straight paths and angular direction 

changes in the man's display step than ther& are in walking, 

If these two movement patterns are, in fact~ so similar, 

why does the display step strike the observer .as such a 

specific pattern? Apart from such obvious characteristics 

as the dress of the performer and the locality and occasion 

during which the display step is seen, there are other aspects 

that make ·it distinguishable. One, which is covered in th€ 

analysis of group movement, is the pathway created through 

space by the person performing the display step: he dances 

separately from a dance contingent and creates a path w,ith 

oscillations and loops in front of it. In terms of the 

aspects used in the present study, this is the most important 
.. 

characteristic of the disvlay step. Two aspects of move ment 

not considered in this study also differentiate · the display 

..L..L ~ 
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step from daily movement: the speed of the moving limbs, 

and the area in which the limbs are moving. 

The above indicates that other aspe~ts of movement . 

could be considered in a simt laP study and might be found 

crucial both in the attempt to make distinctions between 

the mov@ment patterns t~at we immedia t ely perceive, and in 

an effort to describe signature behavior more fully. Speed 

and ar€a are both aspects used in the ·chareometrics proje~t 

and found meaningful for the distinction of cultural movement 

styles. In the c~se of the study of the Maring these 2$pects 

are not crueial/" fn cristinguishin~ dance from daily activities. 

They might, however, prove cru cial if an attempt were to b~ . 

made to distinguish Maring signature behavior from the signa-

ture behavior of other New Guinea Highlands grou ps. 

An Examination of Activit mes that Resemble Dance 

Once the detgtiled analysis has been made, it is possible 

to view a larger body of fi l m in order to ncte the occasions 

and activi t ies during which movement patterns typical of 

dance ~ccur. 1 On the basis of repetitive viewing, it can be 

stated that movement patterns of Maring dance appear in two 

forms in daily activitie$: 

I 
Due to the arbi trarily disco-ntinuous nature of the 1963 
~~ring _ researcn film, this more general analysi5 must be 
at th® level of ethnographic de£cript~on, rather tha n at 
the level of strict cont€xt analysis (Scheflen 1965). 
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a) A complete dance movement pattern ap~ears -- a 

dance step is performed by children imitating dance, and it 

occurs in standardized expressive gestures. 

b) . A partial dance movement pattern appears 

the trace form, duration, and synchrony use are the same 

as in an actual dance step, but body part use is different. 

Examining cases of the appearance .of complete dance 

movement patterns in daily life, one can observe the display 

step and the bounce step occurring on numerous occasions. 

The display step occurs in teasing behavior between boys: 
:'' 

occasionally between age mates, but usually directed at a 
I • 

younger child. The bounce step occurs when excitement is 

expressed. It is sometimes accompanied by pretended drumming. 

Such excitement may be caused by the killing of a lizard 

(Reel 60A:579-581), by the sight of a rerr~rkable o~ject 

(often elicited by the sight of European goods) (Reel 59: 

573-574), or by the signt of a mock fight (Reel 60A:583). 

Examining cases of the partial occurrence of dance 

movement patterns, the predominance of pointed changes of 

direction seen in the bounce step may also be seen in a number 

of working activities -- in particular, chopping wood (Reel 

1:1-2; Reel 2:9-10, 15-19), sharpening knives (Reel 28B:246-

249), tamping the soil after planting banana suckers (Reel 

3:24-25), and reeling in twine when making a string bag 

(Reel 26:236; Reel 49:468-471). Pointed changes also pre-
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dominate in many sequences of baby c~re. ~n infant may be 

jiggled, · in order to 6omfort it, either in the arms or in the 

string bag (Reel 37{336-338}. In a typical way of playing, 

th¢ infant is bounced up and down (Reel 33:295-296). 

The bounce step, in which stereotyping and repetition 

is most el~ar, occurs inboth complete and partial form in 

daily life. The display step occurs in complete form in 

every day life as taunting, and walking can be considered as 

a partial form of either the display or the walking step. 

! 

Qualitative ilements in Maring Signature Behavior 
f . 

We will now consider qualitative characteristics of 

Maring signature behavior. In most daily activities there 

are external factors to which movement must to some extent 

conform. For example, there is an object in a fixed position 

in space with a certain weight, which must be dealt with in a 

i22 

specific amount of time. These external determinants influence 

mQvement by requiring certain use~ of body part, space, and 

time. However, saying that practical daily activities are 

related to external neces£ities does not imply that the use 

of specific tools determines the movement pattern. In fact, 

Choreometrics demonstrates otherwise. The handling of most 

tools falls within a certain range of movement patterns, so 

that individuals whose movement patterns stem from different 

cultural styles may each handle the same tool differently. 



--------------------------------------~----------------------~----~--------~lG~ 

e. 

' <-.. ,_ 

Maring dance is related to external objects only to 

the extent that the dancer must control his body in order to 

keep it upright and move it over tbe ground. Since l"Iaring 

dance is less determined by physical necessity than are the 

activities of daily life, - it is rea$onable to assume that it 

is in dance that signature behav~or can be best identified. 

These movement preferences can be most conveniently discussed 

under three headings: handling the body, handling time, · 

handling space. 

I 

A. Handling the. Body 

The Mar:tng treatment. of the body, as seen in the dance, 

is to hold the trunk as one unit and leave it unchanged as the 

arms manip~late weapons or drums. The legs move the whole 

body through space. 

B. Handling of Time 

The Maring handling of time, as seen in the dance, 

exhibits two ~ajor characteristics: no complex rhythmic pat-

terns occur; each dancer has his own individual tempo, slightly 

different frommost of the other dancers. Dancers performing 

the various steps do not start and stop at exactly the same 

moment. The individual use of time in the three dance steps 

displays a very simple treatment. The range of durations of 

movement segments seen in everyday activities is narrowed and 

shifted to the lowest end of the scale. 
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The exploding of bamboo, which signals the beginning 

of some of the dance events (in particular the ·sortie of th~ 

host dance contingent onto the dance ground) , is consistent 

with Maring handling of time: the explosion is a signal, but · 

it cannot be produeed at a given moment. The explosion is 

the result of the process of burning, and the exact mom@nt of 

its occurrence cannot be predicted. One might hypothes}ze 

t~at the momen t of explosion can be predicted by the men 

who place the sticks of bamboo on the fires, at least within 

the range of time variation that they consider important 

or comfortable. One could also hypothesize that the Maring 

~ange of synchrony probably coincides with the range of 

indefiniteness of time within which the bamboos explode. 

The style of handling time among the Ma!ing is also 

evident in the way the events of the ritual cycle are timed: 

these e~ents are triggered by natur~l or social events, rather 

than being dictated by any sort of calendrical re~ularization 

of the continuous succession of day3. Even in regard to 

natural time; .e.g. the falling of night, there was a lack 

of cl~£e synchrony in the events of the konj kaiko. The 

falling of night interrupted the progression of events, and 

this progression was pieked up t he following morning. An 

important p~rt th~t had occurred after dark was repeated, and 

the ce~emonies eontinu ed on to th€ir conc}U$1on. 
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C. }~ndling of Space 

When a lVIaring relates to a specific object in daily 

activity, there is a predominance of straight and curved 

paths in the trace forms he creates. In dance, -when he is 

not relating to a specific object, the type of path that 

predominates is indeterminate. This confirms the Choreometric 

characterization of the Haring as using vague transitions in 

space. When the individual is not constrained by a work 

activity, he has a tendency to become spatially inexact. 

The same tendency may be perceived . in group movement. 
,/ 

In daily life, paths are usually constrained by the environ

ment. Pathways are intimately related to the environment, 

winding along ridges,going up and down slopes, crossing 

streams and rivers -- sometimes on stepping stones, sometimes 

on a fallen tree -- climbing over the fences dividing yards 

and gardens from bush, going through the open shadows of the 

forest, passing under sorcery arches (see Plates II, X, XI). 

Maring pathways guide movement throug h a complex series of 

natural textures and heights requiring complex bodily adjust-

ments .. The Maring make little effort to simplify 1vhese 

paths -- either by making them smoother, or by giving them 

specific dlrection. In dance, when groups and individuals 

are moving in a large, cleared, and partially leveled area, 

they could in theory create compl ex pat~~. In fact their 

paths are simple and , with few exceptions, lack clearly 

defined shape or direction. 
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On the bast"5 <Df the analysis of :Maring use of traee 

forms an~ pathways, we must conclude that ,the Maring charac-

teristically exhibit ~ vague. attitude toNard opace. ·Only 

when constrained do they adopt a speci~ic attitude that 

becomes visiple in the clarity of the paths they produce. 

Spatial vagueness can furth~r ~e observed iR the 

Maring treatment of area. Land i$ named in terms of areas, 

and many named areas compose the territory of each clan~ 

cluster. The 1?oundaries of these territories, at the· point 

where the main paths enter them, are ritual ly marked by the 
/ 

thrusting of painted £tak€s into the ground on ea.ther sid€ 
.f"· . 

the path and, o-ccasionally, by an archway that covers it. 

A hamlet is given the name of the area in which it 

of 

is located. Within a hamlet the arrangement of houses relates 

to the terrain, not to abstra~t spatial principles (see 

Appen~ix V). Each hou se is placed in a yard, ~rhich is pro-

tect@d from pigs either by steep banks (Plate III) or by 

fences (Plate XI:2). Men's houses consist of one large room, 

while women's houses are divided into a front room and a back 

room for sleeping. The front room is further subdivided into 

an area for cooking and eating and an area for pig-pens. With 

the exception of a rack for drying wood, it is the str~ctural 

part$ of the house, rather than especially provided places, 

that are used for hanging string bags, sorting vegetables, 

and for storage (Plate XIII). 
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Maring gardens are also areas upon which no abstract 

spatial order is imposed. The garden, totally surrounded by 

a fence to keep pigs out, is subdivided into smaller areas 

by tree trunks that are too large to be moved and which 

serve as convenient paths, and by smaller tree trunks, placed 

as markers between plots. Each of t .hese plots belongs to a 

particular woman who plants and picks only in her own plot. 

The arrangement of plants within the plots also has no geo

metrical order. · (See Clarke 1966: J5lf., and Reels J, 18.) 

The treat~ent of the dance ground is another illus

tration of the .Maring attitude toward area. The dancers 

move about the Aance ground without creating any clear or 

repeated pathways and ~vi thout emphasizing any particular 

part of the area. The spectators are spread along the 

edges, and thei! attention is focused diffusely and changes 

constantly. 

In daily life there are few gatherings during which 

a whole group concentrates its attention upon one focal 

point . .. If there is one focal point it usually concerns 

only two or three people and it is usually within arm's 

reach-- most often food or a handicraft (Reel 54:509-513). 

In a large gathering, ~aring do not usually group themselves · 

so they can see a single focal point. 

, . 
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During the konj kaiko the attention of afi unusually 

large nu~ber of people · is focussed upon one area. Within 

this ·area visual and ~uditory attention are, for the most 

part, diffuse. It is only during the pork . presentation that 

dancers and spectators are more specifically ~riented ·to the 

pave fence. fhe recipients must dance toward and away fro:rn 

the wind~w in the pave, and the spectators wateh and also · 

listen to the calling of rec i pient's names. Th~ focus on 

this specific point, more direct than usual, becomes diffuse 

~gain as soon .as;he pork presentation is complete. 

Another ~ay of consiaering Maring use of space falls 
I 

outside of a strict consideration of m~vement, and looks 

instead to the design of Maring handicrafts. Two kinds of 

decorations were made by every man in the Simbai Valley and 

12·8 

were visible at any dance gathering -- feather headdresses and 

facial painting (see Plate X]V). Feather headdres~es are 

circular (designed to encircle the head), and fre~uently are 

worn together with one long plume sticking out from the center. 

Facial painting usually emphasizes the nose -- a line is 

drawn along the nose and may extend up to the forehead. 

Occasionally each side of the face is painted a different color 

(Reel 35B), the nose serving as the dividing line. ~nee .a 

whole face was seen painted black. On many C?ccasions people 

could be observed who had merely put spots of color on their 



noses or their. cheeks, without any special care for the 

contours o~ the fac~ or for the design. 

The only form of graphic art is found on shields. 

(Plate XII:2) They are not us~d in the dance and since war-

fare is no longer allowed most shields· are neglected and are 

relegat~d for use as front doors of men's houses. The 

overall shape of the shields ia not absolutely ex~ct, pro-

bably due to the limitations of the large_ pieces of woo~-

used as material. The design is marked by series of small 

holes in the h€avy wood. The placement of the design on the 
I 

:··· 

surface does not exhibit care for exactness. 
t 

Belts and arm bands woven from rattan, on the other 

hand, exhibit an exact form which is probably not so much 

a matter of the preference of the weaver, but a matter of 

the nature of the material if the weaving is not done 

exactly it will not work at all. 

Arrow points, which are carved, also exhibit a great 

deal of exactness, except when they arg made by young boys. 

Ther.e are a number of different arrow point designs::, all 

involving complex geometrical three-dimensional design. 

The designs are angular and repetitive (Plate XVIII). The 

€Xactness of arrow point design and execution contrasts 

with the usual Maring design7 which is usually either gross, 
l or .inexact, or both. 

1 
Further areal research may show ·that the arrow des·ign which 
the Maring use has a widespread distribution. 
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'rhe shapes of Maring houses are clearly stereotyped. 

The usuai dwelling house is long, square at the en~rance, and 

curved in the back. Ritual houses (ringi llQg and timbi Ying) 

are circular and surround a tall center pole. 

The designs made by the Maring, then, are predominantly 

angular (weaving, a~row points, shields), with a few circular 

shapes (ritual house, feather headdress), and they range from 

inexact to precise. 

Having investigated qualitative characteristics of 

signature behavio,? among the Maring, it is interesting to 

note Rappaport'~· observation about the tempo of Maring work. 

He reports upon the activity of clearing underbrush that he 

observed as a part of a study of energy expenditure (Rappaport 

1968:256f.). He notes that there is an "evenness of the tempo 

both through time and · between individuals ... 11 (259). He 

concludes that by further study we might gain "insights into 

opti~l tempos for particular tasks or complexes of tasks." 

On the basis of the present study of movement aspects, it 

would seem that tempo is not the only movement feature re-

lating to energy expenditure. In addition to "optirilal tempos," 

there may be optimal uses of body parts and of trace forms. 

For example, the Maring emphasis on patterns of reversing1 

may relate to energy expenditure. It may be that, in addition 

1 The category called reversing a combination of paths and 
pointed changes of direction -- corresponds ·to the Chorea
metric category of simple reversal. 

1)0 



to the adjustments: mentioned by Rappapo;rt which should. be 

made when appiying energy ~xpendi ture figures to p·~pula tions 

othe~ than those from which the figures were compiled -- namely 

adjustments for climate, dietary deficiencies, and differences 

in weight in the objects being maneuvered -- further adjust

ments should ·be considered in regard to the differences in 

the movement patterns employed by different populations. 

Dance as Signature Behavior 

Dance provides an occasion in r1Iaring life for the 

extended use of ~~versing -- paths linked by pointed changes 

of direction, s~ch as up-and-down or back-and-forth ~- within 

a social context. Reversing occurs in the expression of 

excitement of Maring boys when they imitate the bounce step. 

It further occurs in a standardized expressive gesture of 

excitement, which is identical in shape to the gesture used 

in reeling string with the hand. In addition, reversing 

occurs in the desultory chopping and picking at the groun~ 

that can be seen at various social occasions as a minor 

involvement (Reel 28B:246-249), and is particularly notice

able at gatherings during which an argument takes place 

(Reel 9). During all such occasions, however, activities 

involving reversing are pursued by each individual separately. 

At a dance, groups form in which the major inyolvement of 

every individual is expressed by a movement of reversing. 
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l['he above supports Sach's statement that uall dance is 

originally the motor · ref1ex of intense excitement and of 

increased activity the unorganized individual dance 

must stand next to the choral dance, which represents the 

organized excitement reflex of a community." (Sachs 1963:139). 

Further considerations about the significance of the _ 

forms of Maring dance may be. investigated. These consid- . 

erations are ~ased upon inspection, and only d~tailed cpntext 

analysis could reveal the extent to which these forms have 

ernie significance in the IVlaring communication system. Let 
:' / 

us start from th~ rational~ of the kaiko. 
f. .· 

Kaiko, in particu-

lar the konj kaikot is an expression of solidarity between 

allies (Rappaport 1968:188), and at the same time an expression 

of equivalence between groups that might become antagonists 

should events precipitate it (165). The kaiko may then be 

described as an occasion containing ambivalence. If this 

is true, two items of form may be given particular signifi-

cance. 

First, the display ste~. In daily life, when this 

_ st~p is performed by little boys, it is done in an attitude 

of hostility and teasing. In dance, th~ display step is 

perform€d by only a few men in each dance contingent and 

only for a short time. A certain amount of hostility is 

thus expressed by the men performing this step during· a 

kaiko g~thering,- but this hostility · is limited poth by the 



number of men performing it and by the short time during 

which it ·occurs. 

Second, the pave fence as it is used by the host group. 

The nave shields the host group from the visiting spectators 

and ~ance contingents while preparations are being made, 

while the pork is presented, and while the host group readies 

itself to breach the pave and join the rest of the groups on 

the dance ground. In everyday life, individuals engaged in an 

argument do not confront one another directly, but locate 

themselves out of 1 view of each other~ Often the terrain is 
:' ' . 

a sufficient sh~eld, at other times houses are used as visi

bility barriers.. The use of the· pave fence may be analogous: 

it may represent a visibility barrier between parties who 

stand in a somewhat hostile relationship to one another. 

It is tempting to draw a further analogy between the 

image presented by ·the pave and the appearance of the body 

of a person in a hostile situation. In a hostile situation, 

the body is held as one rigid unit while bursts of emphatic 

speech come from the mouth which is often the only visibly 

moving part of the body. Thus, while a great deal of talk 

may be heard, the rigid body presents an unperturbed surface 

to the hostile opponent. D~ring the konj kaiko, a great deal 

of activity is necessary on the part of the men of the host 

group: pork, fat, and salt must be constantly brought to the 

window of the pave, attention must b@ paid that . recipients 
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are called in the proper order and that the right bundles ·of 

pork get to ~he right people. If the konj kaiko is a some-

what hostile si~uation, the active and disorderly appearance 

of the busy host men should not be visible to the men of the 

confronting groups. Since neither the host group as a whole, 

nor the host men are able to present an unperturbed surfaee, 

the pave : ence is used instead to shield all the activity. 

One may further speculate that the stages of gathering 

during the kaiko year are analogous to the stages of gathering 

that a Maring chi .. f-d must go · through in learning to be a center 

of his peers' attention. A Maring baby is the center of 
! 

attention for the person who is holding him. As the child 

learns to walk and run, he plays with groups of children, 

acting as one member of a group whose attention may be 

centered on someone else or on an object or activity. Then 

(at about the age of three or four), a stage of teasing 

occurs. Older children run at the child from all directions. 

The child is encouraged to throw sticks or stones at his 

tormenters, some of whom try to grab the sticks from him and· 

taunt him with the display step. When the child has learned 

to hold his own, he is no longer thus confronted, and he 

joins his peers in their ga~es . or in taunting a younger 

child. 

An analogous . set of stages may ·be seen in the pattern 

of gath€rings during the kaiko year. The host group relates 

lJ4 



--~----~----~------------------~----~~----------------~------~--------~7~ 

to one or two other groups at a time ih the small kaiko 

dances throughout the year (analogous to the dual relation

ships between child and mother or single playmates). At the 

konj kaiko the host group becomes a center of attention which 

a large nu~ber of other groups confFont all at once (analogous 

to the confrontation of the child by all his peers). Finally, 

having preBented pcirk to all . the allies (analogous ta · withst~nding 

successfully the confrontation), the host group breaks out of 

its separate place and joins the other groups, dancing as an 

equal in an area in which no one group is the center of 
I 

attention. The ,konj kaiko, therefore, is, at group level, a 
~· . 

demonstration of . equivalence which utilizes the same format 

visible in the demonstration of equivalence of a child to nis 

peers. 

Summary 

The present study has examined in deta il specific 

~spects of movement patterns and the relationship between 

. these patterns in dance and in selected daily activ~ties 

among the Maring. By utilizing a method which separates 

aspects of movement, we were enabled to make a detailed 

analytic description. By defining the range of these aspects 

in Maring movement patterns seen in everyday activities, and 

by placing dance movements within or in relationship to this 
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range, it has been demonstrated that Maring dance is a 

formalized and repetitious use of movement patterns occurring . 

in daily life. It has also been shown that Naring_ dance, in 

so far as lt is ~1aring signature behavior, is a special form 

of the message 11 I am a !r1aring. 11 

1.}6 . 

The movement analysis has brought into focus certain 

characteristics of the Maring. The !~ring impose little 

rhythmic structure upon the natural passage of time, and they 

impose little spatial structure _ upon their physical environ

ment. Both of these characteristics appear in Maring signature 

behavior .which is simple and inexact in regard to time, vague 

in regard to space, and monolithic in regard to body use. 

This study confirms the findings of the Choreometric analysis 

of the Maring. 

The movement analysip also provides material with 

which to speculate, suggesting aspects of events as being 

worthwhile for detailed. observation, and allowing us to 

shift our attention to events at more macroscopic levels 

where we again perceive the stylistic characteristics visible 

in signature behavior. 
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A visual summary of the basic points investigated 
.. 

in this study is presented as: 

~'Maring in Motion: 

An Analysis of l'Iovement Style 

among a New Guinea PeopleM 

an 18 minute, 16rnm. color film distributed by: 

Center for Mass Communioatic~ of Columbia University Press 

440 West 110 Street 

New York, N.Y. 10025 
.f. . 



Jt~PE~DIX I. PLATES 

!hese plate$ $.r€ taken from the $et of 2~1 black--and

white 35 mm. $till film£ ph©tographed in the ~imb~i V~lley 

by 1'4ar€k $.:rid Aili£o:rJJ JaibJLe>n:Ko ©et1'leen I1a:trch, 1963, a:nrd 

February, 196~. 

'The pJ.rin t$ ~ave not lroeem r .et©i\J_cfued.. T;wiQ> ~rint$ 

(Plate XIV: 2 an& J) are portion$ eropped from ]ar~er 

pictureg. NQ>ne of the otliil.er pr1ntg; have been cropped. . 

The loc~tienil. in which each picture il'-'ras taken is gil wen 

in ter,mB of place :raame$ which &:ppear ei.tih@r on tihe li1Il8:J9 ~n 

p. 27, or in terms of place names or the n~mber ~f t he 

nearest house as they appear on the map$ in Appendix V. 

~he num~er of the roll and the frame appear@ at t~e 

end of each explanation. 
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PLATE I LA TDSCAPE 

View from Gunts over the Rigahn valley and '.<J"est 

along the Simbai Valley to the Bank mountain. 

(46:28) 
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PLATE II 

l. The path between Gunt~ and . Teneg~mp. (l~:lJ) 

2. One of the paths entering a yard in Tenegump (24). 

(150:24) 

). One of the paths downn to the Rigahn River. (78:6) 
,I 

~. Women cros~~~g the Ri1ahn Ri~er ®n tbe way home 
.f. . 

fr0m garctenin~. ( .5:3:5) 

I 
I 
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PLATE .III YARD 

A bQy out hunting for grasshoppers stop~ t@ visit 
with a grandfather who i@ mindin~ the small children 
of his family whtle their parents are working in . th€ 
gardens. On the right. in the background~ is the 

I wife's house .·' ( 22). The husband'$ and gra:r.1dfa ther' s 
t .· 

house (23) ;1s on the extreme right. Running along 
the left is the main path traver~ing the Tenegump 
hamlet. (2~3:6) 





HAl1LET 

1. Men of the Fungai clan and S©me v]sitors gather for 
early morning conversation in .the upper part of a 
central yard of Teneg~mp (9). (28:24-25) 

2. Women and ehildren of twe Fungai elan gather in the 
downhill part of the central yard (10). ~€fore 

leavir:xg for t .heir gardens, women warm themselves in 
the su~~ making t~ine and $tring bags (Weo-Melanesian 
bilum) while they talk. Uphill, in the bac~ground, 
some of the men are visible. (28: - 18-19) 

I 





· .. . FU.'FE V .'- · FORI1ATIONS: . 

SIHE-BY~SIDE and FACE-TO-BACK 

I 1. A woman an~ her husband's sister sit in the family's · 
yard (2J) ma.king twine. 'IPhe woman's son plays in / 

front of h~r. (l5J:J5) r . 

2. The wife of a Fungai man delouses another Fungai 
man in the anthropologists• yard ()0). (9J:4) 

. I 
} 

:·· 





PLA.TE VJ: 

1. A woman .grBets a visitor earryin! a ehild (?). (29:12) 

2. A father plays with his son in his ~ife's yard (5). 

(47:18) 

3. A mother plays with her son in the anthropologists' 

yard ( 2 9 ) • ( 2 2 9 : 2 8-2 9 ) 
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PLATE VII FORMATIONS: SINGLE FILE 

Women and their daughte~s pass through the main yard 

of Tenegump (lG). (61:12) 

151 
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PLATE VIII GARDEN WORK: CLEARING FOREST 

A man of the Fungai clan fells the trees at a garden 
site after having cleared away the underbrush. In 
the area between Tababe and Fogaikump. (42:36) 
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PLATE IX WORK 

l. A woman digs s~eet potatoes for the eveni~g meal. 
In the right foreground manioc can also be seen. 

I Above 'Fenegump hamlet. (4-4:29) 

I 
•' : 

2. A man chqps 
•i ' . 

firewood. for the evening. Billlrin~ the 
clearing .0f gardens logs are split and stacked to 
dry. Later, when needed, the wood is chopped 
into convenient pieces and carr1ed to the hamlet. 
Konokamb. (46:36) 





PLATE X 

The path leading f~om Tenegump to Gunts is $panned 
by a ritual arch where i t &nters the tra~i tional 
dance ground gf the Funga i elan. Sine& th~ last 
kaiko took place there, the ~r @~n~ has b&come over
grovm. The tree$ in th€ fore~round produce edible 
leaves ~Maring- n@nk; Weo-Helanesian- tulip). 
~ne· ritual arch · was eons true ted dur ing the illness 
of a local man · in order tG discourage hostile spirits 
from €nterin~ the area gf the hamlet. In the back
ground, across th® dane@ ground, a rovJ of banana trees 
e~ge the path gcing from Gunts to Tababe. (57:19) 
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PL_A..TE XI RETllJiRN FRON GARDEN TO HAMLET 

1. A woman l€aves her gard€n a©eve the Tenegump hamlet, 
crossing the $tile next tc an old mango tr~e. 
(4.5: ~-7) 

2. Followed by her $On she go®s along th& path toward . 
her hU$band's house (18). In addition to vegetables 
for the evening meal, she has al$o eollected some 
bu~dles of firewood. (45:24) 
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PL..A.TE XII EVENING GATHERINGS 

1. At the crossing of path'$ from Gunts, Ganegai, and 

Tenegu.rnp, women gather in the aft·ernoon sun. On 

the left a mother a n d her daughter piek the stems 

off nenk leaves while talk~ng with the other women 

who are pausing on their way h ©me from the gardens. 

(139:16-l?) 

2. A little girl peeks into a man's house · (10). -She 

knows that sh€ i $ not allo,~oJed t© enter a man's 

house. The entrance is c l osed at night with th€ 

old shield ~~ which t he outline ©f the design can 

still be seen. (110: 14) 

J~~ A fami l y gathers for the evening meal at the 

:mother's house (28). ·on . the right the father and 

eldes t s©n prepare a smali earth oven in which to 

cook a variety of pand~nus which can not be eaten 

by both men · and women unless it is cook~d separateli 

for each sex. To th~ left a bamboo water carrier 

rests against the fence which surrounds th€ pigs' 

area of the woman's yard and hou$e. Two young pigs 

are with the family, being scra t ched and fed ?Crap£. 

(51:35) 

I 
I 
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riTdlliiNG HOUSES 

1. A woman sorts the food she has picked for the 
evening meal. ~he use£ the roof of her ho~£e as 
a working ~urface (19). (45:30-Jl) 

2. The inside of a newly-constructed man's house as 
sgen from the entrance before the thatch ha$ been 
put on (lB}. (6):4) 

J. The il.nside of a~ woman's ho:v.$e (l). On the left, 
a patr · of wooden t~Bgs and large stones for making 
the earth oven are lying on the floor. String bags, 
axes, a bushknife, and @trips of bark which wil l 
later be ~de int© twine ~re all stuck behind the 
wall posts. The rack for drying firewood hangs 
from the ceiling. (2)8:40) 

4. .After dark, ·sup~er is ea t€n in th@ mother's house 
.124) . . The stones r©r the earth .oven are piled on 
the left. The fence separating the pig-pens from 
the living spac& 1s on the right. (238:68) 





PLATE XIV" FEATHER HE..A.DDRES r~ES 

AND FACIAL DECORATIONS 

1. 0n thg edge of th& Dikai dance grouna during a 
pause in the ·daneing, a man adjust$ a red parrot 
feather mounted on a flexible stick in ~h€ center 
of a circlet of eoeka too feathers. T'he yotung man 
watches in a mi:rror. Both men v.rear loincloths 
richly d~corated witn m8.rsupial fur. (4:4) 

2. The Luluai (government-appointed official) of the 
Fungai-Korama clancluster is dressed for the ce~e
bration honoring A. P. Vayda at hi$ depaTture from 
the field. The Luluai has inserted in his septum 
thin strips of gold-lip shells and a cassowary 
quill into the end of wh:ich a tuft of marsupial fur 
has been st~ffed. (lle:?) 

.J. At the same occasior1, the 'rultul (governP,JJ.e!!'lt-appoint~d 

official, £econ~ in command) of the Angoiang clan 
wear? tuft·s of marsupial fur in ~is ears, anci a 
spiral shell aftd two feathers in his $eptum. No 
explanation for the scars on his chest eould be 
ellicit~d. The basketry ~ase for the feather head
dres3 (kabang kai) is clearly visible. (116:5) 

16.5 
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PLATE XV DANCE GROU10: SPECTATORS 

1. Standing in front of a dance shelter, women look 
out over the Dikai dance ground where men are 
dancing. (4:9) 

2. Men, women, and a resting dancer line the edge of 
the Dikai dance ground. (4:17) 

I 





PLATE XVI DANCE GROUND: DANCERS 

1. Colunm: A column ·or dancers tra verse the Dikai 
danee ground in th€ walking step. 
Sev€ral of them are drumming, while 
three carry axes and one wields arrows. 
(ll:l8) 

2. Clump: Having traversed the dance ground in a 
column, the men gather in a elump and, 
continuin~ singing tO.nd drumming, they 
perform the bounc@ step in place. 

' (4:19) 
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· PLA':rE XVII DANCERS AlW SPECTATORS 

1. A danee eontingent from the Jiml Valley arrives 
in Gunts f©r the send-off of A. P~ Vayda. They 
dance across th~ old Fungai dance ground. 

(122:15-16) 

2. Fungai women and their visiting friends, who are 
carrylng . sleeping mats, look over the fence into 

.the anthropologists' yard (29} where men are 

dancing in honor of A. P. Vayda. (122:16-17) 
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J?LATE XV1II AHRO~'.J :POINTS 

FrQm Sket~he$ by A. Jablonko of arrows in the Rappaport's 
collection. 

1. Four varieties of the gi~bo sub-type of ura 
arrow which are used for pigs or in warfare. 
(171:11) 

2. T:wo varieties of the gom.bapoka sub-:type of ura 
arrow which are used ·for men or pigs. · (171:15) 

3. Two varieties of the tongdi sub-type of mung1..;a 

arrow which are used for hunting birds. 

(171:4) 
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APPENDIX II - DIAGRArviS OF INDIVIDUAL MOVEJYIEN~r 



APPENDIX II 

Key to descriptions: 

Numbgr: TITLE 

Name of person and/or 
--clan or claneluster 

me:mber~hip 

Plac~ of activity 

Date of aetivity 

General description of 
activity / 

,• 

Sub-divi ~ ions of 
activit~ : - identafied 
by fram€ -numbers 

176-

Location of diagra~med activity 
in Maring Resgarch Film 

· 6]-JAB~Reel:roll. 

Location of diagrammed activity 
in other films: pel or I1DDH2 

Total number of frame~3 

Number of 
diagrammed 

· frames. 

Number in the 
original order 
of d.iagrammines 
(O#) 

Sketch - idgntified by 
diagram number and 
frame number. 

1The diagram£ with an FC# are to be found on the ·film "Jablonko 
Diagrammed Sequences." R€-el 1: l, 2t 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, lJ, 
19, 20, 21, ~5 (printed f~om the first w~rk print). Reel 2: 14, 
]5, 16, 17, 18, 22, 2~, JO (printed from a print of the first 
work print with consequent rgdiction of quality) available 
through: 

Dane€ Notation Bureau: Center for Movement 
Research and Analysis 

8 Eas·t 12 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

An 11 X" usually marks the frame which is counted as · O. The 
"X" in shots 7 and ll marks frame 1. 

2The shots indicated by ~IDDM ~-7 are tc be found in a visual 
sum:mary of the basic points. investigated in this study which 
]s presented as "Maring in Notion: An Analysis of IvTovement 
Style am:ong a New Guili'lea Peopl e," an 18 minute, l6mm.. c0lor 
film distributed by: 

Center for Mass Communication of Columbia 
University Press 

440 West 110 Street 
New York, N.Y. 18025 

Ph€ loca t i@n ©f the sequence in the f]1m is indica~ ed by the 
nmmbers ]n brackets. 
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3These numbers indicate t!he tGtal len~th of the shot from 
which the diagrammed sequence was taken. 

4The different phases of the activities vary in the degree to 
which they occur between one frame and another . . Whereas con
tact of the heel or the toe with the ground can be 3pecified 
to the exact frame (if the image is detailed enough), the 
beginning and end of other sub-divisions of activities are 
rather matters of judgment. The frame-numbers of sub
divisions given here are, the~, general indications, meant 
primarily to give the reader of the diagrams a picture of 
the activity during which the body parts move and create 
the trace forms which are precisely n©tated. 
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l. ' GIRL PERFOID1ING BOUNCE STEP 

Tsemba~a clan cluster 

Dikai dance ~round 

July 7, 1963 

6j-JAB-l: 7,8 

FC# 1 + 2 0 - 140 fr. 

40 - 94 fr. ·a# 23B 

The girl wearing red ribbons, on the right of the clump 
formation, performs the bounce $tep ~ri th the other 
Tsembaga girls. 

Sub-divisions: 

179 

Bounces: (indicated from one "high" to the next "high". 

Comment$: There may be a slight alternation in the 

amount that each knt;;e bend£, but it cannot 

be clearly enough seen on the film to be 
diag_raiDmed. 





.J ', ... \ 
.' ,.· · .: 

181 

2·. GIRL PiERFORHING BOUNCE SI]EP (VARIATION) 

Tsembaga clan eluster 63-JAB-1:"'7.8 
Dikai dance ground FC# 1 -. and 2~ 0 - 140 fr. 

July ?. 1963 40 - 96 fr. O# 23A 

~he girl on th~ left of the clump performs the bounce 
step with a va~iation -- rotating her trunk from left 
to right. 

Sub-divisions: 

Bounces (indicated from "high" to "high". 

44 - 59 

59 72 

72 - 86 

Turn left: 44 - 62 

Turn right: 6} 7 5 

Turn left: 75 - 96 

_ . ........__. ~..,..___-- ---- . 

--. -~---· ------
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J. GIRL .PERFORMING WALKING STEP 

Tsembaga clan clust~r 

Dikai dance ground 

October Jl, 1963 . 

63-JAB-Jl! 277 

·. rc #3 

100 - 163 fr. O# 13 

The girl travers@s the dance ground with the walking 

step in order to join the clump of girls. 

Sub-divisions: 

Steps: Left: 

Right: 

110 124; 130 - 143; 151-~ 167 

100 - llJ; 120 - 134; 140 - 155 

Comments: The - trunk and head form one unit, moving 

forward~ There is a whipping back and forth of the 

feather headdreS$, but this seems to come from the 

foot impulse rather than fron the trun.1t or head rock

ing. If anything, the head and trunk are trying to 

stabilize against feet and headdress. 

.18.3 
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4. GIRL PERFORMING WALKING STEF 

Tsembaga clan cluster 63-JAB-l: 8 

Dikai dance ground r1DDM LJ47 . feet 17 frames 
· through 356 feet JJ . 

frames? July 7, 1963 

80 - 141 fr. O# 24 

Girl wearing white feathers performs the walking step 

as the whole group of girls traverses the dance ground. 

Sub-divisions: 

Steps: Left: 

Right: 

8G - 92; 102 - 115; 125 - 1)8 

90 - 105; 113 - 128; 

(counted from the time 
the heel touches the 
ground until the time 
the toe leaves the 
ground.) 

t 
J 

--~~~~--------------1 





• ::: • .. ~ OL .. 

l -:.· -

S. GIRL PERFORNING DISPLAY STEP 

Dia-
Tuguma clan cluster 63-JAB-35A: 314 

Dikai dance ground 

November 9, 1963 0 - 132 fr. O# 37 

A girl wielding a bushknife in her right hand performs 

the display step while running back and forth between 

the danc.e contingents and the pave during the presenta

tion of pork of the Tsembaga konj kaike. 

Sub-divisions: 

Swinging knife 
Swing knife to s]de - 0 - 16 
swing across front - 16 - 25 
swing out 25 35 
swing up )5 - 47 
swing to shoulder 47 57 
hold at shoulder 57 - 73 
swing down 73 - 84 
swing up tG> sh~ulder a4 114 
hold at shoulder 114 - 132 

.. 

Running 
Run across hill 0 - 26 
run up t .oward nave 26 - 73 
turn 73 - 107 
run do1'.rnhi 11 107 - 132 

Comments: The girl's feet are partly visible in the 

picture, and from frame 70 to the end her 

hips are not visible. 

.1 
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6. lVJAN PERFOITRJvii~G BCU~NTCE STEiP> 

L~luai Wun - Bo~a~afu · ela~ 

Tababe Ciov€rrumgnt Re$t .Hou$e· .: 

JiiJlly 27, 196J 

6]-JAJJ-5: 43 

FG# 6 0 - 342 fr. 

Be - 1910 fr. o#· 2'7 

A man perfG>rms the boilllnce :§lte·jp together with his danee 

contingent. He perform~ a variation in whi6h first 

one foot and then .the other is lifted f~om t h e ground 

and gwung slightly back. 

Bounces;: 
8) 90; 90 - 96; 96 - 10~; 

104 - 111; 111 - 118; 118 - 125; 

125 - 133; 133 - 140; 140 146; 

146 - 1)4; 154 - 161; 161 - 167; 

167 - 173; 173 - 182; 1~2 189. 

Feet swung back and fort~: 

Left 85 93; 107 - 114; 

127 - 1J7; 156 - 165; 

Right- 9~- 103 (step ~ack); 

141 Jl50; 171 - 178. 

Comments: ~runk and head are held rigi~. The hips and 

ankle3 are useQ much less than the knees. ~he rocking 
· - - "'"'~-- ·- ·- ... --- ~ .. - .~----

forward and baekward of the trunk saems to be due to the 

relative immobility of the hips in contra3t to th@ 

mGbility of the kn@€$. 

189 
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7. MAN PERFORT1ING WALKING S·TEP (CLOSE-UP VIEiJi) 

Yomban clan cluster · 63-JAB-5: 42 

Tababe Government Rest House FC# 7 0 81 fr. 

July 27, 196.3 0 -.81 fr. O# 26 

A. close-up view of the feet of a man performing the 

walking step. IDetail in the movement of ankles and toes 

can be seen, but the movement of trunk, head and arms is 

not visible in the picture. 

Sub-divisions: 

Steps: (counted from the time the heel touches 
the ground until the toe leaves the ground.) 

l 
1 
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8. NAN PERFORNING WALKING S'TEP Al\TD DRUM11I NG 

Bomagai-Angaoian~ clan cluster 6)-JAB-5: 4.3 

Tababe Government Rest House 

July 27, 196.3 100 171~· O# 28 

A man drumming as he walks with his dance eontingent 

across the ground at the Tababe Government Rest House. 

Sub-divisiol?l. s: 

Drum beating (the frames during which the right hand 
is in contact with the drum. head are 
indicated): 

111; 118; 125; 13.3; 140; 148; 155; 
16.3; 171. 

Turning to the ri~ht: through 129; 

Moving straight ahead: lJO - 171 

Comments: The first part of the diagrammed. sequence takes 

. Place when the dance contingent is making a 

transition from dancing in a clump at Qne 

place to dancing as a e~lumn across the ground. 

During this time the footwork is not plain 

walking steps, but the beating of the drum is 

the nor:IID.al accompaniment. to the walking step. 

As the man dances closer to the c.amera, the 

vis i b l ~ at a .ll . 

I 
I 
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9. YOUNG MAN PERFORl\1ING WALKING STEP wrrH AXE 

Yooban clancluster 6)-JAB-5: 43 

Tababe Rest House 

July 27. 1963 

FC# 9 and 10; · 0 - 283 fr. 

l)l - 220 fr~ O# . .30 

A young man in the dance .contingent moving as a 

column across the ground performs the ordinary walking 

step, holding an axe upright in his right hand and 

swinging the right arm forward and backward. 
I 

.. :1' 

.f· . 

Swinging axe forward and back: 

137 - 151 

152 - 167 

168 - 181 

182 - 195 

196 210 

J 





':t·. 

10. MAN BEATING DRUM. 

Yomban elan elusteT 
'-...- · 63-JAB-5: 43 

Tababe Rest House FC# 9 and 10; : 0 - 283 fr. 
July 27, 1963 0 - 103 fr. O# .31 

A young man performs a variation of the walking and 
drumming step with his dance contingent: steps are 
taken and drums are beaten at half the usual speed. 
After the drum-head is hit, the r~ght hand is held 
poised in the air. 

Sub-divisions: 

Drum beating: 

2; 20; 35; 51; 

64; 79; 93. 

Comments: In this variation, the trunk moves . 

slightly forward and backward to emphasize 
th~ rhythm of the beating. 

197 





11. . ~1AN PR.FiFORMING DISPLAY' STEP 

Bomagai-Angoiang clan cluster 63-JAB-5: 43 

Tababe Rest House FC# 11 0 - 96 fr. 

0 - 96:tr. O# 36 

The Bomagai-Angoiang dance contingent arrives on the 

dance ground led by a man wielding his axe as he 

performs the display step. 

Sub-divisions: 

Turn to left -
0 - 28 

Progress 
straight ahead-

34 - 51 

Turn right -
52 - 82 

Progress 
straight ahead-

82 - end 

199 





12 . . WON.A_~ CLEARING GRAfSS 

Atemp - Tsembaga clancluster 

Tsbern.a garden 

July 9, 1963 

63-JAB-2: 9, 10 

F~ .. #l2 ·o ~ 475· fr. 

o - 550 fr. O# 32 

A woman 1-J"orks at the first stage of garden clearing -

clearing away underbrush~ She holds a bushknife in 

her right hand and chops at the bunches of ~rass she 

grasps in her left. hand. She shakes the bunches of 

grass to rid them of earth and then thro"~HS them away 

to her left. She works most of th€ time bent at the 

hips and rocking back and forth with her whole body to 
aid . the cutting and pulling out of the grass. 

Phrases of the activity: 

Pull and throw away 0 - 33 Cut )4 - 50 Cut 51 - 63 
']'hro~r away 64 - 75 Grasp 76 88 
Cut 89 - 108 
Throw away 109 - 126 
Cut and throw away 127 - 162 
Cut and throw away 163 - 186 
Reach and grasp 187 - 208 
Throw away 209 232 
Pick up once 233 - 247 
Pick up again 248 - 263 
Grasp and pick up 

bundl€ of gra~s 267 296 
Shake gra~s once 296 - 312 
Shak€ and drop 313 - 319 Brush scarf baek 

over sh<!)ulder 320 - 344 
Reach for gra~s 345 366 
Cut grass and. p!U.ll 

it back 367 - 392 
ThTOTfl a1·-ray 393 - 415 
Grasp grass 424 435 Cut 436 455 
cut 456 479 Stan a ~ l':l c:il h ("'\ ] r1 e +.: nmn J.L QA J' C\ /._ 
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13A. GIRL PLANTJrNG TYBEBS US:ITNG A PLANTING S'I'ICK 

Kum - Fungai clan 

Andyangai garden 

August 21, 1963 

6)-JAB-18: 156 

FC #13 240 - 800 fr. 

240- 560 fr.; O# .41 

A girl makes holes in the earth of her garden plot 
an~ then picks up tubers from a pile in the center 
of the plot in preparation for pl~nting th~m in the 
holes. 

Sub-divisions of activity: 

Turns around 
Thrusts stick into earth 
Loosens earth 
Raises stick 
i'h.rus t s .st 1 ck 
Pulls s t ick to left 
Pull$ stiek to ~iddle 
Raises stick 
'Thrusts 
Pulls stick to left 
Pulls stick to right 
Pushes stick forward 

240 - 285 
286 - 290 
291 - )20 
321 - 333 
334 340 
J41 - )~2 
393 2il-l6 
417 - 428 
429 436 
437 - 505 
506 - 537 
538 - 558 

-----· ·---------·-,-·~ ... .r-----<-·-..- . 
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lJb •· GIRL REACHING INTO PILE FOR MORE TUBERS 

Kum ~ Fungai clan 6)-J.ltB-18: . 156 

Andya:r!l.gai garden . FC #lJ 240 - 800 fr. 

August 21, 1963 560 800 fr.; O# 41E 

The girl turns aw~y from the planting £tick which 

is in the earth and reaches for t u bers in the pile. 

in the center of her garden plot. Having chcse.n 

tubers to plant, she turns back to the planting 

stick. 

/ 
Sub-divisions of the activity: 

( . 

Turns left and takes two step$ toward 
pile of tubers 

Sorts through tub~rs with right hand 
Sorts with both hands 
Picks up tubers v-ri th right hand 
Left hand holds tubers also as 
She turns to right and takes two 

and a half steps toward digging 
sti.ck 

Meanwhile she lets go 0f tubers 
with right hand 

560 
602 
671 -
699 -
719 -

- 601 
670 
698 
718 
728 

729 - 800 

757 - 800 

204 
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l4A. W0!1AN TAKING HOT STONES OUT OF A FIRE 

Ke - F~ngai clan 

Kabi's yard - Tenegump 

No~€mber 25, 196) 

63.-JAB-4JA: 400 

FC #14 0 - 470 fr . . 

0- 200 fr.; O# 7A 

A weman holds a p~ir of wooden tongs in her·right hand, 

and, leaning over the fire on which stones are being 

heated with which to prepare an earth oven, she picks 

up stone$, one at a tim€, in the tongs and throws the~ 

t0ward the earth oven. Her left arm is immobile, 

helping to support her leaning body on her left thigh. 

Comm.ents: 11oving hot ston€s is an almost daily cooking 

tas~ for women. Usually, the whole job is performed by 

one woman alone, rather than by two women in sequence 

(see 15). 

A s1hl.rprising amount of curve:d path is created in this 

activity. 
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Ke - Fungai clan 

Kabi's yard- Tenegump 

November 25, 1963 

OODE:: TO_ GS 

63-JAB-4JA: 400 

FC #14 0 - 470 fr. 

340- 470 fr.; O# 7B 

One of the stones which the woman has thro\m (see 
14A) has fallen short. She steps to,'la rd it, picks 
it up in the wooden tongs, and throws it towards 
the earth oven. 

Com . .ments: The woman turns and steps toward the stone, 
reaching toward it at 390, but misjudging the distance, 
so she must take an additional two steps forward. 

. 208 . 
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WOlfVIAN PUT·riNG Ho~r SIJONES INTO AN EA.RTH OVEN 

Kanant - Fungai Clan 6J-JAB-.4JA: 400 

· Kabi 's yard - Tenegump FC# 14 and 15; 0 - 750 fr. 

November 25, 196J 450 - 7JG fr. O# 8 

A woman is stooped by an earth oven, picking up the 

hot stones which another woman is throwing to her, and 

putting them into the earth oven. She holds wooden 
/ 

tongs in h~r right hand, and she stabilizes the tongs 
.f. . 

with her ;left hand as she places each stone in· the 

oven. 
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I 16. WOMAN BEATING A STICK TO NAKE BARKCLOTH 

Atemp - · Tsembaga clan cluster 

Dikai danee ground 

November l, 1963 

6)-JAB-31: 279 

FC ,#16 

0 - 56ft.. O# 12 

A woman standffi with a group of spectators on a dance 

ground b~f©re a~y dance contingent$ have arrive&. ·rn 
her left hand she holds a length cf wood which she is 

beating with a small stick in her right hand: the 

inner bark of the large stick is coming loose from the 

core and will be US€d as cloth. 

Sub-divisions: 

Beats (indicated when th€ two sticks are in contact): 

21 ~ 

•J - 5; 13 - 15; 23 - 25; )4 - 35; 44 - 45; 54 - 55. 

Collil!l11l.ents: · :Beating barkcloth was S€en only this once, 

but it utilizes the pattern typical of w~man's activity: 

there is a work focus for the arms, whil€ the face and 

eyes are focussed on surrounding activitie3. Ther~ 

seems to be an unusual amount of movement of the right 

wrist which remains in the usual· ·· range of being 

slightly extended. The recorded movement is only the 

first part of a phrase of 23 beats which ends .between 

240 - 244 with the large stick being turned by the left 

hand. 
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17. GIRL H.liKING A STRING BAG 

Tukume - Fungai cla~ 

Jablo.nko's yard - Gunts 

December 14, 196) 

6J~JAB-49: 468-471 

FC# l7; 0 - 717 fr. 

0 - 710 fr. O# 22 

A girl is making a small string bag. Holding the part 

that is already finished in hgr left hand, she holds the 

needle in her right hand, taking stitches and -pulling 

the thread through by reeling it between thumb and 

little finger. 

Sub-divi$ioris: 

Pulling string through 
Pulling string eut 
Pulling string thlli'ough 
Pulling string out 
Putting needle in 
PU!lling strirt~ 
Reeling string 
Dropping string 

Pulling string through 
Straightening string 
Fulling string out 
Puttilng needle 

:Interruption -
s-v:a t · fly 

Pulling string 
Reeling string 
Dr<8lpping string 

in 

4 - 74 
81 - 96 

107 - 213 
221 - 236 
25.5 J06 
)07 - 320 
320 340" 
)40 - 343 

361 477 
478 - .506 
520 - 537 
543 604 

6CD4 - 617 
627 648 
649 - 673 
674 - 678 

Comments:· A typical wo?iliian' s hand acti vft. ty, done while 

the face and eyes are involved in a number of surrounding 

activities. 

21 
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:it~. YOit\JNG NAN t•H.RUS':FING A HEAVY STAKE IN'JilO. THE EA.RTH 

63-JAB-35A: 311 Fambo - Tsembaga · clan clu$ter 

Dikai dance ground FC# 18; 0 - 422 fr. 

Novem~er 9, 1963 200 - .327 fr. 

A youn0 man g·rasps &t heavy pole in both hands and, 

involving both legs and trunk, he lifts it up and 

thrusts it onto the earth, loosens it, and thrust~ 

it two more times. 

Suib-di vi~ ions: . 

Rebound up after a thru~t 

Loosening sta1te 

Stooping for a new grasp 

Raising stake · 

Thrust dolt-J'D 

Eiebound up 

lLoos€:ning 

194 - 209 

209 - 262 

2'62 - 280 

280 )01 

301 - 310 

310 - 324 

324 422. 

D# 10 
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19. YOUNG MAN CHOPPING A TREE 

Tsembaga ~lan cluster .63-JAB-2: 1_5,16 

Kakap~i garden FC# 19 0 - 2:51 fr. 

July lJL, 1963 0 - .143 fr. O# 33 

A young man .stands on a scaffold which has been built 

against a tree, and he ehops at the tree. This is 

part of the S@cond stage of clearing gardens. 

Sub-divisions: 

Strike tree 

Loosen axe 

Swing back 
· axe 42 - 57 

6 

6 - 42 

Strike tree 57 - 67 

Swing back 
axe 67 - 90 

Strike tree 90 - 101 

Leosen axe 
101 - 116 . 

Swing back axe 
ll6 - . 135 

Strike tree 
13.) - 143 

219 
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20. · I~ PLAN!ING SUGAR CM~E USING A PLANTING STICK 

Mar - Fun~ai clan 

Andyangai ·garden 

. Alagl&S t 21 ', 196 3 

63-JAB-18: 157 

FC# 20 0 - 82.5 fr. 

320 - 67~ fr. O# 42 

A young man thrusts a heavy planting stake into the 

gr~~nd twic®, loosening the earth, and th€n h& pU$fles 

a stick of sugar eane into the hole befor& b€ginning 

to make ano th€r hole. 

Sub-d\ivisions : 

He looks around and · 
lifts stake with 
right arm 320 ' - 362 

·Thrusts stake 362 - . 370 
Walks around stake 370 - 410 
Grasps it with 
left hand 410 - 417 

Pushe$ stak& to left 426 445 
Pushes stake to left 

more strongly 445 4'63 
~eturns stake to 

middle · 463 478 
Raises stake with 

iti'roth hands 478 490 
Thrusts stake 490 - 497 
Shifts left hand to 

top of stake · 497 - .514 
P1ashes stake · to left 514 534 
R&tl:ll.Trl$ stake to 

middle 5)4 - 546 
Shifts right hand 

lo\.;er 546 - 553 
Pw.l ls stake out ana 

:places it with l eft 
hand 558 - 574 
Ben~s and reaeh€s for 

cane with right 574 592 
Picks up cane 592 615 
'lrhrusts li.t iirlto earth 615 - 625 
Returns right hand 

to stak€ 625 652 
Raises stak€ 652 665 
Thrusts stake 665 - 674 

221 
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21. 11AN BREAKING A ST1CK INTO FIREWOOD 

. 
Kombra - Tsembaga clan cluster 63-JAB-2: 19 

Kakapai garden FC# 21 0 - 320 fr. 

Jiuly_ 11, 1963 0 - 293 fr. 

Bending over close to a small fire on which h€ plans 

to cook a snack, a man holds a stick of wood in his 

l€ft hand and chops it with · the axe in his right hand. 

He breaks it apart with both hands and lays the pieces 

on the fire. 

Sub-divisions: 

Strike wood 
loosen etXe 

swing b@}.ck 
strik€ 
loosen 

Stand ·$ tra i gh t · 
break stick ap~rt 
bring hands together 
break s ti ck apart 
force st [ ck back aero@s 
pull S>tick$ apart . 

0 6 
6 2) 

2.3 )5 
37 - 48 
48 ,58 

58 - 87 
87 - 102 

lG2 - 125 
125 - 1:)6 
1.36 - 145 
145 - 154 

.!,__, •• ~ ~':""-o';'-L..-~.oh- _ ... ~-c-... ~-.-.···-- - ., ..... ·-·"· ·-- ......... :,...,_... 

ttrest 11 pause . ,- .. , 
posi it ion left hand stick ;,. · 
break $tfuck with right foot 
finish br€aking stick 

' 154 165 
·165 lt3(i) 
l~O 201 

with l€ft arm. 
regrasp sticks with 

both hands 
put sticks onto f]re 
uhold" 

201 - 238 

238 - 27.3 
273 - l9.3 
29) - cut 
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22. YOW G HA fiXI 1G J:i.hRITA PA_ DhJ.US ?RUIT 

Kondua i - Fungai clan 6J-JAS- 4JB : 409 

Kabi' s yard - Tene gump FC# 22 0 - 1290 fr . 

November 25, 1963 0 - 453 fr. O# 44 

A youn8 man stoops in front of a pile of fres hly c oo{ed 

pandanus and ferns. He sorts out ferns and pandanus , 

squeezing the panda nus and taking bites as he flork8 .' 

This pandanus is a common food for about nine months of 

the year. I~ may be prepared by both men and \omen . 

I 

Sub-divisions: 

~olds out a bite to 
a woman with left 
hand 0 - 48 

--~---

Squeezes pandanus 

Shakes juice off 
hands 

Licks right hand 

Picks bits off left 
hand and licks 

131 

132 - 163 

164 - 199 

left hand - zoo ~ 243 

Eats a leaf 244 - _285 
22=1-0 

Puts a fern in middle of pile 286 - JOB 

Gathers and shakes a bite 309 - 425 

Pops bite into mouth 426 - cut 
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23. IviAN SQUEEZING JUICE FRON 1'IARITA PA.NDANUS FRUIT 

K~ndibia - Funga1 clan 

Konrdibia's Yard - Tenegump 

63-JAE-5il.: 491 

FC .#23 

0 - 209 fr. O# 45 

A man stoops in front of a bark container full of freshly 

cooked pandanus fruit. He gathers handfuls in both hands 

together, turns to his right, and squeezes the guice over 

227 

~-·---------..,:..---·---·;.Q a pile of cooked greens. 

CSub-divisions: 

!End of previous shake 
Turns back to pan~anus and puts 

squegzed ha~dful down 
Gathers a new handful in right 

hand 
Puts h~ndful in left hand·and 

shakes juice off right hand 
Puts handful back in right 

hand and shakes juice 
off left hand 

P~ts handful back in left 
and shakes right 

Closes right palm over hand
ful and begins to squeeze 

· as body turns 
Hands squeez·g with inereasing 

strength until they are 
over pile of ~reens 

The handful is $haken 
Last strong shake 
~rns back to pandanus and 

puts squeezed mandful down 
Gather$ a ~ew handful in 

ri~ht hand-

5 

5 - 26 

2.6 - 52 

52 - 63 

63 76 

76 8( 

87 - 100 

100 133 
133 - 141 
141 - 155 

-15.5 - 180 

180 ·- cut 

Note: The last -$queez:€ in the shot was dia~ramm@d. It 
begins at 8 feet and Jl frcunes frorr~ the beginning 
of the shot. 11 0 11 is counted as the first frame on 
which both of the 11nan' s hands are . below his right 
knee on the la$t strong shake of the squeeze pre
cedin~ the one diagrammed. 







2~. GIRL BUBS HER ~ODM WITH PANDANUS Oik 

Mungar - ~sembaga ·clan cluster 

Mungar's mother's yard - Dikai 

An. adolesc@nt girl tak@s pandanus oil 

out of a bamboo tube with a leaf and 

rubs it on ·~er body, in preparation 

to spendin~ an afteTno©n ®f dancin~ 

with the girls of her clan cluster. 

Sub-di visio,hs: 

Left hand reaches to 
leaves 

Leav€s are pulled 
out of bamboo tube 

She returns to up
right p·osi tion, 
:facing forw&,rd, 
leaves .held in 
front 

Right hand · goes to 
shoulder 

Right hand oils 
left shoulder 

Right hand ret~rns 
to. oily leaves 

R1gh~ hand goes to 
back 

Right hand oils back 
Left hand goes to 

back 
~oth hands oil back 

4o · 8o 

80 172 

172 - · 202 

202 - 217 

217 251 

--· 2.51 - 268 

268 286 
2~6 - 298 

298 315 
315 - cut 

. -229 

.63-JAB-1: § 

40 - 345 O# 19 
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25. GIRL PAIN~JNG MER NOSE 

}iungar - Tsembaga clan cluster 63-JAB-1: 5 

J.iungar' s mother's ya-rd - Dikali 

.July 7, 1963 

FG# 25 Q - 230 fr. 

0 - 140 O# 20 

~he girl puts yellow lines on her nos€, foreh@ad. ~nd 

cheeks, using a mixture of trade pigment and oil and 

applying it with a bit of stick held in her left hand. 

ln her ri~ht hand she holds a mirror. 

Sub-GlivisionB: 

Paints nose 
Lowers hand to pigment 
Gets pigment on stick 
Rai$es hand to nose 
Paints .nose 

0 -
20 
39 
92 -

]28 

20 
39 
92 
126 
end 

Comments: only the lowering and 

raising of the left hand was 

diagrammed - the movements of 

getting pigment on the stick 

and of applying it to the nose 

were too small to see clearly. 





26. GIRL fA1WT1NG HER FACE (CLOSE-UF VIEW) 

Mungar - ljf'sembagB: c lan clu·ster 

Munga.r' s mo_ther' s yard D.ikai 

July 7, 1963 

2)) 

63-J~-1: 5 

MDDH L294 feet JL~ 
f:rame$ throu~h 
299 feet 35 
fran1es? -

0 - 212 fr. O# 21 

A continuation of ~he activity diagrammed in #26, 

seen from a closer -angle so the movements involved 

in ptainting the nose can be diagranuned. 

Sub-divisions: 

Draws a line ~o~~ nose 

Turns hand around 

Drawg a line up no3e 

Turns hand arou~d 

Continues to turn 
hand while looking 
at stick 

() - 39 

39 70 

8U - 132 

132 - 188 

188 - end 
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27. ~~ PICKING UP VALUABLE SHELLS 

Ambrakwi-amongai clan 

Rambor's wife'$ yard (in 
~sem~aga territory} 

November 9, 1963 

63-JAB-35A: 309 

100 - 486 fr. O# 9 

A man who is r&ceiving one in a series of marriage 

payments for his sister stoops in front of a mat on 

which his sister's son has spread out the wealth 

items: axes, pork, salt, beads, and gold-lip shells. 

He reaches f~r the shells with his right hand, turns 

them around and puts them carefully in a pile in his 

left hand. 

Comments: Her& one sees the usual iso1ated use of 
the arm with some trunk suppo~t of the movement. 

There is more wrist movement than usual. 

2.35 

------------~--------~------------------~~----------------------------------~1 
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28. YOUNG l"lAN FA.STENING A FEATHER TO HIS HE..A.DDRESS 

Akis - Tsembaga clan cluster 

Muk's yard - Dikai 

November 1, 1963 

6j-JA:B-3l: 280 

FC# 28 0 - 277 fr~ 

0 262fi'. O# 16 

The young man has a pair of King of Saxony bird 

feathers (noma punt) in his septum, and he bends 

them in arcs on each side of his face and fastens 

the tips to the front of his headdress. 

Comments: There is more U$e of wrist and fingers than 

usual. 

'' 

'11 ~-------------------







YGiUNG r1AN FINISHES F:ASTENING A FEATHER TO HIS HEADDEESS . 

Akis - ~sembaga el~nclust€r 

Miu.k' s yard - Diikai _ 

· November 1, 1963 · 

63-JAE·- Jl: 280 

FC .·#29 

220 - 350 fr. O# 17 

A col?illtinuation or the aetivity diagll'?arnmed in #28. 

i'lhe fea th.ers are finally placed to the young man's 

likin~, he ha$ a _final loek at himself in the mirror, 

and, picking up the mirror, walks away . 
. I 
,• 

r . 

Ccummnents: =' lfhe head is r -elatively irrunobil.e, and. it 

is the trunk which forms the background of most of 

this movement - adjusting the location of. the man's 

head so he can see in the mirror. Not only do the 

young man's arms create more curved pa ths than msual, 

but the tru~k also cr€ates curved paths, rather tha n 

the usual straight or indeterminate paths with pointed 

changes of direction. 

2.39 
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· 30. \AlOMAN WALKING WITH A LOAD ACROSS EVEN GROUi,H) 

Di~ai da!nce groiU1"1!d 

63-J-AB- )5A: 315,316 

FO# JO 0 - 156 fr. 

November 9, 1963 50 - llD fr. O# 38 

A woman arriving at the konj ka-iko of the Tsembaga 

clan eluster walks across the dance ground carrying 

her string bag heavily laden. 

Sub-Glivisions: 

Steps - (indicated from the time 
the heel touche£ the 
ground, until the time 
the toe leaves the 
ground) . 

Left: 51 - 64; 72 - 87; 9~- 112 

Right: 61 74; 83 101 

241 





)1. GIRt WALKING D®W~HILL 

6)-JAB-lJ: 103 

Anely.angai garden 

Au~ust ll, 1963 1350 - · 14l!t6· fr. O# 39 

A ~irl participating in the burning of a garden walks 

~ownhill oveP rou~h~ Cleared earth. 

Sub-divisions: , 

Reach out for @tick in 
ground 

Hold on~© stick while 
walking around it 

Let g~ of stic~ and 
loring right arm 
to chest 

Lower forearm and 
eome to a halt 

1356 

1356 - 1397 

1)97 

1418 - 1446 





32. WOlVIAiN W~KI:NG UPHILL 

Ganaim - Fungai _clan 63-JAB-15: 124 

Path in Te!ftegu:mp 

AugUst 16, 1963 40 - 150 r-r. O# 40 

A w·oman walks up a steep hill, holding her small 

daughter's hand in h€r right hand, and leaning on 

her digging stick with her left hand. 

I 

.. :1/ 

r . 

Sub-divisions: 

Left arm advances digging 
stick 44 64 

Left arm ~~ops b€hind 
with digging stick 124 - end 

. ~ ... 

. ' 
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1. G!~S PERi?Q)ft/1'1 WAJLKING S'!EP 

Tsembaga elan cluster 

D:ikai Danee Grou!l!ld 

J;uly 7' 1963 

6.)-JAB-1: 8 

1-IDDM. 

200- 320 fr.; O# 25 

2. HEN.· STA11P A'r THE EDGE OF A STOOPING CONTINGEN·r 

fugU!ma clan cluster 

Dikai Dance Ground 

Novemb~r l, 1953 

6)-JAB-Jl: 28Q - 281 

liDDM 

0- 110 fr.; O# 14 

See maps 10 a - ·. c. {Appendix IV) 

) • · ME..l'J P:ERFORI1ING BOUNClE STEP 

Bomagai-Ang0iang clan cluster 

Tababe Rest House 

luly 'Z?I, 1963 

6]-JAB-5: 4) 

Q- 100 f~.; O# 29 
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4. MEN PERFORHING WALK1NG STEP AND DBUM11ING 

Tuguma clan cluster 

Dikai Dance Gro~~nd 

6J-JAB-31: 280 

MDIDM 

281 

November· 1. 196) 40- 160 fr.; O# 18 

Man 1 - · just em€rges fr®m behind tre€ at frame 46: wears wide white and· brown marsupial fur and . yellgw bir~ of paradise, and carrie$ an axe . 

. Man 2 - to the left and in front of man 1; dances bent over~ beating drum; wears no decoration. 
· ~~n 3 Begins about ten feet behind man l an~ catches up; beats drum; wears a red wig and a red parrot feath€r. 

Man 4 - dir€ctly behind man J; beats drum; -wears a long bla~k feather (karant). 
Han 5 - to the left of man 4; wears shoTt white feather headdr&ss and a white arm band on his right arm. 

Man 6- behind · man 5; wears ~lack feathers with a red parrot in the middle. 

Man 7 boy to the right of man 6. 
Han 8 little boy to the right· of man 7. 
Man 9 on the far left; wears nothing on his head. 

I 





APPENDIX · IV 

AND PATHl;JAYS 

A. Formations during the konj kaiko: maps l - 8 

B. Formations during the visit of t.he 

Tuguma dance contingent to the Dikai 

dance ground: maps 

c. Pathways of men d.aneing at the head I 

of a contingent: map ,. 

D. Formation of girl&> d@.ncing :· map 

E. Pathways of men sacrificing pigs: maps 

Key to explanations: 

Number Explanation . (number of film) 

(#) Detailed €vents in sequence 
Oln one m.ap. 

::! 

9 - 11 

12 

1.3 

14 - 16 

. 2~ 
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A.. The Konj Kaiko, iDikai dance ground., November 9. 196.3 _, 
(63-JAB-J5A). 

Map 

1. The distribution of people over the dance ground 
on the afternoon of November 9, before the pork 
presentat·ion. (6J-JAB-35A: Jl2} 

(1) A. dancer walks to the sidelines~ 
(2) A Ts€mbaga rr~n walks among the 

people. gesturing and · shouting 
,-for silence. 

2. One ~~rice contingent approaches the pave fence 
to receive presentations of pork (6J-JAB-35A: 312). 
a. The recipient goe3 to the pave and a young 

man flanking him dance£ back and forth in 
front of the pav~. 

b. 1he whole dance contingent goes to tbe pave 
and th€n turns and goes back across the 
dance ground after the rgcipient has gotten 
his bundle of pork. 

J. . Another recipient ·or pork goes to the pave 
flanked by young :men and one . young, girl. wielding . I 

I a bushknife (63-JAB-J)A: 314). 



• t'- '• 

. ~ :, 

. ·, . ~. 

.. ·.; 
·· . 

'·· .· 
.. ~ - . .. .,_ ... 

. .. . ,· 
. : : .· : 

4. The distribution of people over the dance ground 

· ·after the pork presentation. Dance contingents 

erowd t~e area, dancing in clu~ps or columns. 

Three Wi<D)m.en ar:ri ve Wri th lade~ string bags, and 

walk to the side t<D join the spectators. 

5. . Visiting contingents dance until the Tsemb8.ga · 

con.tirag&nt breaches the pave fence (63-JAB-3.5A: 

315 )". 

{1) A contingent moves through the crowd 

in a column·. 

(2) ~he contingent dances briefly in a 

circle. 

(3) The contingent again traverses the 

area as a celumn. 

· (4) The Tsembaga contingent breaches the 

pave. 

·MAPs on follow]ng page. 
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: ~· 

'!F!nl.e Konj Ka.iko, D:ikai danc.e ground. November 10, 1963, 

· ( 6 -'-JAB-35B) . 

6. ~he distribution of spectators and· visiting 

dancers on the dance ground in the morning. 

Inside the pave the Tsembaga danc.e contingent 

prepar@s to 'break through the pave again. 

7. a. Th€ T$embaga dance contingent· ~reaches th& 

.pave. 

b. It forms a column whieh trav&rses the dance 

ground. 

c. (1) The contingent is led by three men 
·· :· .~~·~{·'· 

~ancing indepen~ehtly, 

(2) as the whole contingent traverses the 

area. 
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8. The kaiko is b~ought eo a close by digging up 

roots which were buried at tbe gate of the 

dance ground a year before. 

a. DanG€rS and spectators crowd around the 

gate watching the ID€n dangling the roots 

on strings as they b€gin to move away from 

the .gate. 

~. The Tsembaga dance contingent t r averses 

the dance ground, led by the men carrying 

the roots. 

c. The dance contingent leaves the grotind and 

goes along a path to the west. 

d. The men return, walking. 
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B. ~he Visit of the Tuguma Dance Contingent to the Dikai 

Dcance Ground, Novembe~ 1, 1963 (63-JAB-Jl). 

9. Girls danee and women stand in clumps before 

the arrival of the visiting dance contingent 

(63-JAB-31: 279). 

lQ. The ~guma dance contingent arrives (63-JAB-31: 

28D - 281) • 

a. Three men enter the dance groundt dancing 

independently at the head of the con

tingent. 

b. As the dance contingent cro~ses the gate, 

the three men continue dancing independ

ently. 

c. When most of the contingent is inside the 

dance ground, the dancers stoop in a 

clump. 

26] 
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10. (continued •.. ) 

·d. The dance eontingent forms a rough column 

and traverses the dance ground. 

e. The contingent stoops in a clump, and then 

progresses in a colunm to a third location. 

f. The contingent proceeds in a rough column from 

one place to another, forming a clump in each 

place and~ stooping and perfor:r:ning the hounce 

step. 

ll. The Tsem~aga dance contingent joins the Tuguma 

contingent (63-JAB-Jl: 282). 

a. The Tsembaga dance contingent enters from the 

uphill side of the dance ground in a split 

·Column. 

265 . 
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11. (continue~ ... ) 

b~ ~he Tcembaga contingent joins the Tuguma 

e~nting~nt and all dance together, the 

rrsembaga girls in the midst of the colulr.tn . 

c. All stoop. 

d. All progress. 

e.. 'rh€ men s t oop in a cl1Q.mp. A man in the 

middle leads t h e new progression. By this 

time. the girlc have left the dance con-
/ 

tingerit and have joined the spectators 
!/· . 

alo~k the edges of the dance ground. 
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C. · Men dane@ independently at the head of a dance 

contingent arriving at Gunts to honor A.P. Vayda at 

his .dep0rture (63-JAB-19: 169). 

12. 

a. Th€ pathway of Bossboy Giribo of the 

. :Somagai-Angoiang clancluster. 

b. Th€ pathway of Luluai Wun of the B0magai-

Angoiang clanclust€r. 

c. ~he ~~thway 0f Tultul Gara of the clan-
·:, · 

clufoter from Fogaikump. 
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D. Girls dancing alone for their ovr-~ pleasure on the 

Dikai dance ground, July 7, 1963 (6}-JAB-1: 7 - 8). 

1}. The girls, standing on one side of the dance 

ground, begin to perform the bounce step in 

I place, and then they move into a rough 

column. 

a. The girls begin to bounce in the follow-

I 
ing order: 4, J, 5, and 7. Then girl 1 

begi~s the walking step. 
: 

b. Ginls 5 and 7 follow girl l. 
! 

c. Girls 2 and 4 remain in place after all 

the others have started walking. 

d. Girls 2 and 4 also join the colu~~. 
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E. Sacrificing pigs in a raku, Raku Numengump, November 

~. 1963, (63-JAB-3)). 

14. A man calls out to his ancestor~, goes 

closer to the pig, and clubs · it twice. 

15. 

a. A man paces back and forth by the pig, 

calling out to his ancestors, ~wisting 

the club in his palms, and irregularly 

raising the club in the air. 

b. He approaches the pig and clubs it four 

tim.es. 
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1. 

I 

I 

16. a. - d. A man paces back and forth in front 

of a pig, calling out to his ancestors 

and raising the club as he twists it. 
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APPENDIX V MAPS OF THE FUNGAI HAMLETS 
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. Key to house numbers on Maps of the Fungai Residential Area. 

HAP 1 

1. Ke (first wife of Gul (18)) 

2. Kerepe (widowed ·mother of 
Mar (30) and Wip (10)) 

3. Weu (second wife of Nui 
( 9) ) • 

4. Pfun 

5. Komba (wife of Pfun (4)) 

6~ Kane and Mben (sister 
and wife of Naia (7)) 

7 . Naia 

8. Nomani 

9. Nui 

10. Kabi 

11. Kanant (first wife of 
Nui ( 9) ) 

12. Kunda (unmarried sister 
of Nui ( 9) ) 

lJ. Wayakai (widow·ed mother 
of Nui ( 9) ) 

26. Tingde (widowed mother 
of Dinige ( 25) ) 

27. Numbi 

l"'AP. 2 

28. Minme (wife of Numbi ( 27)) 

29. Jablonko 

30. Mar and "house cook" 

14. Kua (wife of Kabi (10)) 

15. Urum (widow) 

16. A.war and his· wife, Rik.a:. 

17. Pewai (widow) 

18. Gul 

19. Gandim (third wife of 
Gul ( 18) ) 

20. Dang (second wife of 
Gul ( 18)) 

21. Korip 0nd his wife, Rango 

22. Atema (wife of Kondibia (23)) 

23. Kondibia and his old father 

24. Kwingn (wife of Dinige (25)) 

25. Dinige 

31. Ambia 

32. Vayda 

33- Storage house 

34. "small house" (latrine) 
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